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PEEFACE.

Colonel N. Grodekoff's account of his Bide to Herat is

entirely his own. All I have done is to translate the nar

rative, and to divide it into chapters. The Map of his march-

route is a facsimile of one he sent me a short time ago,

together with his portrait. His statement that Merv is not

the Key of Herat, and the description he gives of the state of

affairs in the region desolated by the Turcoman scourge,

deserve the attention of English writers on Central Asia.

Charlton, Kent,

June, 1880.
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INTRODUCTION.

On the 19th of January, 1879, the Novoe Vremya furnished

a fresh topic for political conversation at St. Petersburg, by

publishing the following paragraph :—" From the time that

the first Bussian soldier stepped on Turkestan soil, that region

has been the scene of many daring exploits and expeditions,

many of which, however, remain unknown to Russian society.

A few days ago, there arrived at St. Petersburg Colonel

Grodekoff, of the General Staff, who has just performed a

journey, the extraordinary hazards and difficulties attending

which far exceed anything that has hitherto been done in

that way. It will suffice to say that Colonel Grodekoff, with

out even resorting to any disguise, accompanied by a Kirghiz

and two Persians, one of whom, Teimur Mustapha Rakh-

metulin, acted as interpreter, traversed all the north-western

provinces of Afghanistan to Herat, through places constantly

exposed to raids from the Tekkes, and over the whole of

Northern Persia. On the 6th November last this intrepid

officer left Tashkent, and on the 15th of December reached
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Asterabad, having traversed a distance of nearly 1,500

miles."

This information, with several additional particulars,

appeared in the Globe on the 28th January, i.e. five days

before Lord Loftus's despatch, containing a translation

of the Novoe Vremya paragraph, reached the Foreign

Office.*

On the 6th February, or three days after Lord Loftus's

despatch arrived at Downing Street, the Marquis of Salisbury

received a letter from our Minister at Teheran, dated December

10, 1878, in which, among other matters, was stated as

under :—" I have the honour to inform your Lordship that a

Eussian officer, whose name resembles Kerdinhoff, reached

Meshed on the 27th ultimo, having come from Tashkent, via

Balkh and Herat. Two hundred Afghan horse escorted him

through the Herat territory. He only remained three days

at Herat, but was twelve days at Balkh. On his arrival

at Meshed he telegraphed to the Russian General at

Tashkent, informing him that he had been received at Herat

in a most satisfactory and cordial manner. He appeared to

be going on immediately to Russia, by way of the Caspian

Sea."

The same day a second despatch was received from Mr.

Ronald Thomson, dated December 17, and containing the sub

joined additional particulars respecting Grodekoff:— "The

Russian officer, ofwhose movements I had the honour to inform

* Blue Book " Central Asia No. 1. (1880)."
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your Lordship in my despatch of the 10th instant, started from

Meshed on the 30th of November. While there, it is said

that he stated that he had left St. Petersburg on a special

mission at the end of last September, and that he was going

back there at once ; that when at Balkh he had come across

the Envoy despatched by the Government of His Majesty the

Czar, on his return from Afghanistan, and that from him he

had heard that Ameer Shere Ali Khan had stated that should

he find himself unable to withstand the advance of the British

army, as might possibly be the case, he had the intention of

retiring to the hill country."

Accompanying these two despatches arrived also a third, on

the 6th February, from Mr. Ronald Thomson, dated Teheran,

December 81, and containing two translated enclosures

received from the English news-writer at Meshed. One

of these was dated December 7, 1878, and ran as

follows :—

"Eight days ago the Russian officer left for Asterabad ; he

sent back a Cossack, native of Khokand or Tashkent, who

had been travelling with him to Meshed, giving him a pass

port to the effect that the bearer was his servant and returning

home, and that therefore no one was to prevent or molest him.

The officer said that the Afghan troops were not disciplined,

but merely an imitation ; that he met the Russian Envoy at

Balkh returning from Cabul ; arid he said that Ameer Shere

Ali had told him that whenever the English troops marched

against him, as he is unable to resist them, he would take
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to the mountains ; he (the officer) had further added that he

had . left St. Petersburg two months previously, and that he

was now returning there direct ; that for 300 farsakhs of the

road between Orenburg to Tashkent there is no railway, but

there is a cart road by which the post arrives in eight days

at Tashkent, and that the railway will be finished in another

year." *

The second communication, dated a week later, referred

chiefly to Cabul affairs, but it contained one or two particulars

respecting Grodekoff. " The fourth Russian officer came to

Maimene and thence to Herat. His journey had been notified

by the Ameer to the Herat authorities, instructing them to

pay him every attention. He arrived at Herat on the 16th of

November, and was received with much ceremony. Quarters

were prepared for him in the Chehar Bagh, the Governor's

own residence. He only remained there three days, and then

asked for an escort to convey him to the Persian frontier, en

route for Meshed. This was granted, and took him as far as

Kareez. I presume he was an officer of high standing in

Russia, but here he did not give out his rank or who he was

at all; he did not discuss any political topics with the

Governor; it appears that he merely came to visit the place.

On reaching Meshed he intends proceeding to Russia via

Gez."

The letter bag from Teheran received at the Foreign Office

♦ Grodekoff could never have made such a preposterous statement as

this about the railway. Our Blue Books would excite less ridicule

if they were carefully weeded of such obvious canards—C. M.
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on the 6tb February contained a final despatch from Mr.

Bonald Thomson, dated December 81, with the annexed item

*rom the English news-writer at Asterabad. " December 24.

On the 17th a Kussian officer arrived here from Meshed via

Shahrood. He remained two days at the Kussian Consul's

house, and then left for Ashoorada by Gez. This officer has

been to Herat." *

Shortly after Colonel Grodekoffs return to St. Petersburg,

the Czar, displaying an appreciation of intrepidity which

might advantageously be imitated by our own Sovereigns

when our Burnabys and MacGregors come back from their

rides into the dark region of Central Asia, gave the gallant

staff-officer a private audience at the Winter Palace, and

presented him with a decoration, which, all will admit, after

reading his narrative, the Colonel fully deserved.

The Russian Government attached such importance to

Grodekoffs knowledge of Herat and Afghan Turkestan,

that he was not allowed to return again to his duties at

Tashkent, but was kept, for purposes of consultation, at St.

Petersburg.

Recently he received orders to keep himself in readiness to

proceed to the Caspian to join SkobelefFs expedition against the

Akhal Tekke Turcomans. One result of this was that the

narrative of his journey through Afghanistan was greatly

abridged, and, unfortunately, that portion suffered the most

from curtailment which, otherwise, would have rendered

* Blue Book " Central Asia No. 1. (1880.)"
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Colonel Grodekoffs ride as popular, perhaps, in this country,

as Major Burnaby's ride to Khiva.

Early in May he set out from St. Petersburg for the

Caspian, and a Bussian letter from Fort Alexandroosk men

tions, that among the officers who arrived there on the 18th,

with Adjutant General Skobeleff, to inspect the place, was

Colonel Grodekoff. His desire to visit Merv thus stands a

good chance of being gratified at no distant date.



COLONEL GRODEKOFFS RIDE

FUOM

SAMARCAND TO HERAT.

CHAPTER I.

FROM TASHKENT TO MAZAR-E-SHEEEEF.

My interview with General Kaufmann—I set out on my ride

to the Caspian—My followers—No masquerading—Arrival at

the River Oxus—Patta Keesar—Courtesy of the Afghan Envoy

—I cross over to Afghanistan—The Eeshagasi—Text of the

pass furnished me by General Kaufmann—" In Russiaone law :

in Afghanistan, another "—Afghan prisoners from Cabul—My

" row " with the Eeshagasi—We set out for Mazar-e-Shereef—

The ruins of Seeyageerd— Incidents of the ride—I find my

self guarded—The Afghans discuss whether they shall murder

me—Arrival at Mazar-e-Shereef—The Eeshagasi's trophy—

Our ride through the streets of the Capital of Afghan Turkestan.

In September, 1878, I presented to the com

mander of the troops in the Turkestan military

district my leave-report, permitting me to relin

quish my duties at Tashkent and to proceed to

St. Petersburg or Odessa, by way of Afghanistan

and Persia. In the event of his acquiescence,

I begged Adjutant-General Von Kaufmann to

furnish me with documents giving me a free

B
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passage through the countries referred to. The

General not only warmly acceded to my request,

but also offered me pecuniary assistance for the

journey. This offer, for various reasons, I de

clined ; but accepted twenty silver articles for

presents on the way.

My leave-report was presented on the 18th

of September. I trusted to accomplish the

distance to Asterabad in fifty days, i.e., before

winter commenced in Afghanistan and Rhoras-

san, and consequently had to hasten my depar

ture. To the observation of General Kaufmann

that I should have to wait some time for the

permission of the Ameer, Shere Ali, I suggested

that, instead of waiting for this permission at

Tashkent, I should leave with the courier, who

would convey the letter of the Governor-General

to Cabul; the courier would travel faster than

I should, and, moreover, the arrangements for

the journey would detain me a few days at

Samarcand ; and thus, by the time I reached

Mazar-e-Shereef, the administrative place of

residence of the Governor-General of Afghan

Turkestan, the courier would have reached

Cabul and returned to that town with the pass.

General Kaufmann agreed to this view of the
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matter, and, furnished with an open letter signed

and sealed by the Governor-General himself, I

set out from Tashkent for Samarcand, by the post

road, on November 6th, having despatched thither

in good time beforehand my servants and luggage.

Having made my final arrangements for the

journey, I rode from Samarcand on the 9th of

November, late in the afternoon, bound for

Herat and the Caspian.

I was accompanied by three followers. The

first, acting as servant and interpreter, was

Mustapha Bakhmetulin, a native of Gulistan,

near Meshed. Eleven years previous he had

been taken prisoner by the Merv Tekkes, sold

as a slave in the city of Bokhara, and afterwards

liberated in consequence of the suppression by

the Russian Government of slavery in Khiva

and Bokhara. He knew three languages—Persian,

Toorkee, and Russian. The second was Ibrahim

Moullah Hassan, a Persian, born at Samarcand.

He spoke Persian and Toorkee, and was slightly

acquainted with Russian. The third was a Kirghiz

of the Sergiopol District, Urazali Kojanbergenoff

by name. He spoke Russian, and, with the

Persian, acted as groom.

Our armament consisted of a cavalry Berdan

b2
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with 100 cartridges, and one of Smith and Ves-

son's revolvers with twelve cartridges. Later

on, at Mazar-e-Shereef, we acquired two Afghan

knives, and at Meshed a double-barrelled gun.

The means of transport at our disposal com

prised four riding horses (one for each of us), two

pack horses/and another as a reserve ; in all seven.

I did not have recourse to any disguise, but

travelled in my uniform. I concealed neither my

nationality nor my rank ; nor did I seek to hide

the march route I intended to take on my way to

the Caspian. I believe that in the circumstances

in which I at the time found myself placed, this

was the best means of travelling in Asia. Any

masquerade that I might have adopted would have

only impeded my movements, on account of my

unsatisfactory knowledge of Oriental languages,

and my ignorance of the ceremonial observances

which Mussulmans make use of at almost every

step.

I will omit from my narrative the excellent

reception accorded to me by the Emir of

Bokhara at Keetab, as well as my journey through

that ruler's dominions, and will go on with the

reception which I received on arriving in

Afghanistan.
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In the afternoon of October 17, I arrived at the

Amu Daria, at the Turcoman settlement of Patta

Keesar, where the river is crossed by boats. On the

Afghan side, at the moment of my arrival at the

ferry, no one could be seen. At the end of about

two hours, however, on the left bank became vis

ible a body of horsemen, who commenced to pitch

two kibitkas, or tents. The Bokharan official

immediately informed me that these kibitkas

were intended for my reception, and the horsemen

for my escort to Mazar-e-Shereef. This intelli

gence I easily believed ; because, while yet at

Sheerabad, I had sent on in advance, to give

notice of my approach, an Afghan belonging to

a party of three appointed by the Afghan Ambas

sador at the Court of the Emir of Bokhara to ac

company me to the capital of Afghan Turkestan.

I may here mention that the Afghan Envoy at

the Court of the Emir of Bokhara was at Keetab

when I passed through there. It was my desire,

before proceeding to Afghanistan, to have an in

terview with him. Without the permission, how

ever, of the Emir this was impossible. So much

time was lost in my negotiations with Moozaffar

Eddin that, having selected the 12th of October

for my inspection of the Bokharan troops and for
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my departure directly afterwards for Shaar, I re

solved not to carry out my idea of visiting the

AfghanEnvoy ; especially as I had no particular ob

ject in doing so. The Afghan envoy, hearing during

the morning of the 12th of my intended journey

to his country, sent two officials to my quarters

to enquire after my health. In the evening, it

came to his ears that my projected interview with

him would not take place, and in order to do me

a service he sent me three of the men attached

to his suite, with orders to escort me to Mazar-

e-Shereef.

One of these men, as I have already said, I

had sent on in front of me to herald my approach.

A second one, on noticing the horsemen and the

tents on the Afghan shore of the Oxus, I sent

down to the waterside to some sandbanks stretching

into the stream, with orders to shout to his coun

trymen and ask whether there was any obstacle

to my crossing the river in the morning. The

sun was then beginning to set, and I was desirous of

knowing whether any impediment existed to my

entry into Afghanistan. In reply to the Afghan's

shouts, the party on the other side answered that

I could cross the next day; adding, that the escort

and the Mbitkas were ready for me.
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The following morning, October 18, I crossed

over in a boat to the Afghan side with my

men and horses. On touching the shore I was

met by the Eeshagasi or Chamberlain, Shah

Sevar Khan, with the officers of the cavalry

escort that had arrived the evening before.

This personage invited me to enter one of the

kibitkas. Of these, as I have already said, there

were two. I approached the nearest, in front

of which was posted a guard ; but had hardly

got to the door of it when one of the men

flashed his sword over my head. Not under

standing what he meant by this, I demanded

an explanation of the Eeshagasi, who replied

that admittance into that tent was prohibited

because it contained prisoners. I thereupon

angrily asked him why he had not warned me

of this in time. As an apology, the Eeshagasi

struck the sentry, but I interposed with the

remark that the man was not to blame for doing

his duty, but only the Eeshagasi himself, who

ought to have shown me the road.

Entering the other kibitka we sat down upon a

carpet. After the customary congratulations on

my safe arrival, and enquiries respecting myhealth,

the Eeshagasi asked me who I was, where I
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was going to, and what the object was of my

journey. As a reply to these interrogations

I handed him an open letter, in which was

written in Russian, Persian, and Toorkee, the

following announcement :—

" The bearer of this, Colonel Grodekoff, ac

companied by his servants, is proceeding toRussia,

with my permission, via Afghanistan and Persia.

On that account I beg all functionaries who may

be found along the route traversed by Colonel

Grodekoff to accord him assistance and protection.

September 21 (O.S.), 1878. Tashkent. The Go

vernor-General of Turkestan, commanding the

troops in the Turkestan Military District, Adju

tant-General Von Kaufmann 1st."

Having read this document, the Eeshagasi said

that I should have to wait on the bank of the

Oxus about two days, until I received the per

mission of the Lueenaib, or Governor-General

of Afghan Turkestan, to proceed to Mazar-e-

Shereef.*

I had already noticed, while walking with the

Eeshagasi from the river shore to the tent, that

* The Governor-General of Afghan Turkestan at the time of

my visit was Khosh Deel Khan. When the revolution took

place at Mazar-e-Shereef after the death of Shere Ali, Khosh

Deel Khan crossed the Oxus and sought refuge at Tashkent.
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the locality was a damp, unwholesome place,

covered with reeds and bushes, and without any

signs of a human habitation (one can hardly term

the huts built by the Afghan fishermen human

habitations) ; and had made up my mind before

handing Kaufmann's letter to the Chamberlain

that under no circumstances would I wait even an

hour on the spot ; being determined, in the event

of the Eeshagasi refusing, to proceed at once to

Mazar-e-Shereef, to return to the Bokharan side

of the Oxus and wait there for the arrival of

the Governor's permission. All this I intimated

to the Eeshagasi ; adding that it was strange

not to allow me, an individual almost unarmed,

to proceed to Mazar-e-Shereef, when he himself

had upwards of 30 soldiers to protect him ;

that it was strange not to let me go forward

when Afghan subjects were allowed to move

about freely in Turkestan ; when our sovereigns

were at peace with each other ; and when their

respective envoys were residing, one at Cabul

and the other at Tashkent.

The Eeshagasi replied that in Russia there

was one law, and in Afghanistan another. He

could not think of taking upon himself the

responsibility of letting me go forward. Finally,
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excusing himself with the plea that he had press

ing business to perform, he went out of the

tent, and left me in it alone.

The pressing business to which he referred

was the task of conveying across the river to

Bokhara, Server and Eesaak Khan, the two

cousins of Abdurrahman Khan who joined him

in his flight to Badakshan in the winter of 1879.

For a long period they had been kept in prison

at Cabul, but were now about to be sent across

the Oxus to live in exile at Samarcand.

It became clear to me now that the two tents

had not been pitched for me, but for the relations

of Abdurrahman Khan ; that the escort, instead

of being sent to meet me, had arrived as the guard

of the two prisoners ; and that, finally, the

Mbitka into which I had been refused admittance

had contained Server and Eesaak Khan.

In a few minutes' time the ferry boat was

loaded with men and animals, and pushed

off from the Afghan shore. The Eeshagasi

remained the whole time alongside the water's

edge until the boat had reached the Bokharan

bank. He then returned to the tent.

Immediately he entered the kibitka, I categori

cally demanded of him : " Did he mean to let me
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go on at once to Mazar-e-Shereef or not ] " The

firmness of the question obviously disturbed Shah

Sevar Khan. He commenced to bargain with me ;

instead of waiting two days he asked me to wait

one ; afterwards, to wait till the following morning.

I remained immoveable. I put it to him that if I

remained a night in such a marshy spot I should

be sure to catch ague or fever ; and that I had a

long journey before me which I could not accom

plish if I fell sick on the road. The Eeshagasi

then promised to remain only until the evening,

saying, that by the evening would assuredly arrive

from the Governor-General an answer to the

message he had sent off to Mazar-e-Shereef the

moment after the two relations of Abdurrahman

Khan had crossed the stream. But I knew very

well that from the ferry of Patta Keesar to Mazar-

e-Shereef was a distance of seventy versts (fifty-

three miles), and that consequently the Governor-

General's reply could not possibly arrive that

evening. This I gave the Eeshagasi plainly to

understand.

Seeing my obstinacy, the Chamberlain fell into

despair. He would only keep me waiting a few

hours, he said. He would give orders to kill a

sheep and prepare dinner for me. In reply, I
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refused to have any dinner except at the next

station. Then, raising my voice, I exclaimed, "Is

there to be an end to this or not ? I am tired of

all this nonsense ! Immediately—this very

moment—either I go on to Mazar-e-Shereef, or

else I cross over again to Bokhara! But

remember, mind, you shall answer to the Ameer

for not letting me go on to the town."

I allowed myself to speak in this sharp manner

to the Chamberlain, believing that any concession

on my part would only be accepted as a sign of

weakness ; moreover, my high rank of " colonel,"*

and, above all, the friendly relations existing

between Russia and Shere Ali, gave me the full

assurance that the Eeshagasi would not dare to

endanger himself by the employment of any

force against me.

Shah Sevar Khan dropped his head and began

discussing in a loud tone of voice the matter with

himself. " To let him go on—may be unlucky :

* In Russian " Polkovnik." Colonel, in English and in Afghan,

is pronounced "Kernel." The Afghans have several military

ranks bearing English names : for instance, Major (Mayor), and

Adjutant (Adyutant). It was quite casually that I disclosed

my rank to the Afghans. My interpreter introduced me to Shah

Sevar Khan as "Polkovnik Grodekoff." This the Eeshagasi did

not understand. I then said to him in Turkish: "Meer-Ali."

Still he did not catch the meaning. At last, the idea came into

my head to call myself in French " Col-o-nel ! " Then the

Eeshagasi understood me : " Ah, you are a Kernel ! "
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not to let himgo on—may be unluckier still. Sup

posing he falls ill here, what shall I do with him1

The whole of the blame will then fall upon me.

Better let him proceed ; it is all the same, here or

there; he'll get no further than Mazar-e-Shereef."

Afterwards, getting up off the carpetand turning

towards me, he said, "Good! Let us go. Only, you

must understand they won't let you proceed

beyond Mazar-e-Shereef without the permission

of the Ameer."

"That is no concern of yours," I replied.

"At Mazar-e-Shereef I shall have dealings

with the Governor-General, and not with you."

Half an hour later, the whole of us were on

the road leading to Mazar-e-Shereef.

From the ferry of Patta Keesar to Seeyageerd,

where we halted for the night, the distance is

thirty-eight miles. For two miles at the

outset, the road runs through a marshy locality,

inundated during the overflow of the Amu Daria,

and covered with reeds and brushwood. At the end

of the second mile commence the sands, which

reach a considerable elevation at places and grow

tamarisk and saksaoul* These sands extend

for a distance of twenty-four miles, to the ruins

* Haloxylon Ammodendron—CM.
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of the town of Seeyageerd ; and afterwards, the

ground becomes open, level, and clayey, and con

tinues so to Mazar-e-Shereef. The ruins of

Seeyageerd extend for a distance of nine miles,

as far as the present settlement of the same

name, comprising fifty houses. From Patta

Keesar to Seeyageerd there is no water. The

road across the sands is extremely difficult. At

Seeyageerd the water is brought from a rivulet

flowing from the spurs of the Paropamisus

range.

Under the influence of our discussion on the

banks of the Amu Daria, the Eeshagasi was in

a most melancholy frame of mind. I was the

first to speak. I praised his horse, I praised

his gigantic height, I praised his arms, even his

huge drinking-glass which he carried in a leather

case slung across his shoulders. The Eeshagasi

began to grow cheerful. We commenced to talk.

Before long, I found that he was tolerably well

acquainted with the progress of the Turkish

campaign, and with the intelligence respecting

the fighting published in the Ameer's official

gazette at Cabul. Shah Sevar Khan remembered

the names of all the Turkish Generals, but not

a single one of the Russians, ascribing his forget
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fulness of the latter to the difficulty of pronoun

cing the names of our countrymen. He knew the

name of our Emperor. He had read the history

of Peter the Great, whom he called "Feodor."

He took great interest in the strength of our

army, and in that of the Turkestan detachment

in particular. In order not to remain his

debtor, I put to him a number of questions deal

ing with the history of Afghanistan during the

last thirty years. In the end, we came to the last

conflict between Shere Ali and the English. To

my question : " Will the English Embassy be

allowed to enter Cabul ? " he replied, " Not for

the world." "But if the English declare war

against you ? " I said. "We'll manage them," he

replied, "just as we have managed them more

than once before to-day."

We stopped three times on the road to drink

and to smoke. The Afghans offered neither

myself nor my servants any water or tobacco.

At Seeyageerd, during the night halt, when

my man wished to take up an Afghan pitcher, in

order to pour some water into our teapot, several

soldiers ran up to him and told him not to meddle

with their pitchers ; if he wanted water, he was to

tell them, and they would pour it out of the
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pitchers for him. It seemed that we were Kafirs

—Infidels.

While we were making one of the halts on the

road for the men to drink, I continued advancing

alone. After a few seconds the Afghans com

menced shouting to me to stop. Pretending

not to hear them, I continued leisurely riding on.

Presently, three soldiers dashed up to me. I

replied to them that it was not my place to

conform myself to their wishes, but their place

to conform themselves to mine. Did they not

know who I was \

The soldiers fell back, and I resumed my solitary

ride. When the men had finished drinking they

had a race to catch up to me. I then took the

Eeshagasi severely to task. Did he think that I

meant to run away? How did he come to take

that thought into his head? Had I not entered

his country of my own free will % Where should

I escape to, and how could I get away %

The Eeshagasi excused himself. The thought

had never entered his head that I should escape.

He had only been concerned about my safety.

" What nonsense you talk ! " 1 replied. "Put an

end to this farce. You can see around you for a

whole farsang (four miles). There is not a single
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man in view. How could there be any danger?

Accept it as a rule from this moment, that I

am not compelled to conform myself to you, but

you to me."

This had such an effect upon the Eeshagasi that

when the time arrived for the next stoppage on the

road, he came up to me and asked my permission

to allow his men to halt.

We pushed on quickly. On the steppe near

the ruins of Seeyageerd the Eeshagasi several

times put his horse to the gallop. He could

not let a single bird pass him. The moment

he saw one he unslung his double-barrelled

gun from his shoulders, and had a shot at it.

He had any amount of activity in him.

At Seeyageerd I was lodged in a house alongside

the Eeshagasi's. Two sentries were placed in

front of my lodgings, with orders not to let me go

out of their sight and to follow me wherever I

went.

After dusk I went outside into the courtyard

to have a chat with the officers. One of the

sentries exclaimed loudly as I passed, " If I had

my way I would cut that Kafir into pieces ! "

These words were uttered in the hearing of

two officers, but they took no notice of them,
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although they could not but have known that

even if I did not understand Persian (Pushta ?)

my interpreter did, and that he would translate

the speech for me.

In repeating the words of the sentry, Musta-

pha added that it would not be at all wonderful

if the man tried to carry the wish into effect,

since the murder of an infidel renders an Afghan

a saint.

I chatted a short time with the officers in

the courtyard, and then returned to my room

to a supper of pilaf prepared by the Afghans.

After I had finished eating I prepared for bed,

barricading the door with boxes, locking it

securely with the key, and placing my revolver

close at hand in readiness for any emergency.

The night passed over quietly. The next

morning Mustapha told me, that while cleaning

my boots the night before, he had overheard

the soldiers talking together. Said one, " Let us

go and kill the Kafir. What matter's what

happens afterwards—you know what awaits us in

future life." Said another, "Yes, but you see

the Russians will exact revenge. They will

seize the whole of the country ; then that will

be bad for all." To this the first retorted,
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" Can't we say that he never crossed the river ? "

"No," replied the second Afghan; " because the

Bokharans will say they delivered him whole

in our hands. Besides, he is not a little man.

He is a Colonel, and the Russians know well

where he is and all about him. Let us give over

thinking about taking his life."

Whether this dialogue really did take place or

not, I cannot positively state. I do not think,

however, that Mustapha deliberately lied. He

had no object to gain in doing so. His interest

was to screen such unpleasantnesses from me,

because they might induce me to turn back ;

whereas his desire was to go forward and to visit

Meshed, where he had relations and friends from

whom he had been torn eleven years previous,

when carried away a slave by the Merv Tekkes,

and whom he had not seen since. Anyhow, I

believed what he said, for I saw that among the

soldiers of the convoy were several having the

aspect of fanatics, and I therefore determined to

keep my ear open while on the march.

From Seeyageerd to Mazar-e-Shereef the dis

tance is fourteen miles. We rose late—about

six o'clock or so. I went out into the courtyard

to perform my toilette, and the Afghans gathered

c2
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round as spectators. When it came to cleaning

my teeth, one of the Afghans, more inquisitive

than the rest, said to Mustapha : " What is that

brush made of? "

"Pig's bristles," replied Mustapha.

The Afghans fell back in horror, and com

menced spitting violently, to express their disgust

at using the hair of such an unclean animal

for cleansing the mouth. I immediately beat a

retreat to my room, inwardly making the resolve

to perform my ablutions for the future in my

tent or my chamber.

We rode away from Seeyageerd at 8 o'clock.

At the end of an hour we saw before us, in the

distance, Takhtapool, Mazar-e-Shereef, and Goo-

reemar. Four blue minarets could be easily

distinguished at Mazar-e-Shereefamong the dingy

grey structures of the place.

Our road led direct to the sanctuary ; but, on

approaching the town, we left the track and

turned off across the fields until we reached the

road leading from Takhtapool to Mazar-e-Shereef.

It was obvious that the Afghans did not wish me

to pass by the sanctuary.

When we reached Mazar-e-Shereef itself, the

Eeshagasi gave orders for the soldiers to draw
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their swords. We then entered the town in

the following order :—In front rode three soldiers ;

then followed a bugler, playing on his instru

ment the whole time of the advance ; afterwards

came myself and the Eeshagasi side by side,

and, finally, Mustapha and the escort.

" Why did you order the soldiers to draw their

swords % " I demanded of the Eeshagasi, as we

rode along the streets.

" For your security," he replied ; " our people

are wild and unrestrained. One can't tell what

might happen."

" Yes ; but look here. You have taken measures

to protect me from murder on the part of the

populace, but let me ask you what steps you

have taken to shield me from any attempts

on my life on the part of your soldiers, who

are obviously drawn from a people as wild

and as unrestrained as these, and who might

also send me to another world. I must give you

to understand that I fear your soldiers—I have

reasons for doing so—far more than I do the popu

lace. The people of Afghan Turkestan are Uzbeks*

by race : I know them well, and feel just as

safe among them as in my own home. Am I not

* Vambery calls them "the best race in Central Asia."—C. M.
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right, i would ask you, in ascribing as the true

reason, your desire to expose me to the town as

your trophy? Don't you wish the people to

believe that I am your prisoner?"

" Think what you like," replied the Eeshagasi ;

" but I must give you up whole and uninjured. I

have to answer for every hair that falls from

your head."

We rode for some time through the winding

streets of Mazar-e-Shereef. The soldiers riding

in front did not allow any one to stand in

our way, or pass along the road, driving all

they met into the side streets. In passing by

the gate ofthe Bazaar, I suggested to the Eeshagasi

that he should take me through the place and

show me to the mob as his trophy ; but he made

no reply. Throughout nearly the whole of the

march to Mazar-e-Shereef on the 19th of October

the Eeshagasi had been taciturn and quiet. The

nearer we approached the town, the more silent

he became. Probably he was casting in his mind

what explanation he should offer to the

Lueenaib, or Governor-General, for conducting

me to Mazar-e-Shereef.
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At last we reached the house assigned for my

residence. It was the house in which the mem

bers of our Embassy had lived in July, 1878,

while waiting for permission from Shere Ali

to proceed to Cabul.

In order to reach my lodgings we had to pass

through three courtyards. The first of these

was broad and spacious, and was devoted to

the manufacture of sun-baked bricks. The second

was not so large. Here we dismounted, and left

behind us the ten troopers forming our escort.
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The third was smaller still, and contained a dozen

Afghans, some of them engaged in boiling water

in kettles.

A wicket at the end of this courtyard gave

admittance to another very spacious enclosure, with

a two-story clay structure on either side. In one of

these buildings were the lodgings selected for

me. These consisted of two rooms ; one about

ten paces long and six wide, and the other

about six paces square. The floor of the former

was covered with carpet, on top of which was

fastened white calico. The smaller chamber had

only cheap rugs placed on the floor. As regards

the walls, the larger room was ornamented with

flowers and fruits gaudily painted ; and the smaller

one with a number of alabaster figures, covered

with a white substance like silver, and interspersed

with labels from Landrin's sugar candy boxes

and the wrappers of the sweetmeats of the St.

Petersburg Sugar Eefining Company.

We, that is to say myself, the Eeshagasi, two

officers, and one Dafadar (an under-officer in

charge of ten men), entered the lodgings, and

then the Eeshagasi announced that the two rooms,

with the courtyard outside, were wholly at my

disposal.
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We sat down on the floor, and tea was served

by my attendants. I offered some to theEeshagasi

and the officers, but they all refused it. When

I had finished one cup my companions rose from

the floor and commenced to bid me adieu ;

expressing their warmest wishes respecting my

welfare. I thanked them for their attention to me

while on the road, and begged the Eeshagasi to

inform the Governor-General that I was quite

ready to present myself before him, even that

very day ; adding that I wished exceedingly to

see him that day if possible. In reply, the

Eeshagasi observed that I was a most restless

man. However, he would give my message

to the Lueenaib, Khosh Deel Khan, although

he doubted whether he would consent to

receive me before to-morrow. Afterwards the

Eeshagasi promised to pay me a visit the next

morning. All the way along the road the

Eeshagasi had been telling lies, and he took his

departure with a lie on his lips. I never saw

him any more.

On being left alone I took a walk into the

courtyard to examine my residence. The court

was about 150 paces long and 75 broad. Along

the whole of its length flowed a broad canal, along
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side which grew six magnificent Oriental plane

trees. On the opposite side of the canal was an

artificial elevation of clay, covered with alabaster.

Above this rose several peach and apricot trees.

The court was sprinkled with sand, and kept in

excellent order. The whole of the buildings, in

one of which was constructed a bath, were empty.

Side by side with my lodgings was a large room,

in which General Stolietoff had resided during

the summer of 1878.

Having examined the courtyard and the build

ings, I thought I would inspect the little enclo

sure in which we had left our horses ; but was

stopped at the wicket by an Afghan officer, who

courteously informed me that I could not pass

through the gateway. I looked, and saw the

dooiways of the other courtyards guarded by

infantry men with rifles. I understood the

officer now. I was under the charge of

sentinels.

On returning to my own courtyard I was

followed by the Secretary of the Lueenaib,

Mahomet Musin Khan. Behind him came men

bearing two leather-covered arm-chairs.

Announcing himself to me as an official placed

at my disposition by the Lueenaib, Mahomet
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Musin Khan gave orders aloud to all about him to

pay heed to my desires, and stated that he should

daily visit me to see that my commands were

properly attended to. He then said that the

Lueenaib, knowing that the Russians were not

accustomed to the Oriental custom of sitting, had

sent me two arm-chairs for my use. Afterwards

he presented to me the individuals appointed

to look after my comfort—seven in all, and com

prising Ali Reeza, a Nazir or Bursar, an old man,

and the chief of the attendants ; Yar Mahomet,

a sort of footman, whose duty it was to serve the

tea and look after the water-pipe} or Kaliana ; a

cook and his assistant ; a scullion ; a watchman ;

and an attendant to take charge of the bath.

These men had all of thembeen forced into service,

and were bound to work for the Government until

death, or old age, or feeble health, released them.

All of them had commenced service in the army ;

after a while they had been employed out of the

ranks, and then they had served afresh under the

flag. Such changes from active military life to

civil employment, and from civil employment to

service afresh under the flag, mark the whole

of such men's lives. Now and again they are

allowed a short term of furlough to visit their
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homes, but the rest of their time they are slaves

to the State.

My first acquaintance with Mahomet Musin

Khan, and the presentation of the domestics,

took place in the courtyard. I afterwards invited

him to enter my rooms, and we sat down side by

side in the chairs. " From this moment," ob

served Mahomet, when he had made himself

comfortable, " you are the guest of the Ameer,

Shere Ali."

The questions that he then put to me were

very similar to those of the Eeshagasi on the

banks of the Oxus : Who was I ? Where was I

going? What was I travelling for? and so on.

Asking me to show him my passport, he examined

it carefully and put it into his pocket, saying that

he would show it to the Lueenaib. I asked him

when I should be granted an interview with that

functionary. To this he replied that he did not

know, but that he was going directly to ascertain

his wishes. He then summoned Yar Mahomet

and ordered him to bring some tea. This was

given him in a different teapot and teacup to

those presented to me. After this occasion

Mahomet Musin Khan never failed to order tea

to be brought him when he paid me a visit ; but
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his tea service was always kept distinct from

mine. The vessels used by him were clean. I

myself occasionally drank out of a set profaned

by our Embassy, and rejected as unclean by the

Afghans. The latter never used my tea service ;

and, following their example, my servants Urazali

the Kirghiz, and Ibrahim the Persian, also

refused to make use of my utensils. Mustapha

alone remained unaffected by the circumstances

in which he found himself placed. The epithet

" Kafir," bestowed on him by the Afghans, had

no effect upon his equanimity whatever.

This arose,perhaps, partly from the circumstance

that Mustapha had lived so long with Russian

officials that he had grown callous to the dictates

of his own religion. He ate pork freely, and liked

his glass of wine or spirits. Of course, he lowered

himself thereby in the eyes of the Afghans, who

regarded with horror such reckless profanity on

the part of Mustapha Rakhmetulin. The

Afghans displayed the utmost inquisitiveness in

regard to the consumption of pork and fermented

liquors by myself and my suite. They were

always asking me whether I and my attendants

fed on pork, and used wine or spirits for drink.

To such questions 1 always returned a straight
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forward answer. I told them frankly that

I was very fond of a succulent slice of roast pork,

and that I was not averse to a bottle of wine if

the liquor was good and suited my palate. So far

as the Afghan officers were concerned, especially

those of Persian origin, they were always enquiring

whether I had not got some vodky with me.

They were always concerned when they heard that

I hadnone in my possession—they had such dread

ful pains ! In the larger towns of Afghanistan

numerous illicit stills exist for the production of

spirits, and the upper classes are greatly addicted

to drink. Not unfrequently, they even make

themselves drunk. Thus the Dabeer-Ul-Mulk,

the Afghan Ambassador sent by Shere Ali to

Tashkent, was a habitual drunkard ; drinking

at night-time by himself when the members of

his suite were asleep. My man Mustapha acted

some time as interpreter to the Afghan Embassy.

At the order of the Dabeer-Ul-Mulk he used

secretly to fetch him vodky from the Russian

gin-shops. As soon as the Afghan suite had

retired to rest the Ambassador would begin his

devotions to Bacchus, and mostly managed to

polish off a couple of bottles of vodky before

the morning.
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Having drunk the tea and eaten the tea-leaves,

Mahomet Musin Khan went away. Ali Reeza

andYar Mahomet immediately afterwards brought

in the dinner; consisting ofpilaf with aniseed* and

mutton, mutton soup and sauce, and mutton with

cabbage. The whole of the repast was excellent.

In quantity it was just sufficient for one man, and

in this respect quite different to what I had expe

rienced in Bokhara, where for myself alone had

been served up half a pood (18 lbs.) of cakes, two

or three huge dishes—each a yard in diameter—of

pilaf, and two or three more heaped up with

mutton and chicken, coloured or uncoloured with

saffron. After dinner the attendants brought me

sweet melons and water melons ; and finally tea,

which latter had been handed to me before

dinner, but which I had relegated to the end of

the meal.

My men received only pilaf, with a small

quantity of mutton. During their ten days'

journey through Bokhara they had grown accus

tomed to the boundless hospitality of the Bok-

harans. Delicacies of various kinds had been

dispensed to them in such prodigious quantities

* Aniseed is largely made use of along the left bank of the Oxus,

in Afghanistan and in Persia. On the right bank, however,

in Turkestan, it is almost entirely unknown.
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that they had been unable to eat the whole of

the food, and had turned an honest penny by

selling the surplus. Not unnaturally, therefore,

they were extremely displeased with the nig

gardly fare of the Afghans.

After dinner they came in a body, to complain

that their mutton was scanty, and their pilaf

cold. One after the other they found fault with

the rascally Afghans for giving straw to their

horses instead of clover, and for forbidding them

to go into the town to worship God.

In reply I said, that so far as the food was

concerned, I would speak to Mahomet Musin

Khan ; that, in respect to the fodder, it was no

use to complain, since it was the custom of the

country to feed horses on straw *; and that

regarding the permission to go to the mosque,

I promised I would endeavour to obtain the

sanction of the Lueenaib as soon as my inter

view came off.

Shortly afterwards Mahomet Musin Khan came

to tell me that the Lueenaib had consented to

* Along the left bank of the Amu Daria clover rarely grows,

and the horses are fed on straw, mingled occasionally with a

little coarse grass, something like clover. Along the Afghan

bank clover grass is not bound into sheaves, as in Turkestan,

Khiva, and Bokhara, but is twisted into bands, which require

to be chopped up before the fodder can be given to the horses.
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receive me the next day, October 20th, at

eight o'clock in the morning. I informed him of

the complaint raised by my attendants in regard

to their food, and he summoned Ali Reeza, whom

he roundly scolded, threatening, in the event of

another complaint being made, to cut off his ears.

The next day, at half-past seven, appeared

Mahomet Musin Khan, to conduct me to the

Governor-General.

I put on my uniform, and we set off for

the palace of the Lueenaib in the following

order :—In front marched, ten paces in advance,

two foot soldiers ; then came myself ; afterwards,

Mahomet Musin Khan ; and, finally, ten infantry

men. Really speaking, these men were not

regular soldiers, but only militia, designated

Khazadars. They are levied, when needed, for

local service and as auxiliaries in the field.

In consequence of the war with the English,

six battalions of regular infantry had been sent

from Afghan Turkestan to Cabul, and their

place filled by 1,000 Khazadars.

I was told that these Khazadars receive yearly

a red cap, a kaftan, and a pair of trousers ;

and every month six rupees as pay. With

this money they are compelled to keep them
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selves. The guard placed over my lodgings

consisted of ten Khazadars and a non-commis

sioned officer. To escort me to the palace a

special guard of Khazadars was appointed.

The road along which we passed had been

sprinkled with water, and on the way we met

police officials, stationed to prevent any one pass

ing during the progress of our little procession.

I found that my lodgings were situated about

600 paces from the Governor-General's residence.

At the entrance to the palace-grounds was

stationed a sentinel in red uniform, who pre

sented arms to me as I passed. The militia

escort received orders here to leave me, and I

entered the grounds, followed only by Mahomet

Musin Khan and Mustapha.

At all the cross-roads of the extensive palace-

grounds were stationed sentries. I counted four

teen of them during our advance to the palace,

and there were, no doubt, many others in the

part of the grounds which we did not traverse.

On approaching the sentries, Mahomet Musin

Khan made gestures to them that they should

salute me.

Perpendicular with the palace, opposite an open

gallery where the reception was arranged to take
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place, was drawn up a company of infantry, or

"Paraders." The "Paraders" form the palace guard

of the Governor-General ; but they are also

often employed for service in the field. Their

uniform was composed of a red cloth tunic with

collar, cuffs, and facings of yellow ; white cotton

knee-breeches ; shoes, but no stockings ; and a felt

cap with a metal star in front of it. Their arms

consisted of a muzzle-loading rifle and bayonet.

Their sword belts were of white leather, such

as are used by the Russian Guards, and passed

round the waist and over the right shoulder.

All the men were well developed, and had a

good appearance. They had shaved their beards,

and wore whiskers like a narrow streak of hair,

from the ears to the extremity of the lips. Their

faces reminded me greatly of the old soldiers of

the Russian Guards when their whiskers and side

tufts used to be dyed. The officers wore dark

blue single-breasted tunics, black breeches, and a

felt cap with a blue muslin cloth attached behind.

I passed along the front of the guard, but the

men did not salute me.

On reaching the palace I ascended several steps,

and emerged on a broad gallery, along the wall of

whichwere disposed anumberofleatherarm-chairs,

d2
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similar to the specimens conveyed to my lodgings

the night before. The floor of the gallery was

covered with carpets.

Khosh DeelKhan was sitting in one of the arm

chairs. On my entering the gallery he rose, and

advanced several paces to meet me. We shook

hands, and the Lueenaib invited me to sit down

side by side with him. The only other persons in

the gallery during the interview were Mahomet

Musin Khan, and the Meerza Neezam, Safer

Etdin. Both these individuals sat some distance off.

The Meerza Neezam is a functionary correspond

ing to our chief of the staff. Safer Etdin was

an Uzbek by birth. This was a somewhat re

markable circumstance, because, during the whole

of my stay in Afghan Turkestan, I met only two

Uzbeks in the military service of the Ameer ; the

MeerzaNeezam, and a cavalry officer. The Afghans

consider the Uzbeks unfit for war, and therefore

do not press them into their military service.

Afghanistan is divided into four Governor-

Generalships : Cabul,Candahar, Herat, and Turk

estan ; or rather I should say, used to be, since the

conquest of the country by the Englishhas partially

extinguished these features of the time of Shere

ALL Of the four provinces, one of the most
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extensive and least known—Afghan Turkestan—

was ruled over in 1878 by the Lueenaib Khosh

Deel Khan. It consisted of all the Uzbek States

lying between the Oxus, the mountains, and

Badakshan. Khosh Deel Khan was exceedingly

young for sucli a responsible appointment. He

was scarcely yet thirty years old. In appearance

he was remarkably handsome, tall, well-built,

possessed fine features, and had a short, dark

beard. He wore a double-breasted tunic, with

bone buttons ; blue breeches, patent leather boots,

a felt cap, and white cotton gloves. Around his

neck was tied a yellow silk handkerchief.

The Lueenaib had married a sister of the

Ameer Shere Ali, which partly explained why his

youthfulness had been overlooked in his appoint

ment to the command of Afghan Turkestan.

Of the political importance of his province an

estimate may be formed from the circumstance

that it is the nearest part of Afghanistan to our

possessions ; one portion of it, indeed, Badakshan,

being in the immediate vicinity of our province

of Ferghana. Moreover, it runs side by side

with the territory of the Independent Turcomans,

and, finally, into its composition enters no less

than ten Uzbek States. Over this territory the
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Lueenaib exercises supreme military and civil

control; and it may be well, therefore, if, before

describing my interview with him, I say one

or two more words in regard to the region under

his jurisdiction.

Into the composition of Afghan Turkestan

enter the Khanates of Maimene, Saripool, Shee-

beerkhan, Aktcha, Andkhoi, Balkh, Goorzevan,

Darzab, Koondooz, and Badakshan. At the

present moment, only one of these is semi-

independent—Andkhoi. The rest are all of

them in a subjugated condition.

The Khan of Andkhoi has managed to

preserve his power through the assistance and

co-operation which he afforded Shere Ali's army

four years ago, during the conquest of Maimene.

In 1878 Meer Dowlet Khan was in receipt

of an annual pension of 12,000 rupees from Shere

AH. At Andkhoi is always stationed a regiment

of Afghan cavalry, to protect the Khanate from

the incursion of the Turcomans. Every year the

Khan is bound to present himself before the

Lueenaib with offerings, which latter are for

warded to Cabul. As regards the internal admini

stration of Andkhoi, the Khan acts without

restraint, and has the power to dispense life or
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death to his subjects. In effecting this arrange

ment with Meer Dowlet Khan, the late Ameer

Shere Ali obviously followed the practice of the

English in India. Having no legal pretext for

annexing the Uzbek State, he made the Khan his

pensioner, and afterwards quartered upon the

capital a detachment of troops, nominally as a

safeguard against nomad attacks, but, in reality,

nothing more than a sword of Damocles, ready to

fall upon and crush the petty despot should his

existence become disagreeable to the Ameer.

The Khanate of Maimene was subjugated about

four years ago. Next to Badakshan this Khanate

was the largest of the Uzbek States ; containing a

population exceeding 100,000 people. The last

Khan of Maimene was Meer Hussein. Shere Ali

declared war against him on account of the con

stant attacks by Maimene men upon Afghan sub

jects in Turkestan, and the frequency with which

they were carried away into slavery. The Afghan

army consisted of 10,000 soldiers and 20 guns.

To expedite their march, the road beyond Sari-

pool was levelled and greatly improved. The

army marched in two columns ; one from Mazar-e-

Shereef, and the other from Herat.

For six months the city, of Maimene resisted
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the attacks of the besiegers. A breach having

then been effected in the wall by the Afghan

artillery, the troops took the place by storm and

slaughtered 18,000 of the defenders. The city

was afterwards sacked, and the houses rased

to the ground.

Meer Hussein, who had bravely defended

himself in the citadel, was taken prisoner and

carried off to Cabul a captive. As the Khan

had been assisted by the States of Saripool

and Sheebeerkhan, both the latter were con

quered by the Ameer's troops and annexed

to Afghanistan. Their subjugation was effected

earlier than that of Maimene, since they lay

in the route to the latter place. The last Khan

of Saripool was Mahomet, who was carried off

prisoner to Cabul. The last ruler of Sheebeer

khan was Khakhim Khan, who afterwards died

in captivity at the Ameer's capital.

The Khanate of Aktcha was annexed to

Afghanistan thirty years ago. Its last sovereign

was Eeshan Aurach, who died a prisoner at

Cabul. The Khanate of Balkh, in which is

incorporated Mazar-e-Shereef, was also annexed

thirty years ago. The last Khan, Rustem, was

killed at Cabul by his nephew. The Khanate
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of Goorzevan, consisting only of a kishlak, or

winter settlement, of 400 houses, was subjugated

ten years ago. The Khanate of Darzab, com

prising three kishlaks—Darzab, Beltcheerag, and

Kaulian—was conquered at the same time. The

acquisition of Badakshan followed four years

later. The last ruler, Jandar Shah, lived in

exile at Utch Koorgan, in Ferghana, supported

by a pension of 1,500 roubles from the Russian

Government. In August, 1878, he was murdered

by two of his sons for his cruelty towards them.

From this slight sketch it will be seen that

the Afghans have only recently conquered their

province of Turkestan, and that, in reality, the

subjugation of the country has been accom

plished before our very eyes. Although the

advent of the Afghans has been the means of

introducing order where there formerly existed

nothing but war, rapine, and murder, systemati

cally carried on by the Khans, the Uzbeks, never

theless, feel the heavy hand of the conqueror.

Regarding the Uzbeks as effeminate and un

fitted for war, the invaders impose, as a substi

tute for compulsory military service, burdens of

the most onerous description. Even if they now

and again choose a few Uzbeks for the army,
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they never put them into the ranks, but employ

them as officers' servants, camel drivers, and so

forth.

Worse than this, the people are prevented

from rising from their degraded condition. All

avenues to social distinction, or official rank,

are closed against them. The only Uzbek who

has succeeded in coming to the front, and

possesses influence of any kind, is Safar Etdin,

the Meerza Neezam. f

The attitude of the Afghans towards the

Uzbeks is exceedingly haughty. The ordinary

Afghan soldier considers himself as belonging to

a race superior to the Uzbek, and treats him

as an inferior being. It is quite a common

thing for the Afghans to resort to their whips,

or to the but-end of their rifles, in their deal

ings with the subjugated people. I often saw

Afghan soldiers, wandering without employment

from village to village, fall upon the unfortunate

defenceless Uzbeks, and, without any obvious

pretext whatever, thrash them unmercifully.

And how they used to bully them, when they

made the inhabitants bring food and fodder for

ourselves and the escort ! True, the Afghans

always gave them receipts for what we had,
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and the debt thus acknowledged was afterwards

deducted from the taxes when the tax-gatherer

called ; but, all the same, the Uzbeks must

have felt keenly the unamiable manners of the

conquerors.

In order to prevent a rising on the part of the

Uzbeks, the Afghans long ago made them deliver

up all their arms. Only those Uzbeks are

allowed to retain weapons whose villages lie

open to Turcoman attacks. The people, recog

nising their weakness, preserve a quiet demeanour,

and wait patiently for the hour that will see

them delivered from their state of oppression.

Their deliverer, they believe, will either be

Abdurrahman Khan or Eussia.

The name of Abdurrahman Khan is always

uttered with loyalty and respect in Afghan

Turkestan ; but never louder th an in a whisper.

The slightest reference to the exiled prince is

sufficient to lead to a man's arrest, and his rigorous

cross-examination by the Afghan authorities ; and

the culprit is only too thankful if he gets off

with his nose and ears intact. Sometimes the

punishment is heavier still than the deprivation

of those members. While I was at Mazar-e-

Shereef, I saw two Uzbeks hanged, by the order
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of the Governor-General,* for expressing their

sympathy with the pretender to the Afghan

throne. On another and more personal occasion,

having mentioned the name of the Prince in the

course of a conversation with my interpreter,

several Afghans immediately rushed forward and

demanded : " What did you say about Abdurrah

man Khan ? "

Having been impressed by the might of Russia

in conquering Khiva and Bokhara, the Uzbeks

living on the left bank of the Amu Daria

imagined that the advance of the Russians upon

Samarcand would not terminate there ; and to this

day they believe that, sooner or later, we shall

cross the river and impose oar administration upon

Afghan Turkestan. Hearing from a thousand

mouths, from the Russian Mussulmans resorting

to the shrine of Ali f, at Mazar-e-Shereef, of the

blessings of Russian order and Russian right, and

* The Lueenaib had the power of inflicting capital punish

ment.

t The Uzbeks relate that when Ali died, his body was placed

on the back of a white she-camel, which was then loosed

and allowed to wander whithersover it chose. It was decided

by the Mussulmans to bury the Saint under the spot where the

camel stopped. For a long time the animal wandered about,

and, at length, arriving at Mazar-e-Shereef, fell down, exhausted.

The she-camel was then pushed aside and the body of Ali

buried under the exact spot where it had fallen down. The Persians

laugh at this legend and deny its genuineness. According to

them, Ali was buried at Kerbele.
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of our humane relations with the conquered

natives of Russian Turkestan, the Uzbeks do not

manifest any fear towards us, but desire our

presence. This I saw clearly enough in the

warm reception accorded to me by the Uzbeks

wherever I went ; not to speak of what I heard

from the lips of those who artfully managed to

pass through the Afghan guard and approach my

side. Said they to me, "Are the Russians

coming soon? Would to God that the time could

be hastened for our deliverance from these

Afghans! Tell us—is it not true that the

Russians are coming now to Afghanistan ? Is it

not true that troops are following behind you % "

The Afghans know quite well the feeling of the

people, and this is why they are so jealous of

persons entering the country from Russian Turkes

tan. It is easy to understand why my advent

was unpleasant for the Afghans ; why, under the

pretext that I might be killed, they kept me under

a guard ; why they cut off all communication

between myself and the people ; why, during my

journey through the country, they endeavoured

to avoid all inhabited places ; why the Governor

of Maimene demanded that I should ride through

the town after dark ; why the Uzbeks them
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selves believed that I should not be allowed to

traverse Afghan Turkestan, but should be carried

off to Cabul; why, finally, they endeavoured to

decoy ray man Mustapha from my service, know

ing full well that, deprived of an interpreter,

I should be unable to continue my travels.

Yar Mahomet told me that while our Embassy

was at Cabul, Khosh Deel Khan, suspecting two

Uzbeks of being Russian spies, had them seized

and subjected to torture. First they were flogged,

and afterwards subjected to compression of

the head.

This latter method of extorting confessions is

effected in the following manner :—The Afghans

take a strap, inside which are sewn two strong

canes. This they fix on the head in such a

manner that the canes rest against the temples.

As soon as they commence to tighten it,

the canes crush in the temples, and cause

exquisite anguish. Another mode of torture

practised by the Afghans is, to drive splinters

into the feet. I was gravely assured by the

Uzbeks that it was impossible to do without

torture of some kind or other. They averred

that it had a most salutary effect on rascals and

thieves.
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Whether the Lueenaib managed to extort any

confession from the two spy prisoners or not, I

am unable to say. They were still in prison

when I left Mazar-e-Shereef.

The Uzbeks consider themselves a more pious

people than the Afghans. As an evidence of

the blessings which God has bestowed on His

chosen ones, they point to the innumerable tombs

of the Saints that are to be met with every

where in Turkestan ; and then they demand of

the Afghans—" How many of your tribe have

pleased the Almighty and received the title of

Saint % Being Sunnites, and having no saints of

your own, you have to go to the Sheeite town

of Meshed to pray." The Afghans reply only

with abuse.*

Constantly fearing the advent of Abdurrahman

Khan, with the inevitable accompaniment of a

rising among the Uzbeks, the Afghans have

always maintained one-third their military

force in Turkestan. Notwithstanding the danger

which menaced Afghanistan on the side of India

at the end of 1878, the Ameer Shere Ali with

drew for the defence of his eastern frontier only

* An interesting quarrel on this point, I myself heard during

the whole of the stage between Kala Naoo and Kooshka.
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six battalions of troops, replacing them at once

with 1,000 Khazadars. After their departure,

the remaining Afghan force in Torkestan

(excluding Koondooz and Badakshan) consisted

of twelve battalions of infantry, twelve regiments

of cavalry, and from thirty to forty field and

mountain guns.

If the recent rumour be true that the Afghan

troops have been withdrawn from Turkestan, for

the defence of the territory menaced by the

English, then that is equivalent to a loss of the

region north of the Hindoo Koosh ; since the

Bamian route, joining Cabul with Mazar-e-

Shereef, is blocked with snow for five months

out of the twelve, and the road from the fortress

of Herat, along the northern declivity of the

Paropamisus range, is extremely difficult ; and,

indeed, almost impracticable for the advance of

a large body of troops.*

* Recent telegrams from India confirm the accuracy of Colonel

Grodekoffs statements in regard to the feeling of the Uzbeks

of Afghan Turkestan towards Abdurrahman Khan. Balkh,

Badakshan, and Koondooz have already declared in his favour,

and the power of the Afghans north of the Hindoo Koosh

appears to have entirely melted away.—C. M.



CHAPTER III.

MY IMPRISONMKNT AT MAZAR-E-SHEREEF.

The interview with the Lueenaib—Bokharan civility and Afghan

churlishness—Khosh Deel Khan refuses to allow me to

proceed—Colonel MatvaefF and his visit to Badakshan—

Am not allowed even to return to Bokhara, to await there

the arrival of the answer from Shere Ali—My quarrel with

the Lueenaib—Harmony restored, though not confidence—

The Afghan guard under inspection—General Razgonoflf—

The Governor-General borrows my uniform—Refusal to convey

my letter to General Kaufmann—I explode with anger—

The guard increased over my lodgings—A council of war—

We obtain and secrete weapons—Our plan of escape.

Let me now describe what took place during

my interview with the Lueenaib, at Mazar-e-

Shereef, on the 20th of October, 1878.

According to the custom prevailing in Central

Asia, I enquired after the health of the Ameer

Shere Ali ; but, to my surprise, received no reci

procal enquiry respecting the health of the

Sovereign Emperor and the Governor-General of

Turkestan. In Bokhara, no matter how remote

from the capital the locality may be, or how

insignificant may be the rank of the officials you

encounter on the road, you always have questions
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put to you respecting the health of his Imperial

Majesty and General Kaufmann ; and your interro

gator invariably adds the words " eke daoolet—

beer daoolet "—i.e., " the two States (Russia

and Bokhara) form one State."

Although I knew that without the permission

of the Ameer I should not be allowed to pro

ceed to Herat, I nevertheless decided to try

whether I could obtain the sanction of Khosh

Deel Khan, of whom General Stolietoff had

spoken in the most flattering terms. I therefore

expressed to the Lueenaib my desire to push

on as quickly as possible, since I had far to ride,

and the rapid approach of winter might block the

mountain passes,* and prevent the accomplish

ment of my journey.

Khosh Deel Khan, in reply, said that I could

not go on to Herat without the permission of

the Ameer.

" When may I expect the arrival of his

sanction?" I asked.

" In the summer," he replied, " your messen

ger might go and return in six days. But now

winter weather has commenced in the moun

* Already, in passing through Samarcand. I had been informed

that snow had been seen in the defiles of the Paropamisus as

early as the end of August.
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tains, large falls of snow have taken place

between here and Cabul, and, consequently, your

letter has, no doubt, been delayed."

" How long, do you think, I may have to

wait for an answer in the present condition of

the roads ? "

" Eight, ten, twelve—perhaps, fourteen days."

" And shall I have to wait all that while at

Mazar-e-Shereef % "

" Certainly."

" Of course you will allow me to go freely

about the town, and visit the vicinity, while

waiting for a reply ? "

" No, I cannot allow you to do that. I cannot

permit you to leave your quarters."

" Why 1 "

" Because 1 fear your safety may suffer. You

do not know the people here. They are a wild

lot, without any restraint of their own, and I

must therefore take care that they do not murder

you. I cannot explain to you how much you

have disquieted me by your arrival. I cannot

sleep at night, because you are here the guest

of the Ameer, and anything unpleasant might

happen to you. It is only just now that I have

received intelligence of another Russian officer,

e 2
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proceeding in the direction of Badakshan.* I

really don't know what to do."

" If I occasion you so much disquietude," I

replied, " the best thing I can do is to betake

myself to the Bokharan side of the Amu Daria,

and await there the permission of Shere Ali.

Should the sanction of the Ameer involve fresh

anxiety on your part, I will beforehand reject

your assistance, and beg of you not to regard

me as a guest of the Ameer. Treat me, in fact,

like an ordinary individual, like you would any

other Russian subject that might cross the Oxus

into your country on private affairs. I shall be

able to find my way about all right. If I had

decided to go on straight to Herat, I could have

done so very well without your assistance."

" At present I cannot let you return to the

Bokharan side. What may happen later on, I

myself do not know. It depends entirely upon

the Ameer."

" Why cannot you let me return to the Bok

haran side VI demanded.

" Because no one asked you to come here,"

replied the Lueenaib.

I admit that this refusal, and the originality of

* Colonel Matvaeff.
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the motive for the refusal supplied by Khosh Deel

Khan, fairly staggered me. For several minutes

I did not know what to say. I felt I was a

prisoner, and my thoughts kept running on the

best mode of effecting my escape.

" It seems, then, that I am your prisoner," I

exclaimed, at length. " It seems that I was not

in error when I told your Eeshagasi that he

wished to show the people what a trophy had

dropped into his hands. You say I am your

guest, and yet treat me as a captive—a treat

ment which is nowhere accorded to guests.

It is, certainly, a strange style with you, to

entertain your guests by force. Your people in

our country go where they like, and do what

they wish. Our sovereigns are at peace with

each other ; our Envoy is at Cabul and yours

is at Tashkent— yet you keep me under arrest.

True, no one asked me to come here ; but I do

not demand of you an impossibility—to let me go

on ; I only ask permission to return to Bokhara."

" You have your law : we, ours," calmly replied

the Governor-General.

"I shall write, then, to General Kaufmann.

The letter, I presume, will be forwarded to its

destination."
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" The letter will be forwarded."

I then rose from my arm-chair to take my

leave. The Lueenaib begged me to sit down

again. " Do you find my company dull ? " he said.

I took these words as a piece of mockery , and

remarked, angrily, that it was disgraceful for him

to mock me, in the position in which I found

myself placed.

The Lueenaib turned red with confusion.

He commenced to justify himself; saying that

I had not understood his words properly, and

that he meant that it would be pleasanter for

me to be with him and his people than to

sit alone in my lodgings. To this he added

that he would send off that very day an express

to Cabul, and if 1 cared to write a letter to

the Russian Envoy there, the man should take

it with him.

Harmony being restored, he began to question

me respecting my medals and decorations, asking

me in what campaigns I had served, and what

honours I had received in each of them. After

wards he began to discuss the qualities of our

respective armies. The Lueenaib expressed his

opinion that it was impossible to institute a

comparison between the Afghan army and that
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of Russia ; since the former had only been in

existence three years, while the latter was more

than 200 years old. The Afghans were doing

their best to Europeanize their forces, and, under

the guidance of Shere Ali, the English military

formation had been introduced.

At my request, the Lueenaib gave orders for

the guard to go through their manual exercise

in front of the palace. Some parts of the

exercise were similar to those in vogue in the

Russian army twenty-five years ago ; but the

men performed them very well, and the bayonet

exercise was done excellently. The word of

command was given in the vernacular. Until

Shere Ali reorganized the army it was given

in English.

The Afghan infantry have three kinds of pace—

slow, ordinary, and quick. The company per

formed each before my eyes.

"What more do they know?" I then asked

of the Lueenaib.

" They know how to break front," he replied ;

" but there is no room for it here. That is all

they know."

After this little review I took my leave of

Khosh Deel Khan, and was conducted back
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to my lodgings in the same manner that I

came.

On reaching my rooms I wrote a letter

to General Kazgonoff,* at Cabul, begging him

to obtain for me as quickly as possible the per

mission of Shere Ali for my ride to Herat.

Having sent off Yar Mahomet with the letter to

the Lueenaib, I summoned my men, and told them

what had taken place during the interview that

morning.

Ibrahim, the Persian groom, offered his services

to convey a letter to Samarcand ; but I told him

that if it were necessary to fly from Mazar-e-

Shereef it would be better that we escaped all

together, because the flight of one would damage

the position of the others left behind. Before

seeking safety in flight, it would be advisable

to wait and see whether Khosh Deel Khan

would despatch my letter to General Kaufmann.

The following day, October 21st, Mahomet

Musin Khan came early in the morning to know

if I would lend the Governor-General my uni

form, the shape of which had pleased him so

much that he wished to have one made like it.

* After the return of General Stolietoff, on account of ill health,

to Tashkent, the Russian Embassy was placed under the charge

of General Razgonoff—C. M.
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The uniformwas given to the Lueenaib's secretary,

and the next day returned with Khosh Deel

Khan's thanks.

When the English entered Cabul they found,

among other things, a Russian uniform, which

occasioned immense sensation and alarm through

out India and England. It is quite as likely as

not that this uniform was no other than the one

which the Governor-General of Afghan Turkes

tan had made for himself.

During the 9th and 10th of October I prepared

my report for General Kaufmann. On the morn

ing of the 11th, as usual, came Mahomet Musin

Khan. I gave him the letter, and begged him to

send it off to Samarcand.

He refused to take it.

Why?

Because the Lueenaib could not despatch my

letter by a special courier. I should have to

wait till the post arrived from Cabul, when my

letter would be sent on to its destination. It

could not go before.

This made me explode with anger. I could

not but now recognise that I was a complete

prisoner in the hands of the Afghans, and that

they were desirous that my condition should not be
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made known to the authorities at Samarcand. This

belief of mine was borne out by several significant

circumstances. On the night succeeding the

audience, the guard placed over my residence

had been increased by five men. The same

night also a sentry had appeared at the door of

my lodgings. The following rright, the 21st of

October, another post had been established by

the guard, and Yar Mahomet had commenced

to sleep outside my door. Independent of all

this, to render me the more defenceless, Mahomet

Musin Khan had, the night before, decoyed into

the Afghan service my interpreter Mustapha,

offering him increased salary and an honourable

post at the court of the Ameer Shere Ali.

I gave full vent to my anger. I denounced

the Afghans as a lying, treacherous, fickle lot;

and declared that I would find my way to

the court of Shere Ali—that I would—and

would there see whether he approved of the

measures taken against me by Khosh Deel Khan

at Mazar-e-Shereef. Mahomet Musin Khan I

told to be off, adding that I did not wish to

see his face any more.

Without saying a word, the Afghan secretary

left my presence, maintaining a quiet demeanour.
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After this scene he fell ill, and for several days

did not show himself at my lodgings.

Directly he was gone I summoned my people,

and explained to them the position in which

we found ourselves placed, asking, at the same

time, their opinion on the matter.

In reply, the whole of them declared that

they would follow me wherever I asked them to

go. In general council we decided to wait for an

answer from Cabul until the end of the longest

period required for the journey, i.e., fourteen

days, reckoning the date from October the 20th,

when the courier had been sent to Cabul by the

Lueenaib. If, by the 3rd of November, no answer

arrived, then we should consider ourselves as

prisoners, and on the night of the 4th break

through the guard and escape to Bokhara, vid

the ferry of Karkeep. In the meantime, we

should endeavour to obtain some firearms, and,

if we found this impossible, provide ourselves

with cold steel weapons.

The cold steel weapons—two Afghan knives—

we managed to obtain through some Uzbek

smiths, who came to shoe our horses. The men

refused, however, for any amount of money,

to bring us firearms. Bitterly did I regret
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not having taken the advice of experienced

friends at Samarcand, who had urged me to

provide myself, at the very least, with a couple

of good Berdans.

We began to study the topography of the

locality in which our lot was cast. The stream

flowing through my courtyard issued from a

neighbouring court, separated from it by a wall

eighteen feet in height. The aperture for the

passage of the stream was sufficiently large for

a man to crawl through. In the neighbouring

courtyard lived a family consisting of a man,

his wife, and two children. A wall about six

feet high was the only barrier separating the

enclosure from the street.

The sentry guarding the entrance to my

lodgings might easily be avoided, by passing

through the building to the spot where the

stream flowed through the wall. The only

dangerous obstacle to our escape was Yar

Mahomet, sleeping outside my door.

On reaching the outside of the town we meant

to proceed in a north-westerly direction, and hide

ourselves the first day among the sandhills

near Mazar-e-Shereef. At nightfall we would

start afresh, and if we encountered a Turco
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man encampment, we would steal some horses

for ourselves, and then ride off as far as our

steeds would carry us.



CHAPTER IV.

THE CAPTIVE BECOMES GUEST.

Arrival of a courier from Cabul—The Afghans consent to con

vey a letter to General Kaufmann—A second interview with

the Lueenaib—I am treated to a little Afghan music—The

Governor-General's opinions respecting the war with the

English—The Lueenaib refuses to give permission to my

attendants to walk about the streets of Mazar-e-Shereef—

Dull days of my captivity—I find myself the "guest" of

Shere Ali—Arrangements for my ride to Maimene and Herat

—Composition of the military escort—The Lueenaib refuses

to give me a parting interview—I make my peace with

Mahomet Musin Khan—The strength and equipment of an

Afghan cavalry regiment—Easy manners of Afghan officers

—Afghan officers rarely have recourse to the "cat."

Early in the morning of the 25th of October

Yar Mahomet, with a shining face, presented

himself at the door of my lodgings, and informed

me that, the night before, a tchapar had arrived

from Cabul; and that, to-day, the post would

be sent on to Bokhara. Consequently, if I

wished to despatch a letter to General Kaufmann

the courier could convey it for me to Samarcand,

whence it would be sent on by the Russian

officials to Tashkent.
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I gave the Afghan the letter, but I had no

hope at the time that it would be forwarded to

its destination. I imagined that the Afghans

wished to deceive me.

On the 27th of October the Lueenaib invited

me to visit him in the evening. Mahomet Musin

Khan came with an escort of Khazadars to con

duct me to the palace, and we proceeded thither

under the same circumstances that had marked

my visit on the 20th. The interview took place

in the garden, on a raised platform covered with

rugs, and containing several arm-chairs. A com

pany of infantry, as on the previous occasion,

were drawn up perpendicular with the palace.

Khosh Deel Khan was habited in a black uni

form, cut after the Russian fashion, and trimmed

with gold lace on the collar and facings, copied from

the dress I wore. White breeches reached to his

knees ; his head was covered with a small grey

Afghan helmet ; he had patent leather boots on

his feet, and white cotton gloves on his hands,

Mahomet Musin Khan remained with us during

the audience, and sat alongside theMeerza Neezam

and an old chief, the head of a tribe of Hezare

Barbars, living in the mountains near the Cabul

road.
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On approaching the Lueenaib he rose from

his chair, advanced towards me, and shook hands.

He had heard, he said, that I was dull at home,

and had invited me to his palace to enliven

me. Would I not like to hear a little Afghan

music % Of course, the music of Afghanistan could

not stand comparison with that of Russia, and

he (the Lueenaib) felt some scruples in offering

me such a poor entertainment ; but he had

nothing better to enliven me with.

I replied that I had long wished to hear an

Afghan band play. Every morning I had heard

in my lodgings the distant sounds of music, but

they were too far away for me to distinguish

them clearly. The Lueenaib, thereupon, gave

orders for a band to be brought into the garden.

In a few minutes' time the musicians marched

up close to the platform, and commenced to

play. The instruments comprised a big drum,

six smaller ones, five flutes, three horns, one

tambourine, one triangle, and a set of castanets.

The bandsmen wore red uniforms and helmets.

They carried no arms. The bandmaster wore a

black coat and a broad flat cap.

The first piece performed, the Lueenaib told

me, was in honour of myself. I thanked him.
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Afterwards the band played in succession slow,

ordinary, and quick marches ; during which, at

my request, the infantry company marched in

time with the music. This was all the musicians

knew, the Lueenaib then informed me ; the

band having only recently been formed, and the

bandsmen playing by note. What they did know,

they certainly played very well, and in harmony :

I did not hear a false note during the whole of

the performance.

The Lueenaib then questioned me about Tash

kent, Samarcand, St. Petersburg, and the recent

campaign with the Turks. Referring to the

impending war with the English, he expressed

his opinion that the Afghans alone would be able

to settle them, and annex not only Peshawur, but

also the Vale of Cashmere. To my question as to

whether the Ameer would receive the English

Embassy at Cabul, the Lueenaib replied, "Never."

Afterwards he enquired whether I wanted any

thing, and if I was satisfied with my household

arrangements. I thereupon kept my promise

to my men by asking that they might be allowed

to go to the mosque to pray.

" I cannot allow them to do so," replied Khosh

Deel Khan.

F
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"But why?" I urged. "My men are dressed as

Mussulmans, and if I attract danger by wearing

my Russian uniform, the same is not the case

with them. They have nothing about them to

show that they are Russians, and belong to my

suite."

" Impossible," answered the Lueenaib, emphat

ically.

This audience lasted until one o'clock in the

morning, and somewhat reassured me. The days

dragged along heavily after my interview with

Khosh Deel Khan. Calculating on a rapid ride

through Afghanistan, and not wishing to

encumber myself with more baggage than was

absolutely necessary, I had not brought a single

book with me. Having nothing else to do, I read

over and over again the bits of old newspapers

wrapped round my things. To kill the time, I took

to the spade, and cleaned out the canal in the

courtyard. Every morning I observed on the

gravel the footmarks of the sentry that had

been marching up and down, the night before,

in front of my lodgings. Mahomet Musin Khan

kept clear of my courtyard. This rather pleased

me than otherwise, as I had no wish to see

the face of my gaoler. Learning during my
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conversations with Yar Mahomet that there were

public dancers at Mazar-e-Shereef, I asked per

mission of the Lueenaib to have them brought to

me. In reply, I was told that they had' all of them

gone to a wedding at Tash Koorgan. I then

requested that some performing serpents might be

sent to amuse me ; but wasinformed that at that

period of the year they were always in a dormant

condition. In the end, I had to content myself

with the stories related in turns by my fol

lowers. Nazeer Ali Reeza kept himself aloof from

me, being discontented with the salary paid

him on my account by Mahomet Musin Khan.

The food supplied to me and my men was very

good, and in this respect we had nothing to

complain of.

On the 18th of October, Ibrahim, in bringing,

as usual, his report concerning the condition of

the horses, remarked that they were exceedingly

lively, as though they had a presentiment of a

ride before long. The next morning, when I

put the usual question to Yar Mahomet as to

whether the courier had yet arrived from Cabul,

he replied in the negative. Towards noon,

however, came Mahomet Musin Khan, and with

a calm, matter-of-fact tone, as though he were

f2
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informing me of some ordinary intelligence,

observed that the long-expected courier had just

arrived from Cabul with the permission from

Shere Ali, and that it had been decided that

I should ride away from the town at four o'clock

in the afternoon. Having delivered the message,

Mahomet Musin Khan took his departure, re

marking that he would call again directly and

inform me of the dispositions made by the

Governor-General for my journey.

In an hour's time he came back, and said

that, as I was the most honourable guest of

the Ameer, orders had been issued that I should

be cared for as though I were the apple of his

eye. An escort would be given me for my

safety ; the whole of the expenses along the road

would be defrayed by the Ameer ; a Djamadar,*

named Meer Ali, would be appointed to conduct

me as far as Herat, and would be furnished

with funds sufficient to provide me and my servants

and horses with food and provender ; a detach

ment of thirty troopers would be assigned for

my protection as far as Maimene ; and, beyond

that town to Herat, I should be escorted by 300

men, as a protection against the Turcomans.

* Lieutenant.
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Finally, on account of my rank, an "Adjutan"

(Lieutenant-Colonel) would be permanently

attached to the convoy. He (Mahomet Musin

Khan) would advise me strongly on one point,

to listen to the wishes of the chief of the convoy ;

because, whatever he did would be to the

advantage of my safety and good fortune.

This I promised to do, if I considered the

dispositions of the chief of the convoy actuated

by good sense and friendly feeling. Otherwise I

should certainly disregard them.

Mahomet Musin Khan then said that he

would willingly accompany me, although his

health was not good, but the chief of the convoy,

Meer Ali, was a man wholly to be relied upon.

Meer Ali would be the bearer of a letter from

the Lueenaib to the Governor-General of Herat,

and on his arrival at Maimene he would send

it on in advance by a courier. The letter would

contain a request for the despatch of a convoy

from Herat to meet mine on the road. If this

convoy failed to set out in good time, its

backwardness would have no retarding effect

on my journey, since the Maimene escort would,

in that case, conduct me direct to Herat.

I expressed a desire to see the Lueenaib
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before leaving Mazar-e-Shereef, but Mahomet

Musin Khan said that this was impossible, as

Khosh Deel Khan was ill. On my afterwards

repeating the request, Mahomet Musin Khan

replied that the Lueenaib was too busily engaged

counting money to receive visitors. No doubt

my presence at Mazar-e-Shereef had so dis

turbed the Governor-General that he was only

too glad to get rid of me, without seeing my

face any more.

Thanking Mahomet Musin Khan for his

attention towards me, I gave him a present, and a

large stock ofquinine, and, bidding him good-bye,

saw him no more. In recalling him now to my

remembrance, I make my peace with him. He

was a faithful servant to his sovereign, and fulfilled

his orders with exactness.

Shortly before four o'clock in the afternoon,

arrived the Adjutant appointed to accompany

me as far as Sheebeerkhan, and announced that

the escort was ready and waiting for me at the

gate. He introduced himself to me as Ahmed

Ali Addijan, adjutant of the Abassi cavalry

regiment.

I bade farewell to the Afghan servants, and

giving them all presents of money, quitted the
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courtyard. On passing the wicket and the en

closure beyond, I saw, for the first time since my

arrival on the 19th of October, my horses again.

Ali Reeza was deeply affected by my departure.

In earnest tones he wished me a speedy return to

Mazar-e-Shereef.

Mounting my horse I rode into the street,

along which was formed the escort, composed of

two Djamadars, four Dafadars, and forty troopers.

An Afghan cavalry regiment consists of four

squadrons. Occasionally regiments may be met

with having six squadrons ; but four is the

general rule. Each squadron consists of 100

horsemen. To every ten horsemen there is a

Dafadar, armed with a carbine, a sabre, and a

lance six feet long, the latter having a small flag

attached to the end of the shaft. The troopers are

armed with smooth-bore carbines and sabres.

When formed up, the troopers stand ten abreast,

each rank at a distance of a pace from the other.

The Dafadar stands to the right of his troop,

and the officers in front. All the men are

mounted on good horses, some of Karabairi

origin, and others bred in Katagan, a province

lying between the River Khooloom and Badak-

shan, along the Bamian route. Turcoman horses
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are sometimes seen among the cavalry, but not

very often, on account of their clearness. The

horses are always the property of the men, and

when they die from causes for which the owner is

not responsible, the Ameer gives him four

tillas, or £2, towards the purchase of a fresh

one, usually costing not less than ten tillas.

The saddles are English. The metal portion

of the cartridge pouches and belts bear English

marks and inscriptions, such as, " First Bengal

Regiment of Light Cavalry," "God save the

Queen," and so forth. All the metal part of

the men's equipment is purchased in India, at

the Afghan Government's expense. The saddles

are the property of the State. The troopers

receive 26 rupees a month, and are compelled

to clothe themselves and feed themselves and their

horses out of this amount. In time of war, or

in the event of a march to a locality where

provisions are scarce, victuals are conveyed to

the halting places at the Government's expense,

and there sold to the troops at a price fixed

beforehand by the military authorities. To every

two horsemen is assigned one baggage horse.

In this manner every regiment has 200 baggage

horses, or yabas. To every yaba is assigned a
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man taken from the ranks. Thus, each regiment

consists of 600 men and 600 horses.

The relations between the officers and men

remind one of those existing in the Turkish army.

If an Afghan officer drinks tea, a number of soldiers

are sure to sit around him. If he smokes a

kaliana, all the soldiers gather nearhim and await

their turn ; the kaliana having gone the round of

the privates, returns again to the officer. If

a soldier smokes a pipe, the officer asks him to

let him have a draw at it. Should a soldier

take from the folds of his dress a tobacco pouch,

in order to put a plug of tobacco under his

tongue, the officer inserts his finger and thumb

into the pouch also, and takes a pinch of

tobacco. On the other hand, should the

officer take out his own pouch, the soldier

helps himself in a similar manner to his tobacco.

During the whole of my ride through Afghan

Turkestan, I encountered only one officer who

kept himself aloof from the soldiers. This excep

tion to the general rule was the Adjutant of the

Zmaini Regiment, Hamid Khan, by birth a

Sayid, or descendant of the Prophet. But, in this

instance, it was not his military rank that kept

him aloof from the soldiers so much as his
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descent, because Ahmed Ali Addijan, the adju

tant who escorted me from Mazar-e-Shereef, was

on terms of the utmost familiarity with his men.

I did not observe that this mutual freedom of

manner had any detrimental effect on the discip

line of the troops. The men obeyed the com

mands of their officers with docility, and never

displayed insubordination when sentenced to be

thrashed. Indeed, it is exceedingly rare that the

officers employ the lash. During the whole of

my sojourn in Afghanistan I only saw the

punishment inflicted twice ; on both occasions on

men who had stolen hay from my horses. The

complaint against the pilferers was lodged by

Meer Ali Khan.
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Our horses had stood so long in the stables

at Mazar-e-Shereef that they were exceedingly

lively, and required all our strength to keep them

under control.

We rode away from the Afghan city in a

direction south of Takhtapool and Sheerabad ;

passing the former at a distance of about a

mile and a half from its walls, and the latter

at a distance of a thousand yards. Further on

we left behind us the Kishlak of Deedaadi,

and halted for the night in the steppe, near the
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ruins of a Rabat,* alongside a stream flowing

from Sheerabad through Deedaadi and beyond.

During the night halt I was struck with the

attention and foresight which Mahomet Musin

Khan had displayed in fitting me out for the

journey. In the first place, besides the Djama-

dar Meer Ali Khan, he had appointed to my

suite two cooks, a scullion, and a groom. In the

second place, the escort had been furnished for

my comfort with two tents, f a portable cooking

stove, several rugs, some mattresses, a fur cloak,

a candlestick of prodigious weight and dimen

sions, a quantity of tallow candles, a toilette

set, a metal teapot, in shape like a pitcher, and

a number of plates and dishes, together with tea

cups and saucers sufficient for the whole of my

party. All these articles were carried on the backs

of three pack horses. In case any accident should

happen to these animals, two extra ones were

attached to the transport service of our little

column.

* A Rabat is a house of call for travellers. They are mostly con

structed for the sake of saving the soul of the benefactor. Most

of the Rabats in Turkestan were constructed by Abdullah, a

Khan of Bokhara, living in the 16th century. The natives

affirm that he constructed no less than a thousand and one

Rabats.

t I also had one of my own.
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From the outset I experienced the beneficial

effects of being an honourable guest of the Ameer.

Every individual attached to the convoy did his

very utmost to anticipate my wants, and execute

my wishes. After the camp had been pitched for

the night, the Djamadar Meer All Khan and the

Adjutant Ahmed Ali Addijan came to my tent,

in turns, every other minute, to enquire whether

I wanted anything, or whether I was comfor

table, &c. The convoy soldiers manifested as

much zeal as their superiors ; and not only

towards myself, but also towards my followers.

Mustapha was no longer designated plain Mus-

tapha, but Mustapha Khan. The impatience

on the part of the Afghans, observable during

the journey from Patta Keesar to Mazar-e-

Shereef, had completely vanished, and left no

traces behind. The Afghans ceased to take away

the kaliana when my men approached it to

enjoy a whiff; and not only did they allow them

to use their pitchers, but they themselves also

drank tea out of my tumblers.* The order from

the Ameer to the Lueenaib to take good care of

me must have been couched in very strong terms,

and the Lueenaib must have given strenuous

* It is usual in Russia for men to drink tea out of tumblers.—C. M.
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instructions to the officers and men of my

escort to watch over me and look after my com

fort. Even my horses felt the benefit of the

Ameer's order; the Afghans no longer giving them

straw, but feeding them entirely upon clover.

This spoilt my men to such a degree that they

regularly demanded clover, even in barren places

where no sum of money could have possibly

secured a supply, and compelled Meer Ali Khan,

in despair, to come to me to complain. My

grooms no longer looked after my pack horses,

but allowed them to be led by the Afghans :

themselves riding alongside, and now and again

indulging in an encouraging cry.

"When I began to undress myself, in order to

lie down, the Adjutant commenced to help me

pull off my boots. I resisted at first, but after

wards allowed him to do so. I should observe

that the Adjutant was more than 50 years old,

and that, in his attendance upon me, he was

assisted by his son, a private in the Abassi cavalry

regiment. The Adjutant was an Afghan by

birth.

The following day we rose with the sun. As

it was known that we should find water if we

marched for seven or eight hours, we did not
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■fix beforehand the locality of the night halt.

All we did was to decide that when we grew

tired we should pitch our tents.

The road was perfectly level. To the left,

not far from the spurs of the Paropamisus,

were irrigation canals and cultivated fields. At

seven and a half miles from Deedaadi the road

was intersected by the Kiver Balkh, locally known

as the Bandi-Barbari. Bandi means " beyond the

pond"—the dam is constructed at the town of

Balkh itself,—and the term Barbari is applied

to the wild people living among the northern

spurs of the Paropamisus and the Hindoo

Koosh.

The River Balkh flows among rocks along a

ravine with steep banks. Across this ravine, which

is about 120 feet wide, is thrown an excellent

stone bridge> consisting of three spans, and desig

nated Eemam Mookhr. The river itself has

abundance of water. It is more than 90 feet

broad, and flows in a single channel. From

the level of the water to the balustrade on

the bridge is about 30 feet. Below the bridge,

the river flows in a north-westerly direction

to the town of Balkh, where there is a dam

erected, and where canals distribute the water
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over the country.* Immediately beyond the river

commence the ruins of ancient Bactra, which,

stretching along the road for four miles, are

visible far away to the north and north-west.

The ruins consist of burnt brick, yellow and

red, and covered with glaze. Neither walls nor

towers are to be seen anywhere. The sites of

buildings are known by the mounds of sand

concealing them.

The road beyond the River Balkh was, as

hitherto, perfectly level. Numerous canals, full

of water, stretched alongside it, and at places

the road crossed them by means of bridges.

Where the ruins of Bactra did not interfere

with agricultural operations, the ground was

cultivated.

At the end of fourteen miles, a little to the

right of the road, was the small Kishlak of Ogan

Kala, partly inhabited by Uzbeks engaged in

agriculture. On our approach many people

hastened towards the road ; but the Adjutant

made several soldiers advance and stand between

* Until 1872 the principal town in Afghan Turkestan was

Balkh. In that year the greater number of the inhabitants

died of cholera ; and afterwards the residence of the Governor-

General was removed to Mazar-e-Shereef, where there are

to-day about 25,000 people. Balkh is now an insignificant

village, and possesses no importance whatever.
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them and me until I had passed by. After

riding twenty-nine miles we came to the Mazar,

or holy place, of Zainal Obedin Baimar, with a

Rabat near it. The locality is the resting-place of

a saint, whose name is borne by the Mazar. He

was the brother of Eemam Eeeza, a saint buried

at Meshed. Cultivated fields could be seen on

either side of the road as far as our eye could

reach, and everywhere irrigation water existed in

abundance.

On seeing the Mazar, the Adjutant asked my

permission to stop at the shrine and pray.

The tomb of the saint was inside a stone

building, the cupola of which was already in

ruins. The metcheti comprised several huts,

affording shelter to the guardians of the tomb,

who numbered five men. The monks wore

their hair extremely long, and were nearly

naked. Around the sanctuary were flower

beds, and a garden. Two hundred paces from

the spot was the refuge for strangers.

I entered the sanctuary just as I was ; that is to

say, in my boots. No one took any notice of this.

The soldiers prayed very attentively, some of them

being excited to ecstacy, beating their heads

against the tomb and the ground, and sobbing

G
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loudly. Remembering the advice of Mustapha,

I thought it advisable to leave them, and hastened

into the yard.

There, a monk came up to me, and, informing

me that he was a native of Lahore, enquired

whether I was not an Englishman. I gave him

an answer, and it then transpired that he had

never heard of the existence of Russians. "Had

they as much money," he asked, "as the English?

Were they as powerful? " and was proceeding,

with increased interest, to question me further,

when Ibrahim the groom came up, and drove him

away.

It was a common complaint of this follower

of mine that I did not support my dignity as,

in his opinion, I was bound to do. Over and

over again he counselled me not to lower myself

by talking to mere strangers, and at Neeshapoor,

he drove away, without any order on my part,

two Afghans who attempted to speak to me,

telling them that I was a Kaliam Sahib, or " great

man," and could not, therefore, be expected to give

an audience to every casual stranger.

When the soldiers had finished praying we

mounted our horses again, and rode off to seek

a place for the night halt. I refused to remain
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too near the Mazar itself, on account of the

extensive burying-ground existing around it. The

locality selected for the halt was about a mile

away from Mazar Zainal Obedin Baimar, and not

not far from a Turcoman aoul, or encampment

As soon as the tents were pitched, Meer Ali

Khan set off for the encampment, to obtain a

sheep or two, and some fuel. The Turcomans, on

his arrival, refused to sell him either one or the

other, alleging that their flocks were a great way

off on the hills, and that they had no wood ; being

themselves compelled to burn bushes instead.

This refusal not pleasing Meer Ali Khan, he pro

ceeded to thrash the Turcomans. The cries of the

men summoned the women to the spot, and they

set to with sticks, and gave the Djamadar a good

drubbing. Meer Ali Khan, finding himself get

ting the worst of it, shouted loudly for assistance,

and the Adjutant gave orders for the soldiers to

hurry to the encampment and rescue him. The

men were starting off with their carbines to attack

the nomads, when, having been an eye-witness

of the whole scene, I ordered the Adjutant to

return the moment he rescued the Djamadar. I

added that if he did not fulfil my orders I should

write to the Lueenaib, who would censure him
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for allowing a disturbance to take place. Ahmed

Ali Addijan tried to make out that they were

all doing their best for me, but I replied that

such efforts were not to my liking, and that I

should not allow any people to be killed for my

sake. I should refuse to have any dinner at all

that day—twenty-four hours without food would

not kill me.

The Adjutant drove off the nomads, and

followed my instructions by returning at once

to the camp with Meer Ali ; the latter limping

along painfully over the ground, supported by

several soldiers. On reaching my tent, I gave

him a good scolding for employing violence

against the nomads. If I had known, I

said, that force would be used to obtain food

for me, I should have refused to be the guest

of his Sovereign. In all probability, he would

not easily escape the consequences of his present

misbehaviour, for I should certainly write to the

liUeenaib about him.

The wretched Djamadar, beaten both morally

and physically, limped away to his tent, and

remained there until the morning.

I then myself began to see about the dinner.

First of all I went to the Turcoman encampment,
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and the nomads who had refused to sell anything

to the Djamadar begged me to accept some

chickens, milk, eggs, and rice, and a log of wood.

Money in payment they refused to take, saying

that I was an Eltchi, or Envoy of the White

Tsar, and that they always wished to have such

as their guests. Of course, I insisted all the

same that the money should be accepted.

In the evening the Adjutant came, accom

panied by his Djafadars and Dafadars, to inter

cede for Meer Ali Khan. The soldiers gathered

round the tent, curious to know how I would

deal with the application. Before long I gave

way to the Adjutant, and empowered him to

proceed to Meer Ali Khan, and inform him

that the past had been forgiven and forgotten.
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THE RIDE TO SARIPOOL.

Departure from Mazar Zeinal Obedin Baimar—Hospitality of

the people of Salman—A race after antelopes—The plain of

Sheebeerkhan—A fresh escort— Absence of wheeled vehicles

in Afghan Turkestan—Houses of refuge along the road—

The River Saripool—Djeedailik—-Unhealthy character of the

Valley of Saripool—Curious designations of the settlements—

Arrival at the town of Saripool.

When we set out from Mazar Zeinal Obedin

Baimar on the morning of the 2nd of Novem

ber, we had before us a long march of thirty-

eight miles, to the settlement of Salmazar,

situated about two miles to the south of Shee

beerkhan. For the first five miles we rode

across a level plain, and then, traversing a small

mountain spur, covered with gravel, arrived at

the village of Salman. Through this settlement

flows a stream of brackish water ; but the

locality is intersected with irrigation canals,

circulating through the fields, and containing

water of excellent quality. The village com

prises forty houses. The people are all Uzbeks,

engaged in agricultural pursuits.
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On our approach the whole village turned out

to meet us, and begged us to halt there for

the night. Many of the people brought wheaten

cakes, water melons, and sweet melons ; and

when I announced to them that I could not pro

long my stay at Salman they brought me a

sheep.

Halting at Salman half an hour, we pushed

on afresh. The road traversed two small moun

tain passes, and then entered a valley, two or

three miles wide, and enclosed by mountains not

very high, and with soft outlines. Along the

valley we rode for nearly fifteen miles, the

ground being level and smooth the whole way.

The valley and the sides of the mountains were

covered with high grass. For want of water the

valley is unfit for pastoral purposes.

While traversing the valley we came across

some antelopes. One herd of them, fleeing

towards the south, was chased by four of our

soldiers. Seeing themselves followed, the ante

lopes turned towards the north, right in our track.

A Djamadar and three soldiers thereupon

dashed from the convoy to cut them off'.

Unfortunately, the splendid Turcoman mare of the

Djamadar caught her foot in a rat's hole, and
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broke her leg ; her rider likewise being severely

bruised by the fall. The unlucky animal was.

shot by its master there and then.

The three soldiers, not observing the accident,

continued the pursuit, firing repeatedly at the

herd, but, being unsuccessful, had to return at

last empty-handed to the escort.

On reaching the end of the valley we ascended

the mountain, on the slope of which was a

solitary house, situated alongside the dam of a

small reservoir. The water flowed into the pond

from two small streams, both brackish, and neither

of any volume. Close to the dam was a stone

trough, for watering horses. The ascent of the

mountain, as far as the reservoir, was long but

easy ; the road was covered with stones, but in

nowise presented difficulties to our advance.

Beyond the reservoir the road turned to the

south-west, and in that direction proceeded for

nearly three quarters of a mile ; at first rising to

the summit of the pass, and then descending

into a high valley, slightly undulating, but wholly

adapted for travelling purposes. Along this valley

the road twined in a westerly direction for about

ten miles. The valley was covered with excellent

grass, and afforded pasturage for numerous flocks
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of sheep, belonging to Turcomans wandering in

the vicinity.

At the end of the valley the road descended

to the extensive plain of Sheebeerkhan, watered

by the River Saripool. At the foot of the descent,

we found a stream of fresh water. The descent

was covered with brushwood, as also the banks

of the stream. Beyond, for more than two miles,

the plain consisted of sandy soil, growing saksaoul

and tamarisks. Afterwards we came to fields

intersected by irrigation canals. From the

descent from the valley to the village of Salmazar,

the distance was about eight miles. The road

was perfectly level.

Salmazar is a village of forty houses, and is

situated on both sides of the River Saripool ;

here having a breadth of fifty feet, and flowing

at the foot of steep banks, thirty feet high. The

inhabitants are Uzbeks, and live in kibitkas

outside the houses, which latter afford shelter

to their sheep and cattle. Round about the

village are numerous gardens, and everywhere

there is an abundance of water. In Salmazar

itself is the tomb of some saint or other. Two

miles from it, to the north, lies the town of

Sheebeerkhan.
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It was already sunset when our little cavalcade

rode into Salmazar, but I found awaiting my

arrival, in one of the gardens of the village, a

double tent, and inside it tea, dinner, and a soft

couch. For all these comforts I was indebted

to the Governor of Sheebeerkhan, Djernel

(General) Kadeer Khan, the commander of the

military force that had taken Maimene four

years previous.

At Salmazar, the troopers of the Abassi

Cavalry Eegiment, who had accompanied me thus

far, had to return again to Mazar-e-Shereef ; the

task of escorting me thence to Maimene falling

upon the soldiers of the Hussein Eegiment,

quartered at Sheebeerkhan. The new convoy,

under the command of Major Goolam Mahomet,

already awaited me at Salmazar, and immediately

upon my arrival relieved the other guard.

At the request of Ahmed Ali Addijan, I

furnished him with a written declaration,

certifying my safe arrival at Salmazar, and

expressing my satisfaction at his conduct en

route. The Adjutant decided to rest a day at

Salmazar, and return home by another road, a

level one running through Sheebeerkhan and

Aktcha.
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It is a curious circumstance that, notwith

standing the suitability of the region for wheeled

transport, not a single vehicle exists in Afghan

Turkestan. Only very recently, at the express

orders of the Lueenaib, four arbas* have been con

structed at Mazar-e-Shereef for the four batta

lions quartered inside the town. One of these

arbas I saw on the road. It was being drawn

by a pair of bullocks. The wheels were a yard

and a half in diameter, and the felloe, instead

of consisting of a single piece of wood, as is

invariably the case in Russian Turkestan, was

composed of several triangular pieces, strengthened

by a tire. I was informed that the Lueenaib

intended ordering several more of these arbas

to be constructed, and distributed among the

people of his province.

Two roads run from Sheebeerkhan to

Maimene. One of these traverses a plain as

* " The only vehicle used by the natives in Russian Turkestan

is a large wide cart on two immense wheels, called an arba.

The wheels are very roughly constructed with wide felloes and

heavy spokes, usually made of elm-wood, and without tires. The

shafts are prolongations of the main body, which rest on a wide

strap over the back of the horse, where the driver sits on a

small saddle, with his feet on the shafts, instead of taking his

place in the cart. Sometimes these arbas are covered with mat

ting, and although the vehicle is rude, yet it is comfortable,

because, on account of the great size of the wheels, the inequali

ties of the road are not much noticed."—Schuyler.
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far as Khairabad, and then proceeds along the

River Sangalak The other runs direct to

Saripool, and afterwards across the mountains.

Formerly, when numerous Rabats with cisterns

of water existed along the Khairabad route, it

was the principal highway of traffic ; but to-day

the Rabats are in ruins, and the cisterns choked

up, and there exists between Sheebeerkhan and

Khairabad a stretch of sixty miles of waterless

country, unfit for travelling. Caravans now-a-

days always use the Saripool route, and four

years ago, when the Afghans marched against

Maimene, the commander had the road across

the mountains adapted for the passage of his

artillery.

According to the information which I

gathered from the people of the locality, the

distance between Salmazar and Saripool is from

twenty-five to thirty miles ; which to me was

only a trifling march. Major Goolam Mahomet,

however, asked me to break it halfway. I

refused.

We started early on the morning of the 3rd of

November for Saripool. At half a mile from

Salmazar the road crossed over to the left bank

of the Saripool river. The ford is not deep, and
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the bed of the stream is stony. When the river

is at its height, it is necessary to make a detour

to the left, in order to avoid the crossing. The

locality is perfectly flat, the fields are well tilled,

and water flows in abundance on all sides.

Having ridden fourteen miles and reached the

ruins of Djeedailik, we entered a broad valley,

surrounded by lofty hills. The breadth of the

valley varied from a mile to two and a half.

During the whole of the ride to Djeedailik the

only settlements we passed were two small

villages, both designated Karakeen, and situated

one on the right side of the river and one on

the left. The inhabitants were Uzbek peasants,

dwelling in kibitkas. Along the river we saw

numbers of tents, belonging to the nomads of

the locality.

Just before reaching Djeedailik the road

crossed the river again to the right bank of

the stream, and continued on that side all the

way to Saripool. Two miles beyond Djeedailik

was the village of Khazret Eemam, with ten

houses and the shrine of a saint. Four miles

beyond this was the larger village of Said Abad,

consisting of one hundred houses, and estab

lished on a high hill on the right bank of the
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river. Here the River Saripool splits itself into

two streams, flowing between steep banks. From

the town of Saripool to Said Abad the river

flows along a single channel, between banks so

low that in spring inundations take place. At

Said Abad the road mounts to the top of the

hill on which the village is built, traverses

part of the settlement, and, after crossing a bridge

spanning a broad irrigation canal, stretches

along the mountain slope for a mile and a

half. Bevond, the road descends to the bottom of

a valley, along which it runs to the town itself.

At the twenty-third mile is Kal Kishlak, and to

the right of it the kishlaks of Koor and Basude.

To the left, at the foot of the mountain, is the

kishlak of Kalako. At the twenty-eighth mile

commence the gardens of Saripool, and a mile

beyond there is a wooden bridge across the

river to the town itself. Along the whole of

the road the ground is clayey. No impediments

or obstructions whatever exist. Reeds suitable

for fuel exist in abundance, and also serve as

food for animals.

The valley of the River Saripool is regarded

as extremely unhealthy, on account of the

prevalence of ague and fever. One species of
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fever is particularly rife among the inhabitants.

The designations of the kishlaks serve as an

index to the sanitary condition of the valley.

Thus, the kishlak of Kal means the " Scab

Settlement ; " the kishlak of Kal, the " Blind

Settlement ; " and the kishlak of Kalako, the

" Settlement of many afflicted with scrofula."
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ENTHUSIASTIC RECEPTION AT SARIPOOL.

Saripool—The populace escort me to my quarters—Mustapha

exhorts the people not to take so much interest in me—

Display of feeling in the streets—Our ride from Saripool to

Maimene—Mountains, dales, and gorges—Koortchee—MeerAli

Khan again illtreats the people—The defile of Beltcherag—

The escort reinforced by troops from Maimene—Unpleasant

dilatoriness of the officer in command—I insist on entering

Maimene without stoppiug ou the road to break the

journey—I lose all command over myself and threaten the

officer—Arrival at last at Maimene.

The town of Saripool contains about three thou

sand inhabitants. It extends broadly along both

sides of the river, and is surrounded by extensive

gardens. In the centre of the town is the Bala

Hissar, or Citadel. The inhabitants are Uzbeks.

The day of my entry into the town was market

day. The road to my quarters lay through the

market square. The whole of the populace

thronged the path, and saluted me with loud

hurrahs. The mass of them conducted me to

my lodgings. These were situated in the best

house in the town, belonging to the Koorbashi,

or Police-master.
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The house was surrounded by a high wall.

In order to get a glimpse at me, the people

crowded on the roofs of the neighbouring houses,

and some of them mounted the wall

The Koorbashi was away busily superintending

the arrangements for my dinner. The Major com

manding my escort was down with ague. Meer Ali

had gone to the Bazaar, to change my Bokharan

money into Persian krans and Indian rupees.

Mustapha, therefore, took upon himself to

expostulate with the people. " What are you

looking at 1 " he demanded of the Uzbeks squat

ting on the wall. " He's not a maimoon (mon

key), but a man like yourselves." His words,

however, had no effect on the people. They

continued to crowd round my house, and gaze at

me from the top of the garden wall, with as much

earnestness as ever.

To gratify the curiosity of the Uzbeks, I went

outside into the street. From the compliments I

received from the people, and the reverence they

paid me, I came to the conclusion that it was

not mere inquisitiveness that had drawn together

the crowd, but a desire to honour in me the

Russians, whose arrival they ardently long for.

The people did not disperse until the shades

H
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of night fell upon Saripool : they then retired to

their houses. The Major, hearing that I had

gone into the streets, displayed the utmost alarm

at my conduct. Notwithstanding that the fever

was strong upon him, he came into my room, and

earnestly begged me not to go outside the house

any more.

On the 4th of November we continued our

journey. For the first two miles the road ran

across the plain to the foot of the mountains

winding along the course of the Meerza Aoulang,

a small river falling into the Saripool at the

town itself. Afterwards we entered a narrow

valley enclosed by insignificant mountains, and,

still following the winds of the river, rode for eight

miles, whence we crossed over to the heights on

the right side of the Meerza Aoulang, on account

of the path along the river becoming narrow and

inconvenient. Two mile! beyond we descended

again to the river, and entered the village

of Sayad, the houses and gardens of which

extend for a mile along the defile. Higher up

the stream were visible three other villages,

designated respectively Koor, Goor, and Foorgan

Teke, and disposed along the left bank of the

Meerza Aoulang.
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After leaving Sayad the road lay along the

right bank of the river, traversing the mountain

spurs about sixty feet above the surface of the

water. During the march of the Afghans to

Maimene four years ago, the road was cut down

and levelled ; but the sappers restricting its

breadth to the horizontal measurement of a field

gun-carriage, it would be impossible during the

passage of an army for a single horseman to pass

by in the opposite direction ; he would have to

descend to the river, and ride along a path on

the opposite bank. The deepened road stretches

for two miles to the village of Koor, where it

crosses over to the left bank, and afterwards runs

permanently along that side of the river.

Beyond the village of Foorgan Teke the

mountains enclosing the defile, hitherto soft in

their outline, become rocky and precipitous.

The entry into the rocky part of the defile is

commanded by a small stone fortification. This

consists of walls nine feet high, running athwart

the defile, and pierced with loop-holes for

musketry fire. It was constructed by the troops

of the Khanate of Maimene, to defend the defile

against the Afghan army.

The length of the rocky defile beyond is about

H2
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nine miles. The road is broken, and the advance

impeded continually by large masses of rock,

rendering it necessary to keep crossing from one

side of the rivulet to the other. A mile beyond

the fortification guarding the inlet of the defile,

is another of the same description, and a little

higher up the Meerza Aoulang, where the gorge

somewhat broadens, is a quadrangular stone

redoubt.

At the end of the twenty-third mile the defile

comes to an end, and the road enters a broad deep

valley enclosed by high mountains. A mile and

a half from the road, perched on a prominent lofty

precipice, is situated the village of Meerza Aou

lang. The whole of the valley, along which

twines from side to side the River Meerza

Aoulang, fullyjustifies its designation—the "green

meadow of the Meerza "—the entire surface, in

spite of the lateness of the season, being covered

with grass of lovely verdure.

From the bottom of the valley commences an

ascent to the cluster of three mountain ridges

serving as the watershed of the basins of the

Rivers Saripool and Sangalak. The ascent is

easy at first, but higher up the road becomes

extremely steep. We had to rest our horses
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nearly every minute. From the bottom of the

ascent to the top the distance is about three

miles. The road was repaired by the Afghans

during their march to Maimene.

The descent from the mountain crossing is

also about three miles in length. As the part

faces the north, the surface of the brook was

frozen ; and, although the sun was shining brightly,

the water had hardly melted at all. This will

give an idea of the height of the mountain

crossing. The descent passes through a narrow

defile, with extremely rocky, precipitous sides.

The cliffs are situated so close together that

the rays of the sun never penetrate to the

bottom of the gorge. On this account, although

the defile is a mile lower down than the track

across the summit of the mountain, vegetation

is frozen hard in November, and our horses found

it impossible to feed on the grass. At one part

of the gorge the cliffs are so close to one another,

that it would be easy to jump across the abyss.

All the way along the road our advance

was impeded by masses of rock, at places so

high, and so close together, as to almost render

progress a matter of impossibility. The cliffs

were covered with juniper trees and brush
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wood. After four miles of extremely difficult

riding, we issued upon a broad valley, surrounded

by high mountains, and, before long, encountered

cultivated fields, and other evidences of the

presence of a settled population. Five miles from

the mouth of the gorge we came to the village

of Koortchee. The whole of this day's ride

amounted to forty-one miles.

The village of Koortchee consists of 300

houses. The people are Uzbeks, living in

kibitkas pitched outside their cattle yards ; but,

here and there, a family may be seen dwelling

in a house. In the middle of the village is the

Bala Hissar, or Citadel.

On our arrival, I was conducted to a shelter

under the arch-way of a house ; but the Major,

dissatisfied with the accommodation, thrashed

the head man of the village, and ordered him

to find me lodgings in the Bala Hissar. The

inhabitants of Koortchee were obviously very

poor. All their tents were in tatters, and none

of the people could furnish us with an adequate

supply of food. Meer Ali Khan went from tent

to tent gathering spoonfuls of oil and handfuls

of rice, distributing freely as he went blows and

curses, and ordering his troopers to do the same.
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Here, instead of giving money to the villagers,

Meer Ali wrote out receipts, which I was told

would be accounted for when the taxes were

collected the next time.

On the 5th of November we rode twenty-four

miles, to the village of Beltcherag. The road lay

along the valley, and was perfectly flat ; in places

being rather marshy. Water was plentiful, but

we saw no trees. In spring, there is doubtless

a splendid supply of forage obtainable in the

valley.

Beltcherag stands in the midst of a broad,

deep valley. It consists of 300 habitations. The

people are Uzbeks, and, like their fellow-country

men at Koortchee, dwell all of them in Mbitkas.

Their gardening operations are conducted on a

very extensive scale.

We put up at the same dwelling which, four

years earlier, had afforded shelter to Meer Ali

Khan and a picket of cavalry, sent there to guard

the communications ofthe Afghan force besieging

Maimene.

The following morning, shortly after sunrise,

we set off for Maimene itself. Immediately after

quitting Beltcherag, we entered a rocky defile,

enclosed by precipices. At the entrance to this,
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on the right hand side, is the catacomb of a saint.

A lamp (tcherag) is kept constantly burning

inside the cell : hence the name of the locality.

The soldiers of the escort dismounted to pray

at the shrine, and my followers, even includ

ing Mustapha—a very bad Mussulman—took

part in the adoration, in order not to look con

spicuous.

The defile of Beltcherag is from three to six

hundred yards wide, and is cultivated and covered

with gardens belonging to the people of the

village. The road the whole distance keeps along

side the River Beltcherag, a stream of great depth,

and traversed by three excellent stone bridges.

The length of the defile is nine miles. The road

is kept clear of stones, and at various places

dykes are erected, to protect it from inundations.

The people evidently take immense pains to

keep the highway in proper order.

At the village of Deretche is stationed a picket

of eight infantrymen, to keep the road clear of

robbers. Here we encountered fifteen troopers

and two infantrymen in red uniform, sent to

meet us by the Governor of Maimene, Djernel

(General) Mahomet Akber Khan, nephew of the

Lueenaib.
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The officer in charge of the party saluted me

in the name of the Governor, and stated that

accommodation for the night had been prepared

for me at Kata Kala, and that arrangements were

being made for my entering Maimene on the

morrow.

To this I replied that I had already made up

my mind to pass the night at Maimene, and

should ride on thither with my escort.

The officer then said that tents had been sent

to Kata Kala for myself and followers, besides a

travelling kitchen, and that a dinner was already

awaiting me there.

I replied that 1 was very much obliged to the

Governor for his kindness, but the stage from

Beltcherag to Kata Kala was only fifteen miles

long, and if I every day performed such insig

nificant rides as that, I should not reach Herat till

Doomsday. I begged him to excuse me for

disturbing his arrangements ; but I should

certainly pass the night at Maimene.

Seeing my inflexibility, the officer wrote off a

report to Mahomet Akber Khan, and then we

set out afresh for Kata Kala, distant four miles

from Deretche. On our arrival there, the officer

offered me tea, and something to eat. I replied
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that I was not accustomed to eat while on the

march. He then asked permission for himself to

have a cup of tea and a " smoke." I assented,

but, at the same time, declared that I should not

stay at Kata Kala more than half-an-hour.

An hour passed. I observed to the officer that

time was up, and that we must now be on the move.

The officer begged me to wait a little longer.

His men had gone to Kata Kala (the village

itself was situated on the opposite side of the

road, about three quarters of a mile from where

we had halted), and had not yet returned with

tea and victuals. I waited another half-hour ;

and then, there being no signs of the soldiers

returning, I gave orders for the rest of the escort

to saddle and follow me. On the road we met

the other troopers, and the officer and his men

ate their dinner as best they could in the saddle.

While we were riding along, I noticed that the

two infantrymen belonging to the escort appeared

very tired, and suggested to the officer that they

should be allowed to make use of two of the led

horses. The latter replied proudly that the

infantrymen would never allow themselves to be

left behind by the cavalry.

Not wishing that anybody should suffer on my
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account—we had still fifteen miles to go—I

turned to the men, and offered them direct my

led horse and one of my pack animals.

The road ran the whole distance along the

bank of the river. The locality was hilly, but

offered no obstacle to our progress. At the

twenty-sixth mile was a bridge across the river,

the fourth we had seen since leaving Beltcherag.

Here the road leaves the river bank, and, turn

ing sharply to the west, ascends the mountain.

On reaching the bridge, the officer begged me

to wait there until an answer to his report arrived

from Maimene. I replied that I had no inten

tion of stopping on the road, and that no matter

what the answer of the Governor might be, I

should sleep in Maimene that night.

The ascent to the mountain was steep and

difficult. We had to ascend a rocky spur,

and then descend again ; a ride of about two

miles and a half. Afterwards we proceeded

lower still, until we came to the spacious dale of

Maimene, dotted with numerous villages and

farmhouses.

Just as we reached level ground, a horseman

rode up to our party from Maimene, with an

order from the Governor for me to stop at the
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first village, and wait there awhile, so as to enter

the city after dark.

The officer read me the order. I laughed. " Tell

the Governor," I said, " that there was some sense

in stopping at Kata Kala, halfway on the road;

but to halt at a village within sight of the city

itself is a piece of ridiculous nonsense."

" Yes, but they are not yet ready at Maimene

to receive you," urged the officer. " Mahomet

Akber Khan wishes to line the road with troops."

I touched my horse with my whip, and rode

on. The courier wheeled round, and dashed off

full speed back to the town.

The broad beaten road leads straight to the

town, along the right bank of the river. The

officer wished me to turn to the left and ride

across the fields, where there was no road, and

where the ground was cut up by irrigation canals

and the river itself.

"What do you mean by it?" I demanded.

" Why can't we keep straight on 1 The city gate

there is right in front of us."

" Yes, but the straight road leads direct to

the Bazaar, and the Governor does not want

you to pass through it on your way to your

quarters."
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My rising anger subsided. Fording the river,

we rode across the country until we came to a

Mazar, about a mile from Maimene. Here the

officer again reiterated his request that I should

stay at the Mazar until nightfall.

This was too much for me. I lost all command

over my temper. Boiling with rage, I glared at

the Afghan and said, " If you put that request

to me again, beware of the consequences. I

shall not hold myself answerable for my actions."

In the end we reached the city wall, and

turning to the left, rode round the whole of the

southern side of the city, and then—and then

only—came to a gate leading into Maimene.
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MAIMENE.

Description of the city—Its siege by the Afghans—Cause of the-
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Maimene—Major Goolam Mahomet takes his departure—

The Governor of Maimene refuses to see me—March routes

to Herat—The Zmaini Regiment—Adjutant Hamid Khan-

Aspect of the country beyond Maimene—The rumour that

Russia had purchased Herat—Mustapha Khan becomes

Mustapha Bey—The valley of the River Almar—Brutality of

the Afghans towards the Uzbek villagers—A dinner obtained

by bloodshed—The River Kaisar—Ravages of the Turcomans

—A description of Tcharshambe—A holy man-stealer—My

refusal to receive him. •

Maimene is surrounded by a wall six yards

thick, and provided with a moat. The citadel

is situated inside the city, and is erected on an

artificial eminence. Its walls are twenty-four

feet high. A huge tower, covered with blue

glaze, serves as the reduite of the citadel.

At one time, the town possessed 25,000 inhabi

tants ; to-day, it lies in ruins, and hardly claims

one-tenth its former population.*

* For a most graphic and interesting account of Maimene,

previous to its subjugation by the Afghans, the reader should

turn to Vambery's "Travels in Central Asia."—CM.
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According to the account of Meer Ali Khan,

the Afghans went to work seriously in their

war with Meer Hussein, the Khan of Maimene.

They despatched against the city 10,000 troops

and 20 cannon. In order to transport the

artillery thither from Saripool, a vast amount

of labour was spent in levelling the road. The

army marched in two columns ; one from Mazar-

e-Shereef, and the other from Herat. The latter

was a small one, consisting only of a battalion

of infantry and a regiment of cavalry. On their

arrival, the city was enclosed on all sides, and

the siege commenced. For six months the

Afghans maintained the attack ; and then, suc

ceeding in effecting a breach in the wall, they

carried the city by storm, and put 18,000 of

the defenders to the sword. Afterwards the

place was sacked, and laid in ruins.

Meer Hussein, the Khan of Maimene, defen

ded himself gallantly in the citadel, but being

in the end taken prisoner, was carried away to

Cabul. The Afghans, by their excesses, excited

such terror among the people, that those of the

defenders of Maimene who managed to effect

their escape during the siege, have never returned

to the Khanate.
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To my question, why the Afghans remained

so long under the walls of Maimene, Meer Ali

Khan replied that no order had been received

from the Ameer to take the place. Directly the

order arrived from Shere Ali, the city was

at once captured.

This explanation is unsatisfactory. In all

probability the Commander-in-Chief ofthe Afghan

forces, Kadeer Khan, did not care to risk an

assault until reinforcements arrived from Cabul

to protect his communications, which, on account

of passing through the recently conquered

Khanates of Sheebeerkhan and Saripool, were

in a somewhat dangerous condition.

I was conducted to excellent lodgings, not far

from the citadel. Immediately after my arrival,

the Governor sent me some tea, sugar, and grapes,

and a pound of stearine candles. A few minutes

later my guard was replaced by fresh troops from

the garrison of Maimene. These comprised

cavalry and infantry, the latter being dressed in

arkhalooks * and turbans. A greater set of guys

than the infantrymen it would have been difficult

to have found in any European pantomime. Their

uniforms were made up of such a medley of

* A short surtout worn by Circassians.—C. M.
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colours and shapes, and sat upon them so badly,

that it was impossible not to laugh at them.

Some of the men wore blue uniforms, with

yellow trimmings ; others, blue, with red or

raspberry-coloured collars and cuffs ; here and

there were men with Hungarian hussar jackets ;

while not a few were decked out conspicuously

in black, with white cuffs, white collars, white

buttons, and white facings. All of them wore

a sort of helmet, not of felt, as at Mazar-e-

Shereef, but of a striped cotton material,

with a small bunch of feathers on the top.

These helmets were so low, and the peak

came down so close over the eyes, that they

were more worthy of being called tubetaikas *

than helmets. The uniforms were not of cloth,

but were made of some sort of cotton material,

wadded. All the infantrymen wore shoes, f

The infantry part of the guard had charge

of the gate of the house ; the cavalry kept watch

over my lodgings.

The same day Major Goolam Mahomet took

*A tubetaika is a small, flat cap, worn by the Bashkeers in East

Eussia.—C. M.

t The cavalry had high boots, made of unvarnished leather,

straight all the way up, i. e,, without any folds whatevei from the

instep to the knee.

1
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leave of me, receiving a document similar to

that which I had given Adjutant Ahmed Ali

Addijan at Salmazar. The Major told me

that he meant to return home not across the

mountains, but by another route, via Kbairabad.

In order to rest my horses, I decided to

remain a day at Maimene.

The following morning, November 7, I sent a

message to the Governor, expressing my desire to

see him ; but received a reply that, without the

sanction of the Lueenaib, he could not possibly

take upon himself to make my acquaintance.

My object in wishing to see him was to

discuss the march-route from Maimene to Herat.

In consequence of his refusal, I despatched him

a message to the effect that I should be glad if

he would send me somebody who had been to

Herat, that I might discuss the matter with

him. Mahomet Akber Khan thereupon sent

me three Heratee Afghans.

I should observe, that in reaching Maimene I

had already entered the rayon of Turcoman

forays, and that the most convenient road to

Herat, vid the valley of the River Kaisar, falling

into the Moorgab, was extremely open to the

Alaman (Turcoman raid). It is on this account
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that caravans usually avoid this route, and prefer

to traverse the wilder, but less dangerous road

leading across the mountains to Herat. The

caravan route to Herat runs through the villages

of Kaisar,Khadjekand,Kalai-Naoo, and Kooroon.

The individuals sent to my lodgings by Mahomet

Akber Khan advised me to follow this route.

In the evening, the Dafadar of the escort

appointed to accompany me to the River Moorgab

came to receive orders for the morrow. I told

him that I should leave at daybreak, and halt

for the night at Kaisar. The Dafadar began

talking about the stage to Kaisar consisting of

two marches, and suggested a night halt at

Almar, but I showed him the door.

On the 8th of November, early in the morning,

the cavalry escort, consisting of a sotnia of the

Zmaini Regiment, rode up to my residence.

Formerly this regiment bore the title of the

" Regiment of the 18th River," but received its

present designation as a reward for its excellent

conduct in connection with the recapture of 500

prisoners, who had been seized by the Turcomans

in the environs of Maimene. The regiment was

lying at Mazar-e-Shereef when the news arrived of

the Alaman. The men immediately started off for

I 2
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Maimene, and arrived there after forty-eight hours'

ride. Two days later they came up with the

Turcomans, killed a large number of them, drove

the rest away, and set free the Maimene prisoners.

My escort was selected specially from the Zmaini

Regiment, because the district through which we

had to pass was a very dangerous one, and the

Governor wished to guard me from any attempt

on the part of the Turcomans to seize my person.

Attached to the squadron was Adjutant Hamid

Khan, a Sayid by descent, and a man wholly

unlike the Afghans in features. His manners were

exceedingly elegant, and his clothes sat upon

him with remarkable ease. I could not help

observing to him that he had not the appear

ance ofan Afghan; uponwhich he proudly replied,

" I am an Arab." As a descendant of Mahomet,

everybody paid him great honour, and even the

officers kissed his fingers.

The squadron brought with it the regimental

standard, which among the Afghans possesses the

same importance as with ourselves—that is, that

everybody must defend it unto death. Hamid

Khan, in informing me of this circumstance,

added that I was now their standard, and that

if any harm happened to me, not one of the
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escort would dare to return home, since they

would all of them assuredly be put to death,

and might, therefore, just as well die in my

defence as return to Maimene to be executed.

On leaving Maimene, we were joined by a

functionary appointed to accompany us as far

as Herat. This was the Koorbashi of Maimene,

Abdoollah by name. He was appointed to

audit the expenses of the escort ; the accounts

of Meer Ali Khan having possibly been regarded

by the Governor as excessive.

The road, for two miles after leaving the city,

ran across the perfectly level bottom of the

valley, and then began to ascend the mountains.

Here we found the country very troublesome, on

account of its extremely hilly character, and the

frequency of hollows. The road, besides, was ex

tremely narrow. I rode the whole time alongside

Hamid Khan. My horse's pace was a rapid amble.

This attracted Hamid's attention, and after

awhile he said, " Do you always ride like that? "

" Sometimes I do," I replied ; " but more often

at a foot pace."

" I was told," he continued, " that you always

galloped, and that on the road it was difficult to

keep up with you."
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"Had that been so," I answered, "my horse

would have been out of this world long ago.

He is the same that I started from Samarcand

with, and I entertain hopes that he will carry

me the rest of the way to the Caspian."

Afterwards it transpired that the legend about

my rapid pace had been set on foot by Major

Goolam Mahomet. Why, I do not know.

Hamid Khan mentioned during our ride that

the belief was everywhere prevalent that the

Russian Government had purchased Herat, and

that I was proceeding thither to inspect the town,

and report whether it was worth the money

demanded for it, and to choose the best road

for the advance of the Russian troops. Was this

true ? he asked.

" Certainly not," I replied. " Where do people

ever buy a thing, and pay for it, and then send

to see whether it is worth the money ? I am a

mere traveller. Besides, we know the road to

Herat already. Here is a map of Afghanistan,

with the road marked from Tashkent to Herat."

How the rumour got about, it is difficult to

say ; but the fact remains that, in 1878, it was

believed all over Asia that we had bought Herat,

and I found that the report had preceded me
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wherever I went. Even at Sharood, in Persia,

I was asked by a number of Russian Armenians

whether the report was true or not, since they

wished to open agencies at Herat.

During the change of escort at Maimene,

the soldiers appointed to accompany me to Herat

had greatly interested themselves respecting my

military position, enquiring where I had served,

whether I belonged to the Russian infantry or the

cavalry (paltan or reesala), and how many men

served under me. My man Mustapha, to give

greater importance to myself—and to himself

also—had replied to the latter query with a high

figure, which all the way along the road he kept

increasing. By the time I reached Herat it was

commonly believed that I was a commander of

ten thousand men ; and Mustapha had increased

so much in the estimation of the Afghans that

they no longer called him Mustapha Khan, but

Mustapha Bey.

After riding sixteen miles we came to the

village of Almar, consisting of sixty houses

scattered along both sides of the river of the same

name. We found quartered there a squadron of

the Zmaini Regiment, to protect the inhabitants

from the attacks of Turcomans, the necessity for
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which was shown by the numerous graves in the

burying-ground, surmounted with rags attached to

poles—silent testimony that the persons interred

below had fallen in conflict with the enemy.

The village is situated at the side of the

high-road. The bazaar flanks the road, and

twice a week the people assemble there from the

surrounding district. The 8th of November was

not a market day, so that only two or three of

the booths were open. None the less, however,

in passing by the bazaar, Hamid Khan made

the troopers form a chain around me, and draw

their swords.

Along the valley of the River Almar we rode

for two miles, and then again took to the hills.

The road was of the same character as that

between Maimene and Almar—innumerable

ascents and descents—only steeper than before.

The ground was clayey, and the track narrow. At

every five miles we passed an infantry picket,

consisting of from six to ten men located along

side the highway, to protect travellers from the

attacks of roving Turcomans. They hardly

accomplish their object.

Already before reaching Almar, Hamid Khan

had begged me to stop there for the night,
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alleging, that the escort horses, long inactive at

Maimene, would be knocked up by a long ride

on the first day of the journey. To this I had

refused to listen. When we got to within five

miles of Kaisar, however, I noticed that the

escort horses, which had been riding for eight

hours on the stretch, presented signs of fatigue ;

and not caring to object further to the request

of such a pleasant fellow as Hamid Khan,

turned off the road to the village of Saoor, to

pass the night there. As we had ridden some

what fast, my pack horses had lagged behind,

and the men, not being informed of our change

of plans, proceeded direct to Kaisar, whither

Hamid Khan despatched a part of the escort to

protect them.

The settlement of Saoor lies in a narrow valley,

and is built on the steep sides of the mountain.

It has the aspect of being in constant fear of

Turcoman attacks. The houses are grouped in

blocks, in such a manner that each block forms

a whole, adapted for defence. Along the mountain

side are a number of towers.

I was conducted to a lodging in the middle of

the village, while the convoy pitched their tents*

* The tents of the Afghan troops are exactly the same as the

transport tents used by Russian officers.
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below, along the bottom of the defile. As usual,

a guard was placed over the dwelling in which I

passed the night.

The people of Saoor are extremely poor. Here,

as at Koortchee, food had to be collected for

us by handfuls. Meer Ali Khan, in making

his house-to-house collection of victuals, proved

himself a regular savage. Seizing the first person

he met, he would demand some oil, a chicken,

or some rice ; and if the unfortunate villager

protested that he had nothing in his possession

but bread, he would proceed to kick him and

beat him. One old man he beat until he fell

insensible. The soldiers, going from house to

house, followed Meer Ali's example.

Before long, groans were heard proceeding from

every part of the village. I myself saw soldiers,

dissatisfied with the weight of their fists, using

heavy cobble stone to beat the people with. In

vain I begged and threatened. The sight of blood

only seemed to make the Afghans more savage.

At last, finding myself unable to effect anything,

I retired to my room, and threw myself down to

sleep ; sending word to Meer Ali Khan that I

should not touch any of the food acquired by

blood.
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On the 9th of November we passed the night

at Tcharshambe.

In order to proceed to Kaisar, lying on a

stream of the same name, we had to turn back

a little, and cross a mountain bridge before attain

ing the valley of the river. The village is situated

five miles from Saoor, and contains two hundred

and fifty houses. The bottom of the valley in

which the village is built has a gravelly soil.

At Kaisar, our escort was reinforced by another

squadron of the Zmaini Regiment.

For five miles beyond the village the road runs

along the bottom of the valley, and then takes

again to the hills, over which it passes for four

or five miles. On issuing from the hills, the travel

ler passes through the village of Tcheetchaktoo.

At the end of the twenty-fourth mile is

Tcharshambe.

Not far from Tcharshambe we were met by

a squadron of the Zmaini Regiment, quartered

in that village, who accompanied us to the place

of the night halt. In this manner, our escort

developed to three squadrons, with 480 horses,

including therein the yabas, and the spare pack

animals.

On leaving Tcheetchaktoo we entered a country
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where, at every step, may be seen traces of

Turcoman forays—ruined villages; fields with

fertile soil thrown out of cultivation ; irrigation

canals full of water, but used by no one ; and

the banks of the River Kaisar clogged with reeds,

and affording lairs for savage animals. On every

side may be seen towers, into which the people

retire the moment a Turcoman is seen. No

matter how close a field may be to a village—

even if the distance be only twenty steps—it is

defended by a tower. The roads to the fields afar

off are dotted all the way with towers, built fifty or

a hundred yards from each other, and no villager

dares to go outside his house unless fully equipped

with defensive weapons. The village of Tchar-

shambe is the last inhabited point along the

River Kaisar. There was a time when the entire

valley was densely populated.

Tcharshambe comprises four hundred houses.

The ruin effected by the Turcomans has reduced

this formerly wealthy locality to such extremities,

that the people could not furnish our four

hundred and eighty horses with barley for six

days, and the soldiers had, in consequence, to go

back and get some.

I was led to my quarters in the principal house
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in the place, belonging to an Eeshan, or holy

person. Eeshans and dervishes, as individuals

having close relation with God, are never meddled

with by the Turcomans, since there are instances

on record among the nomads of such interference

having been punished by the failure of subsequent

Alamans. The Eeshan of Tcharshambe is

accredited with taking advantage of his privi

leged position to carry on a profitable little

business on his own account. It is said that he

is accustomed to kidnap the children of his

neighbours, or of the inhabitants of villages in

the vicinity, and sell them to the Turcomans.

When the parents or friends of the little captives

seek to effect their ransom, the Eeshan acts as

intermediary, and, in that capacity, a neat little

percentage passes into his pocket to swell his

original plunder. The holy man manages the

kidnapping process with such skill, that no direct

evidence of guilt has ever yet been brought home

to him, although everybody regards him as a

professional man-stealer. On my arrival at

Tcharshambe he waited upon me with a present

of wheaten cakes and melons ; but, having already

been informed of his character, I refused to accept

his offering, and begged him to leave my presence.
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MERV AND THE TEKKE TURCOMANS.

Merv as it used to be—Its capture and destruction by the

Bokharans—Turcoman forays—One beneficial result of the

capture of Khiva—An estimate of Turcoman courage—Pre

paring for the Alaman—Attacks on caravans—Sufferings of the

captives—Fate of the prisoners—The long captivity of

Gunner Keedaeff—Wonderful fertility of the oasis of Merv

—Reconstruction of the broken dam—How the power of

the Tekkes might easily be destroyed—My desire to go to

Merv—Napier—Terrible condition of the region ravaged by

the Tekke Turcomans—Departure from Tcharshambe—Hamid

Khan refuses to take the easiest road to Herat.

Tcharshambe is the extreme inhabited point as

far as the Moorgab, and higher up that river as

far as the district of Feeroozkoh. The road

running through Tcharshambe, and along the

Moorgab, was once regularly visited by caravans

proceeding to Herat. It is only in comparatively

recent times—that is to say, at the end of the last

century—that it became entirely defenceless, and,

in consequence, grew to be avoided by the traders

of Central Asia.

At the period referred to, the Persians had not

yet unlearnt the art of governing by the sword, as
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is the case to-day. They held with a firm grasp

both Merv and Serakhs, and kept under restraint

the Turcoman hordes in their immediate vicinity.

The Tekkes, to-day the possessors of the desert,

and part owners of many parts of Khorassan,

then dwelt along the plain of Akhal, under the

shadow of the Kopet Dagh.

In 1784 the Emir of Bokhara, Maasoom,

declared war against the Sheeite State of Persia,

and advanced against Merv, the defender of which

was Bairam Ali Khan. In consequence of the

difficulties in which Persia was then involved,

no assistance could be despatched to the

menaced city, and, notwithstanding the heroic

defence of the Governor and his troops, Merv

had to capitulate to the Bokharans. The

victorious Emir caused all the inhabitants to

be carried away slaves to Bokhara, and, in order

to prevent Merv recovering its ascendency, he

entirely destroyed the a ncient dam, which had

kept back the river from flowing on to the desert,

and had enabled the water to be dispersed

through irrigation canals over all the country.

Since then, Merv has dwindled down to an

insignificant, isolated oasis.

In 1790 the Sarikis took possession of the
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ruined city, and in 1834, they were ousted by

the Tekkes, who, since then, have dwelt among

the ancient remains of Persian civilisation, and

have exercised terror over the people of the

adjoining territories of Persia, Afghan Turkestan,

and the province of Herat. These robbers have

a proverb among themselves that, " if an enemy

falls upon the kibitka of thy father, join him

and rob together."

The forays of the Tekkes extend to such a

frightful distance from Merv—they often pene

trate, for instance, to Mmbelook, five hundred

miles away—and their raids have acquired for the

nomads such renown, that every exploit of the

Turcomans, no matter what the tribe may be,

is laid at their door. Possessing excellent horses,

and able to endure any amount of fatigue, they

easily undertake Alamans covering distances of

four or five hundred miles. Formerly, before the

Khivan Expedition of 1873, they used to go in

bands of a thousand men, and even sacked and

ruined towns and villages. On this account, all the

settlements in theprovinces ofHeratand Khorassan

are surrounded by high walls, with heavy gates

barricaded by huge stones at nightfall. The unfor

tunate march to Merv of 20,000 Persians, under
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Khamza Meerza Eshmedeetdowle, in 1861, when

3,000 Tekkes captured nearly the whole of the

army, and offered for sale afterwards prisoners

at the rate of three toomans (£1) a head, had

a conspicuous effect in developing the belief in

the unconquerability of the Tekkes. The year

1871, remarkable for the terrible famine that

raged throughout Persia, gave a second impulse

to the importance of the tribe. The Persians

in Khorassan were so weakened by want of food

that they offered the Tekkes no resistance what

ever. A man, for many years a prisoner among

the Tekkes, told me that the poorer nomads

used to ride on donkeys to Serakhs, armed only

with cudgels, and drive back the villagers in

droves to slavery at Merv. He himself was

captured in this manner during one of the

Alamans.

The march to Khiva, and its results—the

suppression of slavery in Khiva and Bokhara—

struck a heavy blow at the ascendency of the

Tekkes. It became useless for them to steal

the Persians for slaves, since they had no market

for the disposal of them. For two years after

the fall of Khiva the Alamans entirely ceased ;

and although they recommenced again in 1876,

K
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they have never yet reached the proportions they

attained before the closing of the slave markets.

The Turcomans, like jackals, are frightened of

daylight, and only fall upon their prey before

dawn, or just before sunset. In the daytime they

scarcely ever attack. They make it a rule never

to engage in hostilities unless there is a good

chance of success. They do not like to come to

hard blows with their enemies, and if they

meet with any resistance, no matter how slight,

they relinquish their prey, and take to flight.

On this account, they are always fastidious of

attacking people possessing arms.*

Having decided upon a distant expedition, the

Tekkes carefully prepare their horses for the

journey. At first they ride down their fat by

trotting them out every day ; beginning very

slowly, and gradually increasing the pace to a

swift gallop. They then commence to strengthen

them, giving them greasy cakes composed of

barley and mutton fat. Such food is furnished

them for five successive days, after which they

* This is also the opinion of Major-General Markozoff ; but, at

the same time, that the Tekkes are capable of performing deeds

of wonderful heroism, is proved by their conduct during

the storming of Dengeel Tepe by General Lomakin in 1879

or a description of which, see " The Eyewitnesses' Account of

the Disastrous Russian Campaign against the Akhal Tekke

Turcomans." W. H. Allen & Co., London, 1880.—C. M.
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are in a condition to proceed on the longest

journey at the swiftest pace. In setting out on the

Alaman, the Tekkes take with them a supply

of barley, and a number of cakes, made of

mutton fat mixed with barley or maize. A deal

of this food is left on the road, buried at various

places, so as to lighten the Tekkes as they advance.

On the departure of the expedition from the aoul,

the entire population escorts them some distance,

and the Moollah gives them his blessing. In

traversing their own country, the Tekkes proceed

slowly. Having reached the boundary, however,

they change the pace of their horses into a gallop,

and choose the most neglected route for their

advance. The magnificent steeds on which they

are mounted overcome every obstacle ; no moun

tain, however lofty, checks their advance, and

the rocks on the road fail to impede their

progress. Not without reason do the Tekkes

call themselves " goats," the term Tekke signify

ing that animal ; for a goat can penetrate

anywhere in a rocky country, and the Tekkes

boast that they also can do the same.

Having reached the locality selected for the

Alaman, the Tekkes sometimes reconnoitre their

prey for several days together, and then, when

k2
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certain of success, dash, with cries of " Hurrah ! "

upon it from every side. If it is a caravan, they

tear open the packs, and select from them the

most precious articles ; if a flock of sheep, they

seize the foremost, slit their ears, throw the

animals into the air, and let them fall on their

backs out ofbreath ; if human beings, they fasten

the hands of the prisoner tightly behind him,

set him on the croup of their horses, tying his

legs under the animal's belly, and, finally, fasten

a rope round him, and attach it to their own

waist.

The plunder being secured, the Tekkes set off

back to their country, travelling at a swift gallop,

and stopping only for a few seconds now and

again to water their horses. The latter are even

fed while on the gallop, the mutton cakes being

placed in a small nose-bag for that purpose. If

they return home the way they came, they stop

on the road to pick up the food secreted during

the advance. If they are compelled to select

another route, they do not get off their horses

the whole time, nor yet allow their captives to

do so.

Mustapha, who, as I have already said, was

once a prisoner among the Tekkes, told me that,
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during the five days' ride to Merv following his

capture, he neither ate, nor drank, nor got off

the horse once, from the moment they started ;

the animal proceeding at a short gallop the

whole time. His Turcoman captor also neither

ate, nor got off the saddle, but chewed a little

baked corn from time to time. Mustapha's story

was confirmed by several other Persians I met,

who had been carried off as slaves to Merv or

Akhal.

Only when the Tekke feels perfectly assured

of the impossibility of being overtaken, does he

stop at some stream or other, and give his horse

some grass ; releasing, at the same time, his

captive from the saddle, and furnishing him

with a little food. After this, the horse proceeds

at a step pace.

When the Alaman nears the aoul, one or two

of the party are sent on in front, to announce

the return of the expedition. The whole popu

lation then turn out to welcome home the

warriors. The women praise their valour, the

Moollahs loudly thank the Almighty, and the

old men rejoice that the youths are adding to

the glory of the tribe.

Old people and suckling children are never
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carried off captives : they are usually killed on the

spot. The women are the chief prize, becoming,

on their arrival at the aoul, the concubines of

their captors; their children being brought up

in slavery. Formerly, it was customary for the

Tekkes to despatch to the slave markets of

Khiva and Bokhara, their offspring by the Persian

women captured during their forays. Previous to

1873, it was a very uncommon thing for the

Tekkes to keep their captives as slaves in Merv

or Akhal. Usually they carried them off direct

to the slave markets of Central Asia, and only

kept one or two at home to look after their

horses. In the latter case, it was customary

to fetter the prisoners with chains for a year*

and afterwards tie them up only at night.

At the present time, the Tekkes carry off

adults in order to receive ransom for them, and

children in order that they may be trained up

from their infancy as slaves. To induce the

captives' friends to remit the ransom the quicker,

the Tekkes often torture the unfortunates who fall

into their power. Thus, Dangatar, the Tekke

who captured KeedaefF,* a Russian soldier, on the

* Kee laeff, a gunner belonging to the Russian garrison at Fort

Petro-Alexindrovsk, in the Khivan oasis, was taken prisoner in

1873, at Sardabakool, on the right bank of the Amu Daria. It is
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right bank of the Amu Dana, in 1873, repeatedly

applied hot embers and boiling water to the

stomach of his victim, in order to induce the

Russian Government to forward the money

demanded for his release.

Allwho have visited the oasis of Merv, speak ofit

in terms ofthe warmest admiration. It is a common

saying among such persons, that the moment the

Russians conquer Merv, large numbers of people

will migrate thither from Persia. Mustapha would

be only too delighted to give up his native

Gulistan, and proceed to Merv with the whole of

his relations. The soil is of such rich quality,

and the water of the Moorgab is so abundant,

believed that he passed himself off as an officer, as Dangatar,

his captor, subsequently demanded 8,000 toomans for him.

Failing to receive this from the Russian Government, Dangatar

wreaked his anger on the soldier, by torturing him ; and after

wards, in despair of making any profit out of him, sold him to

Annageldi, the chief of the Tekke-Bakshis. In 1878, Keedaeff

wrote to Bakoulin, the Russian Consul at Asterabad, begging

him to ransom him from the Tekkes ; but Bakoulin replied that

this was impossible, since it would only incite the Turcomans

to make a regular trade of kidnapping Russian subjects. He

advised him to wait patiently for deliverance, and when the

Russian expedition against the Akhal Tekkes neared his place

of confinement, to endeavour to make his escape. Since then

negotiat ions have been carried on from time to time, but Keedaeff

still remains a captive among the Tekkes. In extenuation of

the Tekkes' conduct, it should be understood that the Com

mandant of the Russian fort near Khiva has repeatedly hanged

Merv Turcomans falling into his power, and that several Tekkes

are living in exile in Vologda and other places in Northern

Russia, whither they have been deported by the orders of

General Lomakin.—C. M.
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that a failure of the harvest at Merv is a thing

unheard of. At the time of the great famine

in Persia, in 1871, corn was as cheap at Merv

as ever. Many of the Persian prisoners, whose

ransom had been sent them by their friends

in Khorassan, preferred remaining at Merv until

they had heard of the success of the fresh harvest

in their own country. The ancient dam,

destroyed by the troops of the Bokharan Emir

Maasoom, has been re-erected, and every spring

the Tekkes repair it. For this work of repair

2,000 labourers are usually assigned, one labourer

from every twenty-four families. The Tekkes at

Merv consequently consist of 48,000 families, or,

from 190,000 to 240,000 individuals of both

sexes. The oasis is nine miles wide and about

ninety miles long ; and so far from the desire of

Maasoom to make it a desert being accomplished,

the country is as fruitful as any one could

possibly wish it to be. The natives call it

the Shah-Djegarni, or the " Tsar of the World,"

on account of its wonderful fertility. Among

themselves is cherished a tradition, that when

Adam was driven out of Eden he went to Merv,

where God first taught him to till the soil.

The Alaman provides the Tekkes with a deal
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of substance. By means of the foray they obtain

women, slaves, sheep, horses, gold and silver

ornaments, and money. The Turcomans avari

ciously hoard up anything which they imagine

to be of value. It is said that there are men

among them, whose hoards of gold and silver

loot could not be carried by half a dozen camels.

Merv is the Persian designation of the oasis ;

the Uzbeks call it Maoor. The dot on the

map, over which is usually written " Merv," con

sists in reality of nothing more than two houses, a

metchet, a school, and several cattle-enclosures, dis

persed over the ground at extended intervals from

each other, and surrounded by clay walls. Inside

the " cattle-enclosures " * are kibitkas, alongside

which are picketed the horses. It is quite a

common thing to see the Tekkes dwelling in

tattered tents, while theirs teeds are covered

with magnificent horse-cloths.

The Turcoman and his horse are inseparable :

* These so-called " cattle-enclosures "are probably no other than

kalas, or clay-walled forts. GrodekofFs account of Merv is very

meagre, and one can only form an adequate notion of what the

aoul, or encampment of Merv, may possibly be, by reading Arsky's

excellent description of the Akhal Tekke region, in the work on the

Turcoman campaign previously referred to. Grodekoff did not

penetrate to the Tekke region, while Arsky traversed numerous

settlements belonging to the Tekkes, and was present at the

battle of Dengeel Tepe.—CM.
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take away the horse from the Tekke, and he

no longer possesses the power of terrorising over

his neighbour. Hence, if ever we conquer Merv,

besides imposing a money contribution, we ought

to take from the Tekkes all their best stallions

and mares. They would then cease at once to

be formidable.

The social fabric of the Tekkes is patriarchal.

The elders, however, although they exert influence,

possess no authority. The influence of the elders

is all-powerful in the settlement of intertribal

quarrels, and in forming combinations among the

clans against the common enemy.

The Tekke oasis is closed against Europeans,

no matter to what country they may belong :

England, Russia, or any other.

During my interview with the Emir of Bokhara,

I begged him to afford me his assistance to enable

me to proceed to Merv. In his service was a Tekke

named Kara Shaitan, occupying the post of

Datkhee, or General, and having intimate

relations with his fellow-countrymen at Merv.

Escorted by this individual, I thought I might

safely visit the ruined city on the Moorgab.

Moozaffar Eddin, however, assured me that

this belief was illusory. He could take upon
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himself, he said, to guarantee my safety as far

as the boundary of the Turcoman tribes acknow

ledging his suzerainty, but beyond that point

his responsibility would have to cease, and he

could see no other prospect before me, on

reaching Merv, than seizure and imprisonment

in chains.

The English officer Napier only decided to

go to Merv, in the event of the Tekkes giving

hostages to the Persian Government for his

safety. The hostages the Tekkes would not give,

and Napier said with chagrin, that " the only

person who could pass trough Merv was a

"White Cap," i.e., a Russian officer. This fretful

speech was uttered in the beginning of 1878,

but, up to the present moment, no White Cap

has yet passed through the Tekke capital.

The whole of the recollections of the people

inhabiting the region liable to Tekke forays,

gather round the irruptions of the nomads. It

is a regular thing for them to date occurrences

from such and such a foray. In Persia, and in

a portion of the province of Herat, special

prayers are offered up imploring the inter

vention of the Almighty against the Alaman.

The people seem to have only one object in
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life—to secure themselves and their property

from the raiders. The inhabitants of many

localities I visited, begged me to thank the White

Tsar for freeing them from slavery in Khiva,

and ask him when the destruction of the

Tekke scourge would be accomplished. Neither

the Ameer of the Afghans, nor the Shah of the

Persians, in any way concerns himself about his

people's sufferings.

As evidences of the truthfulnessofwhat they told

me, the people pointed to the burying-grounds,

and begged me to notice how few were the graves

unsurmounted by a tufted stick—the sign of death

by the sword. They pointed to their villages,

half the houses of which lay in ruins. They

pointed to the immense tracts of fertile country

round about them, thrown out of cultivation

because no one could till the soil without fear

of being suddenly seized, and hurried off into

slavery. They pointed to the kerezee, or under

ground canals, by the aid of which they irrigated

their fields ; and said that every yard of water

in them was dyed with the blood of their country

men, or was a silent witness of peasants carried

away prisoners by the Tekkes. When the people

learnt that I myself had taken part in the Khivan
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campaign, their demonstrations of feeling towards

me knew no bounds.

Notwithstanding that our escort consisted of

the substantial force of 300 armed troops, Adju

tant Hamid Khan decided not to conduct me along

the valley of the River Kaisar, for fear of encoun

tering Turcomans, and selected another and safer

route across the mountains. Such, at least, was

the explanation accorded to me as the cause of

our mountain journey, in preference to a ride

along the valley. Possibly, the Afghan spoke

the truth ; but I imagine, however, that the

direct road was not so very dangerous but that

300 soldiers could have given a very good account

of themselves in any conflict with the nomads ;

not to speak of the well-known fact that the

Tekkes rarely, if ever, fall on armed individuals,

and, above all, on soldiers.

In all probability, the Afghans did not wish

to show me a good road, and led me along a

track, which, another time, I should not desire

to take. Several circumstances supported this

impression. Thus, we proceeded towards the

mountains as if no danger whatever existed, the

column covering nearly five miles of ground, and

being arranged in such a manner, that a sudden
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onslaught of the Tekkes against the vanguard

or rear would probably have been crowned with

success. Then, the road along which we marched

lay very close to the valley of the Kaisar ; at

times, indeed, in crossing the denies leading into

it, we saw the valley only two or three miles

away. Finally, for the greater part of the

journey, we pushed on direct across the country

without following any road, track, or path

whatever. In vain I assured the Adjutant that

the march of the convoy close to the Turcoman

country would have a good effect upon the

nomads, and that even if the enemy did attack

us, the brave Zmaini horsemen would be sure to

give a good account of themselves. I, myself, I

said, would only be too happy to assist the

Afghans, and would pursue the Turcomans

wherever necessary. Besides, by following the

mountain path, we openly displayed our fear to

the Tekkes, who would be encouraged thereby

to greater acts of boldness. To this the Adju

tant had but one reply. He prayed to God, he

said, that he might deposit me safe and sound at

Herat, and that he might meet no Turcomans on

the way. However much he might rely upon his

regiment, anything might happen in a fight.
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We had only just left Tcharshambe when a

tchapar, from Herat, rode up to the convoy, and

presented the Adjutant a despatch, announcing

that the Turcomans had burst through beyond

the Paropamisus, and requesting him to take

measures to bar their retreat on their return

home. The Adjutant, having read the despatch,

observed to me that his present duty of conveying

me to Herat was of greater importance than

cutting off the retreat of the Turcomans, and

added that he could not spare a single man from

his regiment for any irrelevant service. Writing

a short note to the Governor of Maimene, the

Adjutant told the tchapar to betake himself

thither.
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From Tcharshambe we proceeded in a southerly

direction, traversing a small mountain ridge, and

arriving at the end of an hour at the kishlak

of Osobi Kof. Here is buried a saint, of whom

tradition records that, having one day witnessed

an eagle preparing to swoop down upon an

antelope, he arrested its flight with a single

word, and compelled it to serve him until its

death. The antelope, out of gratitude for its

deliverance, also attached itself to the saint. In

this manner, the eagle and the antelope lived
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with the saint during his life, and, after death,

were stuffed and placed on his tomb. The people

of the village of Osobi Kof, in remembrance of

this miracle, always keep a tame antelope with

their flocks. I saw the animal in passing through

Osobi Kof. It was tame to such a degree, that

it placed its forelegs on the shoulders of the

shepherd.

Tcharshambe, on the Kaisar, and Osobi Kof,

in a defile of secondary magnitude, are the last

two inhabited points as far as the Moorgab.

Four miles from Osobi Kof, to the left of the

road, are the ruins of the fortress of Takhta

Khoteen. As far as this locality, the road ran

along the defile, and was a regular high-road ;

but afterwards it turned off to the left, and

proceeded across open country, traversing

numerous descents and acclivities. Sometimes

we encountered a path, and not far from it could

see signs of irrigation canals choked up, and

fertile fields abandoned. Everywhere the soil

was splendid, and the ground covered with

excellent grass. After ten hours' uninterrupted

ride, we halted for the night alongside the

marshes of the rivulet Togai Kara Djangel. The

ride of November 10th was a heavy one, but

L
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nothing compared with the one lying before

us the following morning.

The defile along which flows the rivulet Togai

Kara Djangel is so overgrown with reeds, that

we could not find anywhere a spot large enough

for the bivouac of the entire convoy ; and, in

consequence, had to camp in two detachments,

about half a mile from each other. For our

supper, food was prepared from provisions

purchased at Tcharshambe.

The ride of the 11th of November was

the most arduous we had yet experienced in

Afghan Turkestan. For the first two miles we

rode along the Togai Kara Djangel, seeing in

the distance the ruins of Kala Bali, on the River

Kaisar. Afterwards, turning sharply to the south

west, we rode nineteen miles across trackless

country, traversing many mountain spurs, and

effecting many descents. In the end, we reached

a valley at the foot of the lofty ridge of Kara

Djangel. Along the valley runs a stream, with

a path at the side. This we followed for four

miles, and then commenced the ascent of the

Kara Djangel ridge. The acclivity stretches for

three and a quarter miles, is very steep, and

covered with stones and brushwood. The summit
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of the ridge is rocky. The descent to the Moor-

gab, on the other side, is so difficult, that it is

impossible to accomplish it on horseback. The

rocky portion of the descent extends for a mile

and a half, after which the road turns to the

north-west, and gradually drops, in terraces, to

the river. The vanguard of the escort took ten

hours to accomplish the march, and the rear

guard was two hours longer on the road. The

stage was a dear one for the Afghans. Three

yaba horses fell on the road, four refused to carry

their packs, and several chargers displayed

unmistakable signs of exhaustion. The Afghans,

who had laughed all along at my ill-favoured

Kirghiz steed, could not praise its qualities

sufficiently, on arriving at the Moorgab.

We pitched our tents on the bank of the river

—a broad, and full flowing stream. The banks

are steep, and have a height of twenty-four feet,

covered with shrubs and willows. On the right

bank is a broad, level plain, on which we pitched

our tents. On the left bank of the river, a high,

rocky mountain ridge approaches very closely to

the water's edge. Not far from our halting place

was the deserted post of Bala Moorgab, from

which point commences the province of Herat.

L 2
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According to the arrangements of the Lueenaib,

at Mazar-e-Shereef, an escort was to have been

sent from Herat to Bala Moorgab to relieve

the Maimene convoy. Djamadar Meer Ali Khan

had been furnished with a letter addressed to the

Governor-General of Herat by the Lueenaib, but

had neither despatched it from Maimene, nor

yet while advancing towards Bala Moorgab, in

spite of the repeated solicitations of Adjutant

Hamid Khan, to whom the despatch of an escort

from Herat was of the utmost importance, since

it would relieve him of the troublesome and

responsible duty of protecting my person. In this

manner, the troopers of the Zmaini Regiment were

compelled to proceed with me as far as Herat.

As, however, the road beyond Bala Moorgab was

not so dangerous as the road from Maimene leading

to it—the Tekkes not conducting their Alamans

across the territory of the Hazares and

Djemshidis, in order not to give them offence—

the Adjutant thought it possible to reduce my

convoy to forty men ; placing it under the

command of a Djamadar. The remaining two

and a half squadrons of cavalry he divided into

two detachments ; one, consisting of a squadron,

remaining on the bank of the Moorgab twenty
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four hours, until I had reached the country of the

Hazares, and the other, comprising one and a

half squadrons, proceeding across the mountains

to cut off the Tekke Alaman, respecting the

movements of which the Adjutant had received

tidings while marching from Tcharshambe.

The ride of the 12th of November was only

a short one, and, in consequence, we rose rather

late. Although only forty men were designated

for my escort to Herat, I found, all the same,

the whole of the three squadrons drawn up, in

full dress, to accompany me. The Adjutant, it

seemed, wished to escort me a part of the way

with full military honours. We rode off. The

Sotnias, taking advantage of the broad, level

ground, opened out their ranks. Having marched

in this manner about a mile, the Adjutant said

that he must now take leave of me. I rode

along the face of the squadrons, thanking the

officers and men, and shook hands warmly with

Hamid Khan, the only personage capable of

comporting himself with dignity I encountered

in Afghanistan.

One of the squadrons was left behind, to escort

me to the ferry of the Moorgab; strict orders

being given them not to return until they had
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seen me safely landed on the other side of

the stream.

For the first mile and a half, the road

ran across a level country. Afterwards it

traversed several hills, and entered a narrow,

rocky defile, a mile and a half long. Just

before issuing from this defile, we passed

on both sides of us the ruined fortifications of

Bala Moorgab, consisting of walls and towers

perched 300 feet above the road. The fortifi

cations were held by Afghan troops all the time

it served as the boundary point with the Khanate

of Maimene. After the conquest of Maimene,

the retention of a garrison at Bala Moorgab

was considered superfluous, and the place was

consequently abandoned.

On quitting Bala Moorgab, we turned sharply

to the south, and entered the broad flat valley

of the river ; having, on the right bank, high

rocky precipices, and on the left, low hills with

soft outlines. The valley is about two miles

wide, and is covered to the height of the waist

with reeds and grass.

Our road being one very rarely traversed by

travellers, the reeds and the grass had gained

upon the track; and it was with the utmost
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difficulty that we forced our way through the

tangled vegetation. The River Moorgab flows

along a single channel, closer than otherwise

to the left hand side of the valley. The width

of the river, where we crossed it, was about

seventy yards.

In spite of the lateness of the season, and

the complete absence of snow or rain during

the whole of the autumn, I was assured that

the river could only be crossed at a certain

well-known ford, where the water reached above

the saddle girth. The term Moorgab means

locally a "river," just the same as Daria in

Central Asia. In crossing the river, the Afghans

displayed such enormous solicitude for my safety,

that it would indeed have been a wonder if any

thing had happened to me. Besides placing a line

of troopers athwart the stream, the Djamadar

caused four soldiers to ride at the side of me, while

two others and himself led the way. When we

were all safely across the Moorgab, the squadron

bivouacked on the side we had just left, and

the escort and myself proceeded on our journey.

At first we rode along a stream falling into the

Moorgab, and flowing through the broad valley

we had entered after quitting Bala Moorgab.
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Afterwards commenced a rocky defile, covered

to such a degree with reeds, that we experienced

the utmost difficulty in forcing our way through

it. Several times the path crossed and recrossed

the stream, the bed of which was strewn with

masses of rock and stones. We encountered

great difficulty in crossing from bank to bank,

and even a certain amount of danger, since it

was an easy matter for the horses to injure

themselves. The defile was very narrow ; from

forty to eighty yards in width. While riding

through this defile we met thirty Hazares,

hastening to occupy several mountain passes,

which, it was believed, would be traversed by

the Tekke raiding party, whose operations had

been notified to Hamid Khan at Tcharshambe.

At the end of the ninth mile, we crossed over

to the left bank of the stream, and proceeded

alongside it for six miles, to a point where

another streamjoined it. Here we turned shortly

to the west, and entered a spacious valley, which,

at the end of four or five miles, brought us to

a broad glade, enclosed by hills. Many of the

fields in the glade belonged to the inhabitants

of the village of Darabaum.

While riding across the glade we met six
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men, who had formed part of the caravan

proceeding from Maimene to Herat, pillaged by

the Tekkes on the 11th of November. They

told us that the Turcomans lost three of their

number during the attack, but managed to

cany off thirty men belonging to the caravan,

besides killing five persons and plundering all

the merchandise.

Leaving the glade behind us, we proceeded in

a southerly direction, and, at the end of a mile

and a half, arrived at the village of Darabaum.

The inhabitants are Feeroozkis, of Persian ex

traction. Only five of them possess houses ;

the rest dwelling in tents. Their poverty is

appalling.

The ride of the 12th of November was twenty-

one miles long. The road was exceedingly

difficult.

Meer Ali Khan again distinguished himself at

Darabaum by his cruelty towards the villagers.

He wanted some garlics, but the people not only

had never heard the word seer (garlic) before,

but also failed to understand what Meer Ali Khan

meant. I had already left off interfering with

him ; but when he returned to the bivouac, I could

not help observing that not a day passed without
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the ill-treatment of somebody or other, by himself

and his troops.

" I will throw up my appointment and return

to Mazar-e-Shereef," he replied, angrily.

"Be off and do it, then," I retorted. "Do

you think that I cannot do without you % Be off

with you. What ! you won't go % Why did you

say you would, then % I am sorry now that I did

not report you, when you acted so badly at Zainal

Obedin Baimar."

We started again on our journey the next

morning. The road at first crossed a moun

tain pass, not particularly high, but very steep :

the ground was soft, and the path extremely

narrow. Afterwards we rode two miles along a

valley enclosed by hills, and then traversed

another pass. Beyond this was a second

valley, and afterwards three passes. Finally,

at the end of the eleventh mile, we issued upon

the broad glade of Sandjatak Bala, where we

found several Hazare settlements, surrounded by

fields. From this locality we rode on for two

miles, through a narrow valley, to a second

glade, called Sandjatak Poeen. Here, also, are

a number of Hazare settlements and fields.

Beyond Sandjatak Poeen the road is level, and
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in good condition ; it proceeds along an elevated

plain, surrounded by low mountains.

At Sandjatak Poeen we found not less than

a thousand Hazare horsemen, who had come

with their Khan and their tribal banner to

meet us. The Hazares are amongrel tribe, and

in the last century, to the number of a

thousand families, were deported from Turkestan

to their present settlements.* Their designation

they derive from the word "Hazare," meaning

" a thousand." Among themselves they speak

Persian. Most ofthem are tall, and well built, and

have a handsome and manly appearance. The tribe

acknowledges the suzerainty of Cabul, but pays

taxes to its own Khan, and enjoys freedom of

tribal administration. In the event of war, the

tribe is bound to furnish a certain number of

horsemen to the Ameer's army. In 1878, the

Khan of the Hazares, Mahmood, was living at

Cabul as a hostage ; his son, in his absence,

ruling over the tribe. The Hazares collectively

exceed 4,000 families. They possess a splendid

breed of horses, scarcely inferior to the Tekke,

and own numerous herds of cattle. Husbandry

* These Hazares must not be confused with the Hazares

living along the Bamian road. The latter are designated by

the Afghans, Hazare-Barbars.
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occupies a deal of their attention, and many

devote themselves to the collection of pistachio

nuts. They appear to be a very contented race.

The horsemen who came to meet me wore, all

of them, new Khalats, and carried muskets,

with props attached, across their shoulders,

Their head-gear consisted of sheepskin caps, such

as are worn by the Turcomans.

After the customary salutations, we rode on

to Kalai Naoo, the capital of the Hazare tribe.

Kalai Naoo is distant twenty-eight miles from

Darabaum, and contains a bazaar and a number

of clay dwellings. Most of the people, however,

dwell in tents. The place is protected by two

forts: a new one, and another of ancient

construction. Both were erected as a defence

against the Tekkes, with whom the Hazares

wage incessant war. It is not an uncommon

thing for the Hazares to raid as far even as

Merv, carrying off into captivity the Tekkes

themselves, and exchanging them afterwards for

prisoners of their own tribe. They also

improve their breed of horses by seizing, from

time to time, the steeds of the Tekke Turcomans.

On our arrival at Kalai Naoo, the people

pitched, for myself and the escort, a number of
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excellent tents, with rugs inside. The hospitality

we enjoyed at the capital was due entirely to

the people themselves.

The following day, November 14th, the Khan

gave orders for two hundred armed horse

men to accompany me. Having rode a mile and

a half, we entered a forest of pistachio trees.

At first we traversed hilly ground, then a level

valley, and afterwards climbed three acclivities,

one of which was very stony. Finally, we entered,

at the twenty-sixth mile, a spacious valley.

During the whole of the distance, and for eight

miles further on, not a drop of water was to be

had. Here and there along the road were

seen reservoirs, for catching water in the

spring. The pasturage is splendid. At the end

of thirty-four miles is a small stream of brackish

water. After this there is another ascent, very

steep, and then a descent to the basin of the

River Kooshk. Several settlements, bearing the

common designation of Kooshk, stretch for four

miles along both sides of the valley, which is

traversed by the River Kooshk, and one or two

affluents. The valley is about three miles wide.

The bottom is covered with gravel.

When about eight miles from Kooshk, I was
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met by nearly a thousand horsemen, headed by

their Khan and tribal banner. They belonged to

the locality, and were members of the Djemshidi

tribe, which is of Persian origin, and numbers

5,000 families. Their relations with the Ameer

are identical with those of the Hazares. Eeba-

doollah, the Khan of the Djemshidis, lives as

a hostage at Cabul, where also dwells his eldest

son, General Meer Aleem. The tribe, in their

absence, is governed by the youngest son of

Eebadoollah, Aminoolla Khan. The Djemshidis

possess magnificent horses ; employ their energies

in cattle rearing and agriculture ; and, like their

neighbours the Hazares, wage incessant war

against the Tekkes.

At Kooshk we found pitched for us a tent

with double sides, and were entertained by

Aminoolla Khan with a dinner dressed and

served up in the Persian manner. The Koorbashi

Abdoollah, who had joined the party at Maimene

in the capacity of spy, followed the precedent of

the preceding evening at Kalai Naoo, by making

the cooks who had prepared the dinner partake

of the dishes before they were handed to me.

Abdoollah was frightened that somebody might

attempt to poison me.
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During the night there was a sharp frost.

The following morning, a large crowd

assembled early round my tent to witness my

departure. Among them were eight Dervishes,

who had come to receive offerings. Although

the frost was very severe, the only covering worn

by these fanatics was a badger skin, thrown over

their shoulders. The Dervishes posted them

selves at the door of the tent, and on my

issuing from it cried out in a chorus, "Ya—

Khoo ! " (" Oh—He," equivalent to " Oh Lord ! ")

I gave them a trifle apiece, and this produced

such a good impression on the people, that they

long and loudly shouted their good wishes after

me for a safe journey.

I was accompanied beyond Kooshk by one

hundred armed Djemshidis. A mile and a

half from the settlement, we crossed a mountain

spur, and thence saw in front of us the

Paropamisus range. Before long the ascent

commenced, and we rode five miles before

reaching the summit. At the outset the rise

was gradual, and the ground soft ; but, towards

the top of the range, the acclivity became very

steep, and the surface rocky. We crossed the

range by the Khazret-e-Baba Pass, which derives
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its designation from a Mazar, situated about

two miles from that part of the mountain-

crossing where the rocky ascent begins. The pass

is covered with snow from the middle of

December to the middle of April ; but com

munication is maintained across the range

the whole of the winter. The people only avoid

the pass when the clouds gather around the top,

which signifies that a snow storm is raging on

the summit.

When I crossed the Paropamisus, there was

not a bit of snow to be seen ; the first fall

not being expected for another fortnight. Both

the summit of the range, and the descent from

it, we found to be extremely rocky. The descent

is steep, and extremely difficult. The path runs

alongside the verge of a deep rocky precipice,

at the foot of which flows a small stream.

We traversed ravines twice during our ride

across the range ; once at the nineteenth mile,

and again four miles further on. The ride

across both was extremely difficult. At the eighth

mile from the summit of the pass commences

a defile, the outlet of which exists at the end

of the twenty-fifth mile. On quitting this

we entered a broad valley, about five miles
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wide. The valley was perfectly level, and here

and there contained cultivated fields, watered

by underground canals. At the thirtieth mile

we reached the village of Sheermas, the people

of which are of Persian origin.

The village is liable to the attacks of

Turcomans, and is constructed in such an original

manner, that I cannot refrain from giving a

sketch of it.

It is surrounded by a wall, with a tower

at each corner. Along the walls are built

a number of large two-story structures; the

lower portion affording shelter to the cattle,

and the upper serving as habitations for the

villagers. The centre yard belongs to the

entire village, and is fifteen paces square. Into

this is driven at night such of the cattle as

cannot obtain accommodation in the lower story.

As, however, the space in the yard is very

restricted, the sheep and goats are made to

clamber up to the higher story, where they

pass the night either inside the cupola-shaped

habitations, or outside in the open air. To

complete the picture, I must add that in the

middle of the yard is a pool of water. The

village of Sheermas comprises thirty habitations.

M
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The people are all afflicted with skin diseases

and ophthalmia.

From the short description I have given of the

road from Bala Moorgab across the Paropamisus

to the valley of the Heri Rood, in which lies the

city of Herat, it will be apparent to everybody

that many obstacles clog the route. Bala Moor

gab is situated on the Biver Moorgab—the stream

flowing through, and fructifying the oasis of Merv,

—consequently, I rode along the road from

Merv to Herat. To conduct an expeditionary

force of any strength along that route would

be an impossibility.* On this account, I ven

ture to contest the opinion of Bawlinson and

other authorities on Central Asia, and make

the assertion that Merv is not the key of

Herat.

If the English occupied Herat we should not,

on that account, be bound to take Merv ; because

the annexation of that place would not in the

slightest re-establish our equipoise with the

English.

From Merv there is yet another route, to

Serakhs, a Persian fortress on the River Heri

Rood. This route, according to the information

* Italics, Grodekoff's.—C. M.
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I collected on the spot, comprises the following

stages :—

1. Merv to Kootchegoom 18 miles

Kootche means a "street." Sandy hills

extend for four miles, and the passage

over them is called the " street." No

water.

2. Kootchegoom to the Wells of Shageetli ... 27 ,,

The wells are four in number. From their

mouths to the surface of the water

below, is twelve yards. The water itself

is two yards deep.

3. Shageetli to the Well of Palizek 45 „

Only one well at the halting-place, and that

situated on a precipice. Depth, twelve

yards.

4. Palizek to the boundary of Kinderley, on

the River Heri Rood 45 „

Here formerly existed a Persian fortress ;

to-day it is in ruins.

5. Kinderley to Serakhs 9 „

Total 144 miles.

In this manner there are three waterless

stages, each forty-five miles long ; and, moreover,

the well of Palizek consists only of a single well,

perched on a high precipice, and it would

therefore be extremely risky to rely upon it

for a supply of water. On this account it is

necessary to reckon the distance as consisting

m2
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of two waterless marches : one ninety miles long,

and the other forty-five. Three waterless marches

in succession, each forty-five miles in length,

constitute an obstacle which no army, of any

strength, could overcome. Thus, therefore, on

the Serakhs side also, Merv is not the key of

Her at. Akey serves to open and give admittance.

In opening Merv, i.e., in occupying it, we should

not obtain admittance to Herat. Merv possesses

another significance, but in nowise does it

concern Herat.



CHAPTER XI.

MY STAY AT HEKAT.

Djan Mahomet Khan arrives to escort me to Herat—Cabul grapes

—Shere Ali's order for me to be treated in the best possible

manner—Our final ride to Herat—Dinner at Soorch Rabat—

First view of the city—Aspect of the valley—Strength of

the field artillery at Herat—Our ride through the Bazaar—

An awkward meeting—Sardar Mahomet Omar Khan—My

lodgings—Mustapha astonishes the "Fifteen"—-Once more

at liberty—-Generosity of the Sardar—I can have as much

money as I like to ask for—My letter to General Razgonoff.

On the 16th of November, Mustapha woke

me early in the morning, to tell me that, late

the previous night, troops had arrived from Herat,

to meet me, and that the officer in charge

desired an interview.

I dressed myself, and ordered him to be

sent in. The officer was Djan Mahomet Khan,

specially attached to the suite of the Governor-

General of Herat. He congratulated me on my

safe arrival, and, in the name of the Governor-

General, presented me with such a quantity of

delicacies, that he could not find room for them

all inside my quarters, and had to stow some
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of them outside on the roof. Among the

delicacies were some Cabul grapes, packed in

boxes. These were not arranged in bunches, as

with us in Russia, but were picked from the

stalks, and disposed in layers, with flocks between

them. In each box were three layers. Cabul

grapes are usually conveyed in this manner to

India, where, as it is well known, the grape

vine does not exist.

Djan Mahomet Khan told me that, in con

sequence of the receipt of an order from Shere

Ali to accord me the very best reception

possible, the Governor-General had despatched

him with three squadrons of Khazadars to

meet me on the Koorook road ; since he

imagined that I should pursue that route. For

four days, he (Mahomet Djan) had been seeking

me, and only accidentally had heard the previous

evening that I had halted for the night at

Sheermas. Setting off at once, he had arrived

at Sheermas shortly before daybreak. Although

there only remained a ride of about fifteen miles

to Herat, Djan Mahomet urged me to stop on

the road at Soorch Rabat, where he had sent

a travelling kitchen, and where a dinner awaited

me. Notwithstanding the early hour, and my
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usual custom not to take food on the march, I

acceded to his request, and agreed to stop at

Soorch Rabat. Djan Mahomet then went outside

the fortified village, and gave orders for the

convoy * to prepare for the march. The convoy

brought by Djan Mahomet consisted ofKhazadar

horsemen, raised from the Teimoor and Maoor

tribes, living near Herat. They were dressed in

short Circassian surtouts, and wore caps of the

Turcoman shape, only not quite so high. Their

horses were of the same breed as the Hazare

and Djemshidi, and they carried musketsi

supported by props. Khazadar horsemen receive

fifteen rupees a month, whether they are engaged

on active service or not ; but they are bound to

be ready at a moment's notice to join their

regiments. When the convoy was ready, I rode

out of the village, and passed along the front

of the horsemen, the kettle-drums beating while

I did so.

An hour's ride brought us to Soorch Rabat,

Here, in a broad glade, amidst the ruins

of a red Rabat (Soorch signifies red), had been

pitched five immense tents. The largest of the

* Both my own convoy and the fresh escort from Herat had

passed the night outside the village, only six men being stationed

inside as a guard.
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five, made of some silken material, was desig

nated for me. Inside were a number of costly

rugs and velvet cloths.* Our stay at Soorch

Rabat lasted two hours. The dinner and tea

provided for us were of the most luxurious

character.

At Soorch Rabat opens out a view of the

spacious valley of the Heri Rood, fifteen miles

from side to side, and covered with villages.

In the distance can be seen the city itself, with

its massive ruins reminding one of Samarcand.

From Soorch Rabat we proceeded in the

following order :—In front of all rode Djan

Mahomet, followed by a squadron of Teimoor

Khazadars. Thirty paces to the rear came

myself, surrounded by a chain of horsemen

belonging to the old escort. Forty paces behind

me rode the second squadron of Teimoor

Khazadars, then the baggage, and, finally, the

squadron of Maoor Khazadars. The horsemen

of the Zmaini Regiment donned their red

uniform and dress caps before setting out for

Herat.

During nearly the whole of the ride we

* The tents, rugs, kitchen utensils, &c, required as many as

four camels and fire mules for their transport.
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passed alongside villages which, notwith

standing the proximity of Herat and its huge

garrison, were built exactly in the same style

as Sheermas. As we rode past, the people

either came out to the highway to have a

glimpse at us, or sat upon the housetops. A

mile and a half from the city walls we left

behind us, two or three hundred yards to the

left of the road, a number of sheds, containing

a portion of the Herat held artillery. I counted

forty bronze guns. Here also were some infantry

barracks.

On reaching the city gate, Djan Mahomet

stopped, and sent to enquire of me the road he

should take—through the Bazaar, or direct

through the city. I replied, " Through the

Bazaar." Djan Mahomet thereupon turned to the

left, and proceeded alongside the walls until we

came to a second gate, which he entered.

Traversing several streets, we rode into the

covered Bazaar. Although it was not market

day, a large number of people collected along

the road. Directly we entered the Bazaar, two

policemen on foot posted themselves alongside

me, and did not leave me until we arrived at

the lodgings designated for my use at the Divan
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Khan, in which resides the Governor-General

himself.

I rode into a spacious yard, planted with

trees and containing two ponds, and stopped my

horse in front of a small flight of steps. In

the gallery attached to my lodgings, the Governor-

General awaited me with his suite. Not being

aware of this, I went out into the gallery just

as I was, in my overcoat covered with dirt and

dust, and was rather confused to find myself

confronted by the Governor-General, Sardar

Mahomet Omer Khan. But the Sardar was

even still more disturbed than myself, for he

had taken off his cap, and stood before me with

his bald pate exposed to view. Putting on his

cap, he shook hands with me, and we sat down

in the arm-chairs, while the attendants handed

round tea.

I commenced conversation by expressing my

thanks to the Sardar for giving me such a warm

reception. I especially thanked him for not

having placed any restriction on my movements,

and for having thrown open everything to my

inspection ; treatment wholly different from what

I had experienced at Mazar-e-Shereef and

Maimene. I apologised for appearing before him
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in my present condition, but would don ray

uniform to-morrow. With his permission, I

should like to stay a couple of days at Herat,

and should be glad to know whether he had any

objections to my examining the city.

The Sardar replied that he did not see any

necessity for hiding anything from me. I might

go where I liked, and examine whatever I

chose. At Herat I might stay as long as I

wished, and there would be no need of my

concerning myself about my journey thence to

the Persian frontier, since he had already

completed the arrangements in regard to my

escort, &c.

Afterwards, the Sardar unexpectedly turned

the conversation by asking whether I was fond

of fish. The fishermen, he said, had caught

some splendid fish in the Heri Rood that

morning, and if I liked some, he would have it

served up with the dinner. He then expressed

his delight at seeing me so satisfied, and said

he should send off at once a tchapar to Cabul,

with a report of my arrival. Had I anything

to despatch to the Russian envoy there? He

begged to apologise for not having sent the

Sapar Salar (Commander-in-Chief) to meet me,
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but he was away from Herat, attending a

funeral. Turning then to politics, he observed

that the Russians and Afghans were friends,

and that he had heard a great deal of good

about us. The English he did not like at all.

On no account would the English Ambassador

be allowed to proceed to Cabul. The audience

lasted nearly an hour. Expressing a wish that

I might rest well after my journey, the Sardar

took his departure with his suite.

Sardar Mahomet Omer Khan, a relative of

the Ameer Shere Ali, had governed the province

of Herat since 1874. His control extended

only over the civil part of the administration,

including the management of the Khazadar

contingent, or local militia ; the military authority

being entirely in the hands of Hussein Ali Khan.

Until 1874 both the military and civil power

were held by one person, Yakoob Khan, the

son of the Ameer. After the rebellion of the

latter against his father, however, Shere Ali

thought it inadvisable to place the two offices

under the authority of one individual, and

therefore made them distinct. The Sardar was a

man of seventy, but he was very vigorous, and

looked much younger than he really was.
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During the audience he wore a fur cloak,

covered with a costly Cashmere shawl, and

having gold lace across the breast. He was

greatly praised by all I met ; but everyone said

that he fell short of Yakoob Khan, who had

left behind him the warmest feelings on the

part of the population ; chiefly, it is probable,

because he had raised the banner of revolt in

the name of the independence of Herat, the

remembrance of which is still fresh among the

people.*

My quarters consisted of an immense hall,

with two lights and a gallery ; the latter being

the place where I had had the audience with

the Sardar. The hall was separated from the

gallery by a partition of carved wood. In all

probability the lodgings were agreeable enough

in the summer, but they were rather incon

venient for November weather, since the

temperature inside was the same as outside ;

and outside there was frost in the morning.

This inconvenience was one I found easy to

get reconciled to, but such was not the case

with another. In the upper story of the house,

* When I was at Herat, Yakoob Khan was still in prison

at Cabul. Upon his succession to the throne, the Sardar re

signed his post, and was succeeded by Ayoub Khan, the brother

of Yakoob Khan, who had been living in exile at Meshed, on

a large pension granted by the Persian Government.
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which had windows looking into the hall, lived

the Treasurer ; and all day long a crowd of

people gathered at the windows, and watched

me in everything I did. Both the hall and

gallery were covered with costly rugs and

carpets.

Fifteen servants were appointed to wait

upon me. This large number quite staggered

me when they were ushered in a body

into my presence. Among them, for instance,

was one who only assisted me in washing my

hands, another who only swept the room, a

third who only looked after the lights and did

nothing else ; and so on. This division of labour

was striking.

The Fifteen could not understand at all how

Mustapha could prepare tea, clean my boots,

light the candles, &c, with no one to assist

him. In Herat a man is of no value. He is

not protected against the Turcomans ; he is

dragged from home as a conscript, and, perhaps,

spends the whole of his life in handing round

tea, or in preparing the kaliana, or water-

pipe, for his superiors. To protect the doors

of the Armoury, the Afghans place four men in

a row, where one would be amply sufficient.
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At the entrance to my lodgings was posted

a sentry. An hour after the departure of the

Sardar, Djan Mahomet came to enquire whether

it was necessary to keep the man on guard. I

might keep him there, or I might send him

away, just as I liked. There was no danger

whatever to be feared from any one. I said,

" Of course, send him away." In this manner,

for the first time since the 19th of October,

that is to say, from the moment I first set foot

on Afghan soil, I felt myself a free man, and

no longer a prisoner.

With the departure of Djan Mahomet appeared

the Treasurer. "The Sardar has heard," he

said, "that you are in want of gold, and has

sent me to enquire how much will suffice your

wishes. The Ameer Shere Ali has given us

the strictest orders to do our utmost to please

you. The Sardar, in consequence, can give one

or two hundred tillas more than you actually

need."

I could not understand the Sardar's message.

1 had not asked him during the audience for

any money—I had never thought of doing any

such thing, because I had quite sufficient funds

of my own.
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" How did the Sardar come to hear that I

was in want of gold VI asked of the Treasurer.

" Mustapha said so," replied that functionary.

I understood it all now. Wishing to procure

a few Persian gold-pieces, I had told Mustapha

to buy some for me. Mustapha had enquired

of the servants where he could obtain any

tillas, and these, after answering him, had

mentioned the matter to their chief. The chief,

on his part, had then drawn up a report to

the Sardar, stating that I had been asking for

money. All this I explained to the Treasurer,

but it did not satisfy him.

" Don't restrict yourself to any particular

amount," he said ; " we will give you whatever

you ask for."

To prevent further argument, I said that I

could not possibly accept any money from a

foreign Government. As a traveller, I might

accept its hospitality, because that was enjoined

by the creed of Christians as well as by

the Koran; but I could never accept money.

Even if I fell short of cash, I should not think

of taking any : I should sell my horse and my

baggage first.

These arguments had not the slightest effect
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on the Treasurer. At last, to get rid of him, I

was obliged to tell him to be off, saying that I

had a letter to write to Cabul. E"ven then, in

passing out of the room, he turned round and

said, for the hundredth time, "Don't restrict

yourself to any particular amount : we will

give you one or two hundred tillas" and so forth.

I then wrote General Eazgonoff a letter,

in which I begged him to transmit to the Ameer

my thanks for the assistance I had received in

traversing his dominions. This letter was sent

off immediately it was handed to the Sardar,

the courier designated to convey it to Cabul

already awaiting it in the saddle.

s



CHAPTER XII.

FROM HERAT TO THE PERSIAN FRONTIER.

Visit to the Sardar—A portrait of myself—An elephant ride—

Description of Herat—Its strategical importance—I bid good

bye to the Sardar, and set out for the Persian frontier—The

banks of the River Heri Rood—Shekeevan—The Governor of

Goorian—The Maoori—Devastation produced by the Tekke

Turcomans at Koosan—Am interviewed by persons released

from slavery during the Khivan Campaign of 1873—They

earnestly desire for the intervention of Russia to put a stop

to the Turcoman scourge—From Koosan to the Persian

frontier—"The District of the 350 Ruined Villages "—Fright

ful aspect of the country—I cross over into Persia, and once

more feel myself a free man.

On the 17th of November I paid a visit, in

full uniform, to the Sardar Mahomet Omer

Khan, and afterwards to the Sapar Salar Hussein

Ali Khan. The Sardar resided in a neighbour

ing courtyard, and, when I called upon him,

was engaged transacting business. I therefore

stayed only a few minutes.

The Sapar Salar lived in the citadel, which

was situated about eight hundred paces from

my house. Attended by Djan Mahomet and

Mustapha, I proceeded thither on foot. Hussein

Ali Khan awaited me in a small chamber,
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attended by two generals. All three were in

full dress, and sat in a row in arm-chairs.

Mine was placed facing theirs.

The Sapar Salar advanced several steps to

meet me, and extended his hand. The generals

also rose, and shook hands with me. We then

sat down, and tea was handed round by the

attendants* After the usual compliments, the

conversation became general, and we talked

about the Turkish war, the siege of Herat,

and about Pottinger and Blaramberg. My visit

lasted about half-an-hour.

On my return home, I found in my room a

portrait in colours of myself, the work of a

Persian writer, who had sk etched me while, dressed

in my uniform, I had traversed the courtyard.

The portrait was not at all badly executed.

The rest of the day was spent in visiting the

metchets. In the evening, Djan Mahomet, not

knowing how to keep me occupied, enquired

whether I had ever seen an elephant; adding

that there had recently been three at Herat, but

the previous week two of them had been sent

to join the army.

* It is usual at ceremonial receptions in Afghanistan for two

cups of tea to be handed round with sugar, and afterwards

half a cup of tea without sugar.

n2
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I replied that I had seen an elephant, but

had never ridden one—was it possible for me to

have a ride % Certainly. In half an hour's time

the elephant was brought, and I took two turns

on it round the courtyard ; the first time at a

foot pace, and the second full speed.

Djan Mahomet told me that at Cabul there

were 100 elephants, employed in transporting

heavy baggage, and in the conveyance of mountain

artillery. At Mazar-e-Shereef there was also

one attached to the troops.

Herat is a very large city. It does not cede

in size to Tashkent, and contains 50,000 people.

Among the cities of Central Asia and Khorassan,

Herat, by its buildings, occupies a place next to

Meshed. The streets, as in all Asiatic towns,

are narrow, crooked, and dirty. The city is sur

rounded by walls twelve yards high, with a

shallow ditch outside. The walls are not armed

with artillery. There are no outer defences of

any kind ; nothing that would call to mind the

fortifications of a European city. In its present

condition, Herat is not in a position to defend

itself against a European army, since at a mile

to the north it is commanded by heights, from

which it could be bombarded by artillery. In
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the middle of the city is the Citadel, situated

on an artificial eminence. Its walls are twenty-

four feet high. In front of it is a deep water

ditch, covered with reeds. In several places the

walls have commenced to fall into ruin. The

buildings in the Citadel are constructed very

close to one another.

Herat is reckoned to possess immense

strategical importance. The English regard it

as the key of India. As to the estimation with

which it is regarded by the Afghans themselves,

an idea may be easily formed from the fact

that, previous to the war with the English, the

Ameer quartered there twenty-five battalions of

infantry. Herat in those days used to be the

residence of the Commander-in-Chief of the

Afghan forces. In expectation of a war with

England, just before my arrival, nine battalions

had been sent to the Indian frontier, thus leaving

behind a garrison of sixteen battalions, with forty

guns. No cavalry regiments are maintained on

constant service in the province of Herat. When

horsemen are required, recourse is always had

to the Khazadars.

On the 19th of November, I bade good-bye

to Mahomet Omer Khan and Meer Ali Khan,
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and, accompanied by a squadron of Teimoor

Khazadars, with Djan Mahomet at their head,

set out for the Persian frontier. We rode

across perfectly level country to the foot of the

mountains, which latter border the valley of the

Heri Rood. The valley is fifteen miles long,

and broad in proportion. The ground at the

foot of the mountains is entirely sterile, and

consists of gravel. The villages are gathered

in clusters along the course of the Heri Rood,

the banks of which are covered with an unbroken

succession of buildings, fields, and gardens.

We stopped for the night at Shekeevan.

When within a mile and a half of the village,

we were met by the Governor of Goorian,

Shagasi Samat Ali Khan, with three hundred

horsemen, who had received orders to escort me

to the Persian frontier. The escort was accom

panied by the standard-bearer of the regiment.*

All the troopers were of the Maoor tribe,

which derives its name from Maoro, or Merv,

to which oasis it was deported in the reign

of Nadeer Shah, and from which it subsequently

returned when the city fell into ruins. The

whole of them were mounted on splendid horses.

* Every thousand Khazadars is furnished with a standard.
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Although the Maoor tribesmen belong to the

Persian race, it is easy to observe a distinction in

their form, their features, their fresher appearance,

and their greater regularity of dress. They have

the reputation of being a brave people.

The distance from Herat to Shekeevan is

about thirty miles. The road is traversed twice

by small streams; but is, all the same, a very

easy one.

On the 20th of November, with an escort of

400 horsemen, headed by the Governor of

Goorian, we arrived at Rozanak. The march

was about nineteen miles long. During the day,

we moved forward with greater watchfulness

than hitherto ; scouts being sent on in advance

along the mountains.

The village of Rozanak is half in ruins. The

people suffer terribly from Turcoman raids.

Everywhere there are towers of refuge.

On the 21st of November we reached Koosan,

the last populated point as far as the Persian

frontier. The ride was twenty-four miles long.

The first halfof the road proceeds across perfectly

level country ; the second traverses mountain

spurs stretching towards the north. Close to

the road, on the left hand side, flows the
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River Heri Rood, the banks of which are covered

all the way with trees and brushwood. The

woods afford concealment to bands of Turcomans,

who usually avail themselves of the shelter to

wait for and surprise their prey. On this

account, during the ride of the 21st, scouts were

thrown out along both sides of the road. Not

far from Koosan, we met a number of people

returning to Herat from Meshed, whither they

had carried for burial the body of one of the

relations of the Sapar Salar Hussein Ali Khan.

Three parts of Koosan He in ruins. I was told

that there was not a single family in the place

that had not had a member carried off into

slavery by the Tekkes. Here I was interviewed

by many persons who had been freed from

slavery in Khiva in 1873. On entering my

presence they bowed themselves low to the

ground, kissed my hand and the hem of

my cloak, and thanked the White Tsar and

the Russians for liberating them from slavery.

Was it possible, they asked, that the White

Tsar allowed the Tekkes to pursue their raids

here without interference? Their sole hope

against the Tekkes was Russia. They had plenty

of land, they said, plenty of water, forests in
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abundance, and Turcomans beyond everything.

How was it possible to live, situated as they

were?

As a testimony of the impossibility of living

at Koosan, they served up, after escorting me

to the kitchen of the Sardar, green barley

bread, the produce of the locality. Three parts

of the population, I was assured, had migrated

from the village, and the rest, although hanging

on, made no effort to defend it. And it was

into this unhappy village that the Governor of

Goorian made a triumphal entry, all the

Khazadars of the locality being placed in a line

to receive him !

The Heri Rood, with its almost impenetrable

thickets, approaches close to Koosan. The people

know quite well that this is the chief source

of their misery, since, if the trees did not exist

so close to their village, they would not suffer

so much from Turcoman ambuscades. But they

are not in a condition to cut the forests down,

and have thus to bewail the frequency of

Turcoman attacks. In all the fields are towers

of refuge.

As I knew that the following morning,

November the 22nd, I should quit Afghanistan
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for good, I wrote over night a letter to

Mahomet Omer Khan, of Herat, thanking him

for the kindness he had displayed towards me.

The stage from Koosan to the Persian border-

village of Kareez is considered the most dangerous

of all, because the River Heri Rood runs close

to the road, and, moreover, one has to cross the

stream in the midst of a dense forest. On this

account, the night before the march, strong

patrols were sent out to the mountains and

thickets, to see whether any Turcomans were

hiding about the place.

The road is perfectly level. The Heri Rood,

at the place where the track crosses it, flows

through four channels, of which the largest is

eighty yards wide. The water at the ford reaches

up to the saddle girth. The bottom consists of

gravel, interspersed with huge stumps of trees.

From the spot where the road crosses the

river, the Heri Rood turns to the north, and

flows towards Serakhs, through a district once

containing 350 populous settlements. To-day

the whole of these He in ruins, owing to the

Turcoman raids. Among the natives the district

is commonly spoken of as " The District of the

350 Ruined Villages."
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Along the whole of the road from Koosan to

Kareez, notwithstanding the fact of the country

being entirely a waste, I saw at every step

evidences of the frightful results of the Tekke

Alamans. These evidences were chiefly in the

shape of graves, in which are interred the

victims of the nomads' raids. The graves lie

along the road, and as far on either side of it

as the eye can reach. I did not count the

graves, but I was told that more than a thousand

people lie buried about the place.

In consequence of the dangerous character of

the direct route between Meshed and Herat, it is

rarely used by caravans, which take the

circuitous road vid Toorbet-e-Haidari and Kaf

to Goorian. The insignificant traffic along the

first-named route may be estimated from the

fact, that the right to collect the frontier dues

at Kareez is farmed out for less than £3,000.

On approaching the ruins of Kafeer Kala, we

saw to the left of the road a cloud of dust. Think

ing it to be Turcomans advancing, the Shagasi

sent a squadron of Khazadars towards the spot.

These discovered it to be a caravan, which was

proceeding along the foot of the mountains, in

order to be able to retire among the rocks and
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defend itself, in the event of a Turcoman attack.

The caravan, taking the squadron tobe Turcomans,

hastily prepared for the battle, but the mistake

was soon explained, and the Khazadars joined us

afresh at the ruined Rabat of Dogar, once a

boundary mark between Persia and Afghanistan.

At Dogar the Shagasi sent a letter to the

headman of the village of Kareez, requesting him

to despatch an escort to accompany me across

the frontier. The headman, in reply, sent thirty

horsemen. Regarding this number as insufficient,

the Shagasi, who did not consider that he himself

would be justified in crossing the frontier, sent

with me toKareez a hundred of his Khazadars, and

remained at Dogar until their return. On reach

ing Kareez I furnished the chief of the escort

with a paper, certifying my safe arrival on Persian

soil.

Notwithstanding the solicitude for my safety

and comfort which I everywhere experienced

during my ride from Mazar-e-Shereef to Dogar,

I felt a relief in stepping upon the soil of Persia,

where I knew I should no longer have sentries

placed over me, and officials appointed to dog

my steps. Still, with the first footstep I took on

Persian soil beyond Kareez, I regretted that I no
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longer had an Afghan escort to accompany me,

and felt to the fullest my utter defencelessness

in a region so open to the raids of the devastating

Turcomans.
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In his personal narrative of his ride through

Afghanistan, Colonel Grodekoff makes two state

ments which are sure to occasion some notice

in this country. One is that Merv is not the

key of Herat ; the other, that the people

dwelling along the north of Afghanistan and

to the west of Herat ardently long for the

advent of Russia, to deliver them from the yoke

of the Afghans, or the still more desolating

scourge of nomad irruptions. If these statements

be correct, and Colonel GrodekofFs narrative is

so manly and straightforward that he cannot

possibly be charged with intentional deception,

then the question arises—Do we over-estimate

the value of Merv : and are we prepared to

undertake such measures as will, by ameliorating

the condition of the Uzbeks, prevent them from

falling under Russian rule %

I leave it for geographers and military travel

lers to decide whether it is possible, with chances

of success, to Gonduct an effective expeditionary
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force from Merv to Serakhs, or from Merv to

Herat. Colonel Grodekoff lays stress on the

absence of water along the road, but I cannot

help expressing my belief, and this belief is

supported by what the Russians have successfully

accomplished in Turkestan and in the region

beyond the Caspian, that, if engineering parties

were sent out in advance, at the proper season

of the year, it would be possible to open up

wells and construct reservoirs at closer intervals

than exist between those strategical points at

the present moment. The magnificent com

mercial position enjoyed by Herat exerts such

a powerful attractive force over the surround

ing region, that once the Russians penetrated

to Merv, and colonies of Penza peasants and

Kouban Cossacks became established along the

fruitful oasis watered by the Moorgab, the

road running to Herat would rapidly undergo

improvement; and this improvement, in time of

peace, would fit it for the advance of an army

in time of war.

Grodekoff's second objection to Merv being

considered the key of Herat rests upon the

assumption, that if the road he traversed from

the Moorgab was difficult for him, a solitary
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rider, unencumbered by baggage, what must it

not prove to an expeditionary force weighted with

heavy artillery. The best answer to this would

probably be given by Grodekoff himself, were

he military governor of Merv, and under orders

to capture Herat. Leaving aside the question

of the probability of other and more convenient

roads existing than the one described by him,

the mountains north-west of Herat can hardly

be more inaccessible to Russian troops than the

peaks and precipices of the Caucasus. We all

know what a feeble barrier a mountain range

is to a skilful and determined commander. It

is not so long ago that the whole of England

laughed to scorn the notion of Eussia conducting

a winter campaign across the Balkans. It was

impossible, we said, for an army to traverse a

mountain range neck-deep in snow. The world

knows what became of our predictions. While

we were still wagging our heads, and uttering

words of wisdom, the robust children of the

north were scattering the Turks south of the

Balkans ; and, before we had time to make up

our mind whether we should fight Russia or

not, the Cossacks were already within a canter

of Constantinople. Russia's success in crossing an
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"impossible" mountain range, at an "impossible"

season of the year, secured for her the mouth

of the Danube and the key of Asia Minor. It

would not be advisable to give her another

such chance on the confines of our Asiatic empire.

If Merv is not the key of Herat, it is, at

least, the stepping-stone ; and history shows what

skilful use Russia has made in the p ast of

stepping-stones, carelessly ceded to her by

unwary enemies.

In the event of a Russian army succeeding

in reaching Merv, the power of the Tekkes,

Grodekoff tells us, might easily and effectively be

shattered, once for all, by the confiscation of

their famous breed of horses. Without his

horse, the Turcoman is helpless ; and the result

of such a seizure would probably be to fix the

nomads to the soil, which, at Merv, no less

than in Akhal, is of surprising fertility. The

second operation of Russia would probably

be to establish a line of Cossack or Caucasian*

* It is a circumstance which should be thoughtfully con

sidered by Englishmen, that Russia's system of subjugating and

pacifying Asiatics is so effective, that newly-annexed subjects

readily conform to her rule. In the Akhal Tekke Expedition of

1879, General Lomakin received great assistance from four sotniat

of Daghestanis, raised from among Schamyl's own highlanders ;

men engaged only a few years earlier in waging a deadly war

for their independence It is not yet forgotten how loudly the

0
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colonies from Tchikishlar to Tchardjui—from

the Caspian to the Oxus. Forts already exist

up the Atrek to within four marches of the

Kopet Dagh, and the line could easily be

extended thence to Akhal ; afterwards running

through Dengeel Tepe, Askabat, and Merv, to

the Bokharan fortress of Tchardjui.

Unfortunately for the tranquility of the East,

the weakest borders of Persia and Afghanistan

are precisely those which face this coveted

boundary of Russia. Any attempt by Russia

to invade Azerbijan from the Caucasus, or to

land a force at Asterabad, would undoubtedly

provoke a storm of indignation in England ;

because the public would at once see that the

integrity of Persia was directly threatened, and the

overland route to India involved in danger. But

were Russia to pursue her operations quietly

on the side of Khorassan, from a base along

the Kopet Dagh, she would incur no such

peril of interference ; since, although she would

occasion irritation in England, the feeling, never-

Lazes at Batoum declared, in 1878, their determination of resist

ing to the last the annexation of the town by Russia. Yet,

within a twelvemonth, Russia had so far overcome their hostility,

that it was considered safe to provide the Governor of Batoum,

General Komaroff, with a body-guard raised from among those

brave defenders of a rotten and worthless administration.
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theless, would not be powerful enough to impel

the latter country to war.

In Khorassan, and along the north of Persia,

no sentiment of patriotism seems to exist that

might serve as a barrier to Russia's progress

southwards. Gospodin OgorodnikofF, a Russian

traveller who visited the country two or three

years ago, and subsequently published an account

of his experiences under the suggestive title of

" Golden Khorassan," says : " At Meshed the

people did not attempt to conceal from me their

desire to see themselves brought under the

rule of Russia. ' We are robbed and maltreated

by the Turcomans,' they said : ' but it is only

necessary for Russia to send a regiment against

Merv, and Merv can be taken. When Merv is

taken, then things will be well for Khorassan.

When Khorassan is taken, then things will be

better still for Khorassan.' As regards the Persian

authorities, they will do anything for money.

To my question as to the sentiments of the Emir,

or Governor, of Khorassan, respecting the possible

occupation of Merv by Russia, the people said :

'The Emir loves money, and the Turcomans

give him horses, silver, and costly carpets;

if Russia takes Merv, he will lose all these good

o 2
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things: hence his hostility to Russia.'" Impliedly,

if Russia gave the Emir more than he annually

receives from the Turcomans, he would with

draw his opposition to their progress.

Thus, therefore, were Russia to occupy Akhal

and Merv, she would be in a position to work

southwards until her influence extended to the

road running from Asterabad to Herat—the real

road from Russia to India. Once she fastened

a hold upon Khorassan, the rest of Persia would

rapidly fall to pieces under the pressure of the

influences operating from Mount Ararat to Merv.

The real danger of the conquest of the Turco

mans does not consist in the mere annexation

of Merv, but in the means that Russia would

thereby derive of encroaching upon the forests and

dales of Golden Khorassan. And these en

croachments would eventually imperil Herat,

and, consequently, prove a menace to our supre

macy in India.

In the event of Russia establishing a frontier

cordon from Tchardjui to Merv, how long could

we expect the border to remain unchanged?

GrodekofF tells us plainly that the whole of the

country lying between Herat and the Moorgab,and

between the Hindoo Koosh and the Oxus, groans
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under the foreign sway of the Afghan, and

desires deliverance by Russia. There is every

reason to believe that the Uzbeks would be just

as pleased with the administration of England as

with that of Russia ; for what the people really

want, is not so much the rule ofthe White Tsar as

the establishment of any government that shall

give them peace, and secure their lives and

property from the Afghans. As we ourselves

have succeeded to the Ameership of Shere Ali,

we are in duty bound to provide for the safety of

the Uzbeks; and it should be our earliest care

to erect a powerful administration over the

provinces traversed by Colonel Grodekoff. Unless

we do this, and do this speedily, too, we may

rely upon it, that Russia herself will accept

the responsibility, and the Hindoo Koosh will

then become the boundary line of the two

empires instead of the River Oxus.

There is a class of writers in England,—men,

as a rule, dead to the impulses of patriotism

—who assure us that we have acquired sufficient

territory in Asia, and that we have no right

to prepare for a future invasion of India

by the annexation of the chaotic petty States

beyond our frontier. Such writers, as a rule,
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are supporters of the theory that Russia has a

civilising mission in Central Asia. Now, if this

theory in regard to Russia be true, such writers

must perforce agree that it is equally appli

cable to this country. And if Russia, owing to

this civilising mission, is to be excused in push

ing out her frontiers southwards, then we, on

the same grounds, are to be pardoned for ad

vancing our border north-westwards. Further,

it is a matter of fact that our rule in India is

infinitely more beneficial to the natives than the

rule of Russia to the people in Central Asia.

Hence, if the theory of the civilising mission is

to be accepted at all, we have a greater right

to annex territory than Russia has.

But such theories are too sentimental for the

general public. The Central Asian Question, as

it at present stands, resolves itself into this :—In

a very short space of time the Empires of

England and Russia in Central Asia will touch

each other ; query, where shall the frontier line

be drawn % Years ago, people used to speak of

the Oxus as the probable line ; but when Russia

found that when matters came to a crisis she

could always expect concessions from England,

or compromises of the same character as conces
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sions, she began to refer to the Hindoo Koosh

as the future frontier.

I believe that the majority of English writers

on Central Asia are agreed that Russia ought

not to be allowed to push across the Oxus to

Balkh, Andkhoi, and Maimene ; and, in recent

times, there has grown up a powerful reason why

this policy should be upheld. Since the Oxus

burst its banks at Khiva a few years ago, and

began to flow across the desert, Russia has

displayed great interest and activity in the

problem of conducting the stream to the Caspian ;

and there is a strong probability that, eventually,

a portion of the river, perhaps the whole, will be

led into the Bay of Krasnovodsk. At the same

time, a series of investigations are being under

taken with a view to the construction of a canal

system connecting the Black Sea with the Caspian,

Should Bussia succeed in establishing a regu

lar water-way between the Black Sea and the

Caspian, and thence, by means of the Oxus, across

the desert to Bokhara and Afghanistan, it

is obvious that the River Oxus will acquire

immense commercial importance ; because it

will tap the trade of Central Asia. Irrespec

tive of the danger of having Cossacks in the
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Hindoo Koosh, which has been quite often

enough pointed out by specialists without my

reverting to it here, it is equally apparent that

should Russia obtain supreme control over the

Oxus, we shall be entirely excluded, by hostile

tariffs and vexatious restrictions, from partici

pation in this great trade growth of the future.

The common objection to our interference in

the affairs of Afghanistan is, the fresh respon

sibilities we are likely to acquire thereby. But

Russia is bent on bringing her frontier alongside

our own ; and if we wait until the Uzbek States,

tired of anarchy, pass under the control of the

Cossack, the responsibilities arising then will be

far greater than those which we shirk now. We

may depend upon it, that it is the same with

empires as with individuals : a policy of negation

means a policy of stagnation, deterioration, and

ruin. It is nonsense to assert that we have

sufficient responsibilities on our hands : more

than we can adequately provide for. There are

hundreds of civil administrators and military

officers in England, with their time lying idle on

their hands, or frittered away in useless political

controversies, who would govern Afghan Tur

kestan for us if the country were taken charge of.
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There are hundreds of merchants, with capital

lying useless in the banks, who would proceed

to Herat, Maimene, Saripool, and Balkh, to

morrow, and develop the resources of the country,

if they could be guaranteed security of life and

property. There are thousands of people out of

work and starving, who would be benefited

directly or indirectly by the establishment of our

rule throughout Afghanistan, and the consequent

creation of fresh markets for our surplus manufac

tures. We are none the poorer for the territorial

responsibilities which our forefathers so freely

heaped upon their shoulders. Nay, we are richer

thereby ; for we owe entirely our position of

ascendency to their pluck in accepting territorial

responsibilities, when opportunities were placed

in their way by Fortune. And, in the same man

ner, if we are to leave a heritage to our children

capable of competing with the growing power

of Russia, we must not frighten ourselves with

valetudinarian theories about being overworked

and breaking down. Once a nation begins to

coddle itself, its ascendency is doomed. It is

not so long ago that our colonies were young

and helpless, and drew upon our strength to sup

port and defend them. To-day things are differ
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ent. Canada is able not only to defend herself,

but to help the mother country also. Both

Australia and New Zealand are capable of

maintaining their own against any attacks of our

enemies. So far as the Cape is concerned, another

five years will see the colonies there welded

together, and in a position to maintain themselves

without assistance from England. It is true that

in the event of hostilities with a naval Power, we

should be bound to despatch men-of-war for the

protection of some of the colonial ports and

shipping ; but it must not be forgotten that

even if these did not exist, we should have to

protect our own mercantile marine in distant seas ;

and the colonial ports, in the aggregate, repay us

our trouble of defence by the usefulness of many

ofthem asnav al stations. England'sresponsibilities

are waning in America and Australia : they are

waxing in Asia and Africa. What is needed is not

that we should shirk these new avenues of

influence, but that we should invest the energy

and force withdrawn from Canada and Australia

in the development of our power in Asia. The

continent of Africa can be safely left to look

after itself for a time : we have no Russia there

to menace our supremacy. But our Destiny
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demands that we should deal vigorously with

Turkey, Persia, and Afghanistan; and we may

depend upon it, that the more earnestly we take

the task in hand, and the more resolutely we

decide those questions of policy, over which we

have been wasting our time in fruitless discussion

for years, the greater will be the] success attend

ing our efforts.

The dignity of England demands that we

should make up our minds speedily whether

Russia is, or is not, to be allowed to occupy

Merv. Our blusterings in the past have been

so uniformly followed by compromises and con

cessions, that our threats are no longer regarded

as possessing any value. "We said for years that

Russia should never annex Khiva. She has got

it. .We said she should never domineer over

Kashgar. Her troops to-day not only occupy

passes a few marches from the city, but by the

treaty signed by Tchoon Kow in 1879, Russia

has the right to establish agents throughout

Eastern Toorkestan ; from which we ourselves are

excluded. We said that Persia should always be

preserved from encroachment. The Shah to-day

wears a Cossack's uniform, and the Atrek region

is becoming a second Turkestan. We said that
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Russia should never repossess Bessarabia and the

mouth of the Danube ; we said that Batoum, the

best port on the Caucasian coast, should never

become a Russian prize ; we said that Kars, the

key of Asia Minor, should never fall into the

hands of the Muscovite. Yet these three great

possessions were secretly signed away to Russia

by Lord Salisbury over a cup of tea, and a fresh

instance was afforded to the Emperor of the

emptiness of English threats and English bluster.

If we are determined not to allow Russia to

occupy Merv, let us say so at once, and resolutely

stick to our declaration. If we are indifferent

to the annexation of Merv by Russia, by all

means let us put a speedy close to a clamour

which, for fifteen years, we have been raising

against Russia in that quarter, without, in the

slightest degree, impeding the accomplishment

of her aggressive designs.
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SAMARCAND TO MAZAR-E-SHEREEF.

This portion of the journey from Samarcand to Herat,

omitted by Colonel Grodekoff, was described in the Golos in

1879 by Doctor. Yavorsky, who was attached to the Russian

Embassy at Cabul in the capacity of physician. Yavorsky

traversed the road twice, and attended Shere Ali at Mazar-e-

Shereef during the last moments of that unfortunate ruler.

On the 9th of December, 1878, we set out from Samarcand,

accompanied by an escort of ten Cossacks, an interpreter, and

a few djigits, or horsemen. Our pack horses amounted to

eighteen. Believing that we should encounter severe cold in

traversing the mountain passes of Bolshoi Eeran and Kala

(each 13,000 feet above the level of the sea), and knowing

the country to be chilly and damp during the winter season,

we paid particular attention to the equipment of our expedi

tionary party with warm tents and clothing. Of the former

we had a choice of two kinds—the Kirghiz Mbitka and the

hair-cloth tent. The Mbitka is a tent in the shape of a bee

hive, consisting of cow-hair cloth strapped upon a framework.

The hair-cloth tent is smaller than the Mbitka, is shaped like

a cone, and has straight sticks for the framework instead of

crooked. Both of these, however, were unsuitable for our

journey; mainly on account of their weight—two Mbitkas

weighing, at the least, half a ton—and the length of time

necessary to put them together, or take them to pieces. On

this account we had to improvise a tent of our own, selecting
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the materials of the cone-shaped native tent, and altering

them till we fashioned one weighing about a hundred weight

(40 lbs. heavier when wet), capable of holding with ease

and comfort five or six persons. While the tents were being

constructed for our party, we completed our other preparations

for the journey. In changing our Russian money into

Bokharan currency, we found the paper rouble to be worth

only sixty kopeeks. * On referring to the Russian news

papers at Samarcand, we found the average exchange value

in the European capitals to be sixty-two and a half kopeeks,

the price quoted at Paris being sixty-one and a quarter ; thus

showing the Sarts and the Jews of Samarcand to be fully

alive to the worth of the rouble abroad.

"From Samarcand we took the road to the Karatubin Pass.

This route possesses several advantages, owing to the fact

of its being the shortest to the Oxus ; but it can hardly be

termed a convenient one, as it runs for a considerable distance

over mountainous country. Several portions of the route, in

deed, are particularly unpleasant for travelling ; the Karatubin

Pass, for instance, which is exceedingly steep, the road

traversing rocky ground of granite, and at places, especially

at the summit, extremely slippery. From Yar Tepe also

to Kaltaminar the road is very bad ; the ground being rocky

and covered with gravel and stones. The length of this route,

from Samarcand to Patta Eeesar, on the Oxus, is about 263

miles.

" We set out from Samarcand at four o'clock in the after

noon. To the nearest station, Earatube, a rather large

kishlak, the distance was ninety-four miles, most of which we

had to traverse by night. The moon, however, was at its

full, and made the night as light as day. Before long we

began to experience chilly gusts of wind from the snow-

covered mountains, and these grew keener the further we

* A rouble contains 100 kopeeks.
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advanced. For most of the way the road ran across the

open steppe, but at length it turned into the defile, and we

saw before us the glimmer of the fires at Karatube. A horse

man was sent on in front to order lodgings for ourselves and

forage for the horses ; and, by the time we had reached

the caravanserai, everything was in readiness for our party.

"The following day we had before us the difficult task of

traversing the Karatubin Pass. The road for a long time ran

through the defile, the ascent being very gradual ; but every

where it was strewn with gravel and pieces of rock. Only

during the last two or three miles did the ascent become at

all steep. The summit of the pass was slippery to the extreme.

This arose from the fact of the road traversing the smooth

granite surface of the mountain, which, in addition, was

covered with a thin film of ice. Here the ice does not melt,

even when exposed to the rays of the midday sun. The last

mile of the road to the summit was covered deep with snow ;

the brooks also being a frozen mass of ice. At the same time,

lower down the defile, could be seen green grass, growing

alongside rippling streams. The height of the pass is about

6,000 feet. The southern declivity we found to be entirely free

from snow, and half way down the mountain, where the road

was shorter and steeper than on the northern slope, we saw

flowers growing alongside the track. On one side of the

road was a vertical cliff, and on the other a gloomy, deep

abyss.

"From the summit of the pass opens out a magnificent view

of the Valley of Shahrisabs. The towns of Kitab, Shaar, and a

little to the east, Yakobak, can be discerned as clearly as though

they were on the palm of the hand. The entire valley looks

like a gulf, the upper part of which, a little to the east of the

Karatubin Pass, forces itself like a wedge between the Samar-

cand mountains and the south-western spurs of the Khazrat

Sultan. To the left rises the huge mountainous mass of
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Khazrat Sultan, deeply covered with snow. The descent from

the pass is very steep, and about four miles long. Afterwards,

the road runs direct into the village of Kainar, belonging to

Bokhara.

" Just before reaching the village of Kainar we were met by

the son of the Bek of Kitab. Alter the usual compliments, he

said that he had been sent by his father to enquire after the

health of the doctor (Yavorsky) accompanying the party.

From him we learnt that the Emir was at Shaar, at which

intelligence we were rather surprised, as Mozaffar Eddin

usually spends the winter at Bokhara. We had wanted to pass

through Bokhara without stopping on the road to pay a

visit to the Emir ; but the proximity of the Emir's court,

and the preparations which the Bokharan officials had made

for our reception, caused us to decide otherwise.

" On approaching the town of Kitab we were met by the

chief authorities: Oodaitche Shadi Bek, Door Been Bey,

Abdookhalil Bey, and Yakshi Bek, all of them the principal

personages of the Court of the Emir. After giving us a hearty

welcome, they enquired respecting the health of General

Kaufmann, General Ivanoif, and other Russian functionaries

at Tashkent and Samarcand. Several of them had visited

both these towns a good many times in the capacity of

members of Bokharan Embassies, while nearly all had been at

Samarcand in 1878 during the presence there of the Russian

headquarters.*"

"During the rest of the journey to Kitab, the greatest

respect was paid to the doctor, who was looked upon as an

Eltchi. At the entrance into Kitab, he was met by several

personages he had become acquainted with during his journey

* In June, 1878, in anticipation of a war with England, several

columns set out from Turkestan in the direction of Afghanistan and

India. The Tashkent column penetrated as far as Djam, fifty-two miles

south of Samarcand on the Bokharan frontier; and remained there

until the Treaty of Berlin was signed.—C. M.
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through the place with General Stolietoff; among them

Abdnl Gafar Inak, the Bek of Kitab himself.

" The fortress of Kitab does not differ materially from

others in Central Asia. During our stay in the town we

enjoyed to the utmost Bokharan hospitality, which has

passed into a proverb in Central Asia. From Kitab we

proceeded to Shaar, six miles to the south-west, being accom

panied the whole way by a crowd of personages on horse

back ; and were greeted warmly by the people of Shaar on

our arrival.*

' ' From Shaar we proceeded, via Yartube, Kaltaminar,

Karakhoval, Sirab, and Shirabad, to the Oxus. As far as

Yartube the road runs along the Valley of Shahrisabs, which,

all the way, is well tilled, and rather thickly populated. On

every side may be seen stacks of wheat and barley, hay ricks,

and other signs of the industry of the people ; and even if the

inhabitants are somewhat unsettled in their habits, they do

not seem to be a bit the poorer for it. Most of the inhabi

tants of the valley are Sarts, but there is a sprinkling of

Uzbeks among them. Agriculture constitutes the chief

occupation of the people.

" Twelve miles from Yartube (from Shaar to Yartube the dis

tance is thirty miles) the fields give way to steppe land, and

eight miles further on recommence again, continuing the rest of

the way to Yartube. From YartubeS to Shirabad the road

traverses a mountainous region. At several places it is very bad

for travellers, as, for instance, the march from Yartube to Kalta

minar, and afterwards from Karakhoval to Shoorob ; besides

which, it is necessary to pass through the celebrated defile of

the ' Iron Gate,' which is a mere crack, inundated in the

spring with water from the melting of the snow on the

An excellent account of Kitab and Shaar is given in Mr. Eugene

Schuyler's " Turkistan ; " and as Yavorsky's is very meagre, I suppress it.

After leaving Shaar, Schuyler went on to Earshi, and thence across

the desert to Bokhara ; while Yavorsky journeyed by a different route to

the River Oxus.—CM.
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summit. From Shoorob to Sirab tbe road runs through the

still more difficult defile of Shoorob. This, however, as well

as the previous one, can be avoided ; and in the spring,

travellers always take another track, in order to escape the

torrent which flows through the defile, bearing with it, in its

course, huge masses of rock.

" The village of Sirab is a very comfortable little place,

situated in a shallow ravine, at the very foot of the mountain

range. It is thickly surrounded by gardens containing nut

trees, pistachio trees, peach trees, and several sorts of grape

vines. Not far from the village is a stream containing abun

dance of fish. Two immense plane trees, several hundred years

old, grow one on each side of the stream. The natives say

that under these trees once rested the Caliph Assi, which

would give tbem an age of over a thousand years. The

diameter of one of them, five feet from the ground, is nearly

ten yards. On the bark is cut with a knife, ' Lieutenant-

Colonel Maeff: 1875.'*

" At Shirabad the mountains come to an end, and the traveller

once more finds himself on steppe land. The distance from

Shirabad to the Oxus is about thirty-eight miles, the road being

tolerably good, except during the last ten or fifteen miles, where

it crosses sandy soil. Not far from Patta Keesar, the ferry

across the Oxus are the extensive ruins of an ancient city.

Mounds of burnt brick cover the country for miles. The only

portion of the city standing erect is a tower, about ten yards

high, with three inscriptions running round the building. The

inscriptions appeared to me to be in Chinese. I asked one of

the educated Bokharans accompanying us to read them, but he

replied that the characters were not Mussulman, i.e., not

Arabic. The natives have no traditions whatever about the

* Lieutenant-Colonel Maeff, of the General Staff, was the first Russian

to traverse this road. Two years later, in 1877, he was sent by General

Kaufmann again to the district to examine the various roads leading to

Balkh. He is now editor of the Turkestan Gazette." C. M.
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city, the history ofwhich seems to be entirely forgotten. Among

the ruins may be easily traced the remains of immense irriga

tion canals, overgrown with weeds.

" Patta Keesar is a small village, with gardens containing

numbers of white mulberry trees, a sign that the culture

of silk is one of the industries of the people. The Oxus

here is 500 yards wide, with a depth in the middle of nine feet.

In the summer, during the melting of the snow, the river is

more than a mile wide, and the water deepens to eighteen and even

twenty-four feet. InAugust, when Itraversed the river,its volume

was so swollen that at Tchooshka Hissar, a ferry thirty miles

below Patta Keesar, the steppe was inundated for a consider

able distance from the banks. The ferry at Tchooshka Hissar

was, at that period, wholly impracticable, and General

StolietofF, in consequence, had to proceed to Patta Keesar. The

ferry boats consist of two pre-historic craft, which are dragged

across the river by horses fastened to them.

" On crossing over to the other side, we found waiting

for us an escort of Afghans, to conduct us to Mazar-e-

Shereef. Along the river stretches a small forest, five miles

long and a mile and a half broad. Having traversed this, we

emerged upon a regular desert. Small bunches of saksaoul,

almost lost amidst the sand hills, were the only signs of

vegetation that anywhere met the gaze. On the distant

horizon could be just dimly discerned the outline of the

mountains. The desert stretches for thirty miles north to

south, or from the Oxus to the mountains ; towards the west it

runs uninterruptedly till it merges with the Turcoman wastes.

' ' Thirty miles from the Amu Daria, on the edge of the desert,

is situated the village of Seeyagdeer, alongside the ruins of

the city of the same name. Not a single upright portion

of any structure is to be found among the ruins, and it is im

possible to tell the original style of architecture of the buildings

that once existed there. Twenty-three miles beyond is Mazar-

p2
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e-Shereef, with the Hindoo Koosh fifteen miles in the rear.

" On entering Mazar-e-Shereef one expects to find something

original there, since Afghan Turkestan has long been terra

incognita, and innumerable fables have circulated in Europe

about the country. The hope of finding something uncommon

in the place is rendered all the stronger by the circumstance

that those few travellers who have succeeded in penetrating

to this region—Burnes, the Englishman, being the first—have

told so many wonderful stories about it. But Mazar-e-Shereef

is only Central Asia over again ; it is the same as Tashkent,

Karshi, Shaar, and other towns : everywhere one sees the

same dingy bricks, the same narrow dusty streets, the same

gardens, the same type of people—with a few Afghans among

them, it is true—and the same bazaar.

" I put up at the same building in the town which had

afforded shelter to the Russian Mission in the summer of

1878. Everything was the same as it had been before—no

alterations whatever had taken place. Only on the plane

trees were carved two mementoes of passing travellers :—

' N. Grodekoff.

' From the 7th to the 19th October,* 1878.' And under

neath it :—

' P. M. 28rd November, 1878.'

the latter being the inscription of Colonel Matvaeff, who

called here on his way to Badakshan. Grodekoff was the

officer who, in proceeding home on leave, chose the strange

route to Russia, via Mazar-e-Shereef, Maimene, Herat, Meshed

and the Caucasus."

* » # *

A few months ater Shere Ali arrived at Mazar-e-Shereef,

broken in health and a fugitive, and was attended by Doctor

Yavorsky until his death.

* Old Style.
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GOSPODIN PASHINO ON ABDURRAHMAN KHAN.

Some time ago the Times mystified the public one

morning, by announcing in its official intelligence column

that the statement telegraphed from Russia, that the Earl of

Beaconsfield had furnished a letter of introduction to

M. Pashino, a Russian traveller desirous of visiting

Afghanistan, was entirely without foundation, adding that the

Premier had no knowledge of any such person whatever.

Everybody naturally enquired who Pashino was; and no

one vouchsafing an answer, the impression became general

that Pashino was a mythical personage, the offspring of

the imagination of some Continental journalist, "hard up"

for news.

In reality, however, Pashino was a genuine living character,

and a man of a certain amount of importance ; having under

taken in his time several ambiguous journeys to India, and

officiated, while at Tashkent, as interpreter to Abdurrahman

Khan.

The opinion of such an individual as Pashino regarding the

pretender to the Afghan throne, naturally derives weight from

his close intercourse with him in Turkestan ; and his views on

Central Asia, expressed in the following article, will be read

with greater interest, if preceded by one or two details

respecting his career.

On concluding his studies at the St. Petersburg University

in 1856, Gospodin Pashino proceeded to the Tartar University

of Kazan, where he spent several years in conducting phil

ological investigations, and in writing for the Sovremmnik

review. In 1861 the Russian Government secured his services,

and sent him to Teheran as Junior Secretary to the Embassy

at the Court of the Shah. In 1864 he contributed a series of
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articles on " Persia " to the weekly supplement of the Rooski

Invalide, the organ of the Ministry of War. Two years later he

was transferred from Persia to Turkestan, in the capacity of

agent of the Minister of Foreign Affairs ; and, during his stay

there, acted for a time as interpreter to Abdurrahman Khan. In

1873 he set out on his first trip to India, and on his return

contributed a series of articles on that country to the Golos.

The following year he undertook a second journey to India,

his expenses this time being defrayed by the Cesarevitch, and

returned home through Persia. In 1875 he circumnavigated

the globe, in company with a son of the great Moscow cotton-

mill owner and millionaire, Khludoff. His impressions were

afterwards published in the Golos, Grajdanin, and several

other journals. In 1878 he paid a third visit to India, with the

intention of proceeding to Cabul, but the impending hostilities

between the English and the Ameer made a journey from the

north-west frontier, through the Khyber Pass, impracticable.

As is well known, the Eussian Embassy at Cabul in 1878

suffered great inconvenience from the ignorance of the

members composing it of Oriental languages, and the absence

of a good interpreter. The impression is strong on my mind

that the object of Pashino's visit to India that year was to

proceed to Cabul to act as interpreter to the Embassy, a post

for which his wonderful linguistic powers and his diplomatic

training well fitted him. If this be true, the conduct of the

Eussian Government in sending, by a short cut through our

dominions, a mouth-piece to an embassy whose arrival at the

Afghan capital had caused us the bitterest vexation, was about

the most amazing piece of Eussian " cheek " that I know of.

The disclaimer in the "Times" originated in the following

manner :—A Gospodin Dobroff, connected with the Odessa

Vestnik, met Pashino on the Eussian steamer " Elborous " at

Constantinople, and in course of conversation, learnt from

him, that during his recent visit to India, he had been

furnished with a letter of recommendation from the Earl of
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Beaconsfield, and also from Lord Loftus. This information he

published in the Odessa Vestnik, where it met the eye of the

Correspondent of the Times, and got telegraphed to England ;

there to be solemnly contradicted by a statesman who rarely

condescends to notice the statements of the press.

Shortly afterwards Gospodin Pashino returned to Odessa,

and, inviting Dobroff to his lodgings, proceeded to take him to

task for publishing false reports concerning himself. Dobroff

maintained that he had only repeated what Pashino had said

on board the steamer, and was proceeding to discuss the

matter with the traveller when some visitors arrived, and he

was obliged to cut short the interview. Pashino subse

quently vented his spleen upon the journalist by denouncing

him in a feuilleton in the Tiflis Vestnik, and to sustain its

reputation, the Odessa Vestnik, published Dobroff's account

of the origin of the report.

In September, 1879, whilethe excitement consequent on the

massacre of the English Embassy at Cabul was at its height,

Pashino received a sudden summons to proceed from Odessa

to Livadia, where the Emperor was then staying. Postponing

indefinitely a public lecture which he had promised to give to

the students of the New Russian University on " Afghanistan,"

Pashino set off for the Crimea, and afterwards proceeded direct

to Tiflis, where he has remained until now. What services he

may be rendering the Grand Duke Michael at the present

moment, I am unable to say ; but it is obvious that his

presence at Tiflis must be advantageous to the Government of

the Caucasus, which, in assailing the independence of the

Tekke Turcomans, creates the possibility of a collision or

collusion with the Afghans.

I subjoin his article on Abdurrahman Khan, which appeared

a short time ago in the official Tiflis newspaper, Kavkaz. It

contains some very curious, if somewhat flighty, remarks about

the " red-headed enemy," the alleged effeminacy of English
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soldiers in India, and the " diplomatic guile " of Sir Henry

Kawlinson.

*****

"A recent telegram brought to Tiflis the interesting

intelligence that Sardar Abdurrahman Khan, son of the late

Mir Afzal Khan of Cabul, had fled from Samarcand to

Afghanistan. Very little notice was taken of this circum

stance in the Russian newspapers at the time, although it

may exert a most powerful influence upon English opera

tions in Afghanistan, and our own in the Turcoman desert.

As, more than others, I was acquainted with Abdurrahman

Khan during his period of exile, and knew his plans

and opinions, such as they were, better than any one else,

it seems to me not inopportune just now to say a few

words about him to your readers.

" I will begin ab ovo. He is the legitimate Son of Afzal

Khan, the offspring of a marriage between Afzal and a woman

of ignoble blood, which many regard as a reproach to

Abdurrahman. A capable man from his birth, he has never

received any education, and can barelyread and write Persian.

After the death of his father, he ceased to fight with his rival

relative, the late Shere Ali, since he had struggled only for the

rights of his father, and did not wish to continue hostilities

with the ruler who, after the death of Afzal Khan, was the

legitimate sovereign of Cabul. The last skirmish between the

two took place at Vezeeri,about thirty miles from Cabul. Thence

he fled, first to Khiva, then to Bokhara, and lastly, in the spring

of 1871, proceeded to Tashkent, attended by a numerous

suite. At that period I was at the disposition of Governor-

General Kaufmann. I was the only person who could

understand the language ofAbdurrahmanKhan. Consequently,

nothing he wished to say could pass through anybody except

through me, and there was no Russian with whom he could

be on more familiar terms than myself.

" His wish exclusively was to throw himself upon the will of
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the Sovereign Emperor. At the time of the march to Khiva he

begged permission to be allowed to accompany the Russian

troops, but this request was refused him, as also the petition he

sent in to be allowed to proceed to St. Petersburg to present

himself before the Emperor. He is now thirty-six years old.

Towards Shere Ali he never felt any enmity until the ruler of

Cabul announced as his heir his younger son, Abdullah Jan.

From that time, as the lawful heir to the throne, he displayed

towards Shere Ali unrestrained hostility. When the news

arrived at Tashkent of the death of the late Ameer, he presented

the Russian Government a petition to be allowed to return to

Afghanistan. To this the Government replied that he might

go where he liked, and when he liked, and that no one would

interfere with his movements ; but, at the same time, he must

understand that, in the event of any failure, he must not seek

safety a second time in Russia, since he would have nothing

to expect there in the shape of protection or support.

Abdurrahman Khan secretly dismissed his suite, and lived

quietly at Samarcand until the 26th of December, when he

fled to Ferghana. Thence he had only to cross Karategin

to reach Badakshan, where he knew he would find the

generals who had formerly served by his side.

" Badakshan, by treaty concluded between Russia and

England, is recognised as belonging to Afghanistan; but since,

at the present moment, the disorders at Cabul have led to all

manner of disturbances, not only in Badakshan and Koondooz,

but alsoin the very centre of Cabul itself, the Chinese in Kashgar

and Yarkund have put forward pretensions to Badakshan ; ob

viously at the instigation of the English government. For us

Russians, it would be more advantageous to have Abdurrahman

Khan ruler of Badakshan than the Emperor of China.

Abdurrahman Khan, disposed at the head of Badakshan, might

easily extend his authority over Koondooz, and, in general,

along the left bank of the Amu, over the territory Daria,
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belonging to his late uncle the Ameer Shere| Ali. Such

a combination could not easily be destroyed, and might with

facility come to a head under the influence of an individual

possessing such a wide reputation as Abdurrahman Khan.

Moreover, he would never break off relations with the Afghan

bank of the Amu Daria, because he used, in particular, to

maintain a frequent and friendly correspondence with his

brother-in-law, the Bek of the town of Sheebeerkhan ; to

whom, it not unoften happened, I had to write during my

residence at Tashkent. Who knows but that, in the future,

the Cabulese, oppressed by the English, may summon him

to defend their feudal rights ?

" That period, however, is still distant. We shall see,

in the meanwhile, how his position—such as I have sketched

it—will effect the issue of the Turcoman Question, which,

apparently, is now about to enter upon a critical phase. The

thought is far from me to explain the flight of Abdurrahman

Khan ; but I cannot withhold that satisfaction which I experi

ence, as a Kussian, at seeing the beginning of the fulfilment

of those plans which the Afghan prince had in view. He, in my

opinion, is above all things a statesman, and would never throw

away a place of security for a shadow. I have already said,

that for him to occupy Koondooz, Tashkoorgan, and even

Maimene, would be attended with no difficulty, and might

quickly be effected. In the event of this taking place, our

Turkestan army, in case of necessity, would be able to cross

a friendly region, and could receive supplies and protection

from it. But what, if the English took Herat? That I

cannot believe possible, knowing as I do the effeminacy of the

English soldiers and sepoys in India. At Herat, the

winter is far more severe than at Tifiis, because the locality is

badly protected against the north wind, and a winter campaign

is not to be thought of by the Engb'sh. The fortifications of

Herat, erected by Parfenoff, a Kussian infantryman (at present
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living at Barzil, about 100 miles to the north of Cashmere),

previous to the siege of the city by Dost Mahommed, no

longer exist; but it is interesting to know that Colonel

Grodekoff learnt their condition during his visit to the

place in 1878. If Ayoub Khan has done anything to protect

the place from the red-headed enemy, he has not done so by the

aid of Russian soldiers, but through the assistance of Persians

and deserters from India. Herat cannot be allowed to be

taken until we have settled our accounts with the Turcomans.

" Since penning the above, intelligence has been received at

Tiflis stating that the flight of Abdurrahman Khan has

produced a sensation in London, and that a decision has

almost been arrived at to occupy Herat. This is easily under

stood, since every family in England is more or less interested

in Afghanistan. As is well known, the English send all their

younger sons to serve in India and at the Cape. The St.

Petersburg Vedomosti, referring to Abdurrahman's flight, speaks

of the calumnies which this event has provoked against the

Russian Government, on the grounds of the latter having

instigated it. As a person well acquainted with the English,

let me tell you in a few words how they regard the Merv

question. The English—not the Londoners, but the residents

of India—ardently desire, not less than myself, the junction

of the Russian frontier with that of India. They imagine—

but is this true ?—that then, both Powers will join hands and

proceed along the same path, diffusing civilisation over the

extreme East; since no other course will be left open to

them. In the opinion of the English, any march of the

Russians against Merv is nothing more nor less than

an absurdity ; because, what will the Russians do when

they get there ? They will, of necessity, either have to

rase it to the ground, or else establish themselves per

manently there. But the former alternative is disadvantageous,

because Russia is not in the position to cast away millions
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in destroying desert towns, the population of which is only

a few hundred thousands : while, in the second case, if the

Russians think of establishing themselves at Merv, they

must come to a settlement with Persia. What good would

Kussia derive from occupying Merv ? On the one hand,

it does not lie near the Indian frontier : on the other, an

occupation of the oasis involves contiguity with a people

turbulent and unrestrainable, with whom it is impossible to

live in harmony.

" Rawlinsonis not a diplomat, although he was once a diplo

matic agent at Bagdad, and afterwards Ambassador at Teheran ;

he is an officer of the old East India army, and it is difficult

to understand why he has put forth his views regarding the

importance of Merv for the Russians and the English. He

never was in Khorassan, and, therefore, knows nothing of the

sands that environ Merv. The English withwhom I have had

occasion to speak on this score, ascribe his action to his diplomatic

guile in leading the enemy into error, and withdrawing his at

tention from the direct road to India (!?) But, in leading

Russia astray, he at the same time alarms the whole of London

society, not to speak of the disturbance he creates in India.

" It will be seen on the map that the Russian empire

approaches closest to India in the direction of Peshawur ;

so much so, that were the intervening region crossed

by a railway the distance could be traversed in

half a day. The country separating the two fron

tiers is about 450 versts (338 miles) across. The align

ment of these is my constant fancy, because it is only then

that we shall commence to play a leading role in the history

of the world. By means of the railroad we shall be able to

traverse defiles and passes impracticable hitherto, both to our

selves and to the English. Such also is the view of the English

on this point, omitting, of course, the English diplomatists,

with Rawlinson among them, who, with all their might,
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'endeavour to delay the junction of Russia and India. But

Time looks after itself. It will lead us where we are expected

to go, to spread civilisation among the people of the far East.

Whether it will lead us to Merv or not, I cannot, of course,

yet say.

" In Tiflis the opinion prevails that we cannot rest until we

have punished the Tekkes, and that where Bussian blood is

spilt, there we ought to exact vengeance. To prove that such

vengeance is not likely to be followed by pernicious results,

people refer to Khiva, to the Kirghiz deserts, to Tashkent, and

to Khokand, where with the bomb of the gun came civilisa

tion, peace, quietness, and orderly living. I repeat, however,

that whether we advance upon Merv or not, the results of the

conquest will be nil.

"It is possible that Abdurrahman Khan may occupy the

whole of the region up to the town of Chitral. According to

what I heard while on the north-west Indian frontier, from

Faizabad to Zeibek exists a good carriage road, constructed in

ancient times. Beyond, to the south, extend sands running to

the very foot of the Hindoo Koosh ; the pass across which

presents very little difficulty, and is called Nooksan, or 'Fate.'

Its elevation is about 8,900 feet above the level of the

sea. In recent times it has been considered dangerous for

caravans, but it would prove no impediment to the

Russians, who, in the depth of winter, crossed the

Balkans. The succeeding pass, over the Himalayas, is of about

the same height, and is dangerous for caravans ; not so much

on account of the physical conditions of the country, as by

reason of the attacks of Kafir tribesmen. This pass is called

the Lahore Pass. Beyond it lies the splendid Miankal valley,

terminating on the left with Sivat-Bunar, and on the right

with Peshawur. Along this route, 850 years ago, passed

the troops of the celebrated Baber, the founder in India of

the dynasty of the Great Mogul. The Chitral Pass, it is
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true, has not been investigated by anybody in recent times,

but in the distant past it served as the regular route for

caravans between China, Central Asia and India, and is still

designated, even to this day, on English maps, the ' Kashgar-

Davan,' i.e., ' the passage to Kashgar.' It is here that, sooner

or later, the Gordian knot between England and Russia will

be cut, and not at Merv. If at any time we should be

compelled to wage war with England in Asia, the army of

the Caucasus, in all probability, will play a passive role,

and the principal part of the business will be achieved by the

Turkestan troops, since the line of operations, in the former

case, would be 1,500 miles from the base.

" Letters received by me a day or two ago, from influential

personages at Samarcand, contain no reference to the flight of

Abdurrahman Khan. They only mention that he ' has grown

fatter and, apparently, lost a deal of his vigour.' This latter

has been disproved by his flight, followed by that of his

cousins Server and Eesaak Khan.

" Abdurrahman Khan is a man of medium height, rather

stout, with a trimmed beard, a regular nose, and large black

eyes. In type he is more like a native of India than an

Afghan of the Barucksye family. He usually wears a Cossack

tunic, trimmed with the gold lace ofa Russian general's uniform.

His appearance creates a favourable impression, and gives one

a belief in his honesty. His speech is not broken, but very

fluent, abounding with the flowers of Eastern rhetoric ; and his

voice is loud and agreeable. Such is the portrait of Ab

durrahman when I knew him in Turkestan, and probably he

has changed very little since. As regards his two cousins,

Server arrived after my time, while Eesaak Khan was kept at

Samarcand and not presented to General Kaufmann at all, on

account of his natural imbecility. This defect excited such

derision on the part of the boys of Samarcand, thatthey used to

jeer and hoot him when he appeared in the streets, calling him
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' Tintack-Khan,' or ' The Fool-Khan,' and it was not until

the authorities advised him not to stir abroad without attend

ants, and took measures to put down the display of feeling,

that the Afghan prince could leave his house without being

subjected to insults."

FOREIGN MILITARY MISSIONS IN PERSIA.

These comprise Russian and Austrian officers ; the former

being engaged in drilling the cavalry, and the latter the

infantry, at Teheran. The Austrian mission consists of twelve

officers, commanded by Colonel Shanovsky, who receives 2,400

toumans a year, besides lodgings, free mess, and travelling

expenses. The second in command, a Major, receives 1,500

toumans; the third, a Captain 1,200; and the rest of the

instructors 1,000 apiece. The total number of troops placed

under their command for training purposes is 1,400 men.

Besides these twelve Austrian officers, there is R. von Gasteiger,

a general of the engineers, who arrived from Vienna many years

ago, and General Andrini, an ex-Garibaldian.

The Russian military mission comprises—

Salary.

Lieutenant-Colonel Domontovitch 2,400 toumans

Captain Bratkoff 1,200 „

Squadron Leader Vweerooboff 1,200 „

Ensign Kookharenko 1,000 „

Five non-commissioned officers, apiece 180 „

All these officers belong to the Kouban Cossacks, and the

400 Persian horsemen under their command are being

trained in the Cossack fashion. The saddles, accoutrements,

and uniforms of the regiment, were purchased in the Cau
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casus in 1879. The Shah has taken such a fancy to the

dress of the Kouban Cossacks, that he mostly wears it at

his inspections of the troops at Teheran, and sometimes at

court.

THE END.
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Svo, 18s. With 14 Maps and Plans and 3 Portraits,

THE EYE-WITNESSES' ACCOUNT

OF THE

DISASTROUS RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN

AGAINST THE

AKHAL TEKKE TURCOMANS.

DESCRIBING THB

MARCH ACROSS THE BURNING DESERT, THE STORMING OF

DENGEEL TEPE, AND THE DISASTROUS RETREAT TO

THE CASPIAN.

By CHARLES MARVIN.

OPINION OF PROFESSOR VAMBERY.

(" Sir Henry Rawlinson, K.C.B., F.R.S., FJt.G.S., who presided at the

lecture, on ' The Past and Future of the Turcomans,' at the United

Service Institution yesterday afternoon, introduced Professor Vambery

as the chief, if not the only, living authority on the subject."—Times,

April 22nd, 1880.)

Buda Pesth,

The University,

April 4th, 1880.

Dear Sir,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your valuable volume upon

the last Turcoman Campaign, and I must remark at once, that rarely

has an acquaintance with the Russian language been so amply utilized

for English political literature as in the present case ; for all what you

write is totally unknown to the public at large, and political writers,

unable to read Russian, must be grateful to you.

I need scarcely say that I shall review your book at an early

opportunity, and do full justice to 3 our labours. In the meanwhile I

must congratulate you, and beg to remain

Yours truly,

Mr. Charles Marvin. A. VAMBERY.

On an inquiry being addressed to Professor Vambery as to whether

he wished the above letter to be regarded as a private communication,

he replied : " My dear Mr. Marvin,—It is with the greatest pleasure that

I authorise you to make public my opinion on your book. You deserve

it for your painstaking researches."



EXTRACT FROM AN ARTICLE BY PROFESSOR VAMBERY IN

THE " PESTER LLOYD," APRIL, 1880.

" The Russian Press was well represented by a number of corres

pondents ; yet, strange to say, their letters were kept back by the

postal authorities until the close of the war ; so that the Russian reader

was only able post feste to learn a few details of this remarkable cam

paign, which might have remained totally unknown to the rest of

Europe, had not the idea occurred to Mr. Charles Marvin to carefully

ransack the entire Russian Press for the reports referring to the ex

pedition, and to publish a resume of his assiduous and clever labours in

a book, bearing the title of ' The Eye-witnesses' Account of the

Disastrous Russian Campaign against the Akhal Tekke Turcomans."

In this book we learn a number of wonderful things. First of all, the

clumsiness of the Russian Colossus in fitting out the expedition ; res

pecting which, it would appear, that thousands of soldiers were made

to march through one of the most frightful deserts in the world in the

middle of August, at a temperature of 150 Fahrenheit, without taking

with them water, victuals, and what is most dreadful of all, without

hospitals, medical stores, and other sanitary necessaries—a carelessness

causing, as might have been expected, the sacrifice of hundreds of

warriors, without their having even come in sight of the enemy. In the

second place, Marvin's book, which is based on Russian data, tells us of

the wicked presumption and light-heartedness with which the Russian

commanders rushed into an unknown country, against a powerful

enemy, and sported with the blood of brave and honourable soldiers in

a manner unheard of in the annals of war. The description of the

route to Akhal makes one's hair stand on end. In comparison with it,

the horrors of Sierre Leone are a paradise," etc.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

Review by Mr. Boulger in the Academy, May 15th, 1880.—" Mr. Marvin

has brought to the accomplishment of his task an intimate knowledge

of the Russian language, and considerable acquaintance with the

political questions involved in his subject. He supplies the amplest

details that anyone could desire of the battle of Dengeel Tep6, and

explains with considerable perspicuity the blunders committed by the

Russian commanders. His volume may be recommended for perusal on

the ground that it gives a complete account of a war which is likely

to take its place in history as one of the most memorable yet waged by

Russia in Asia."

The Examiner, April 17th.—" Mr. Marvin's account of the operations is

marvellously minute. His account of the battle is very spirited. He

has done verj good service in presenting the English public an account

of the campaign, as well as in translating the valuable Russian

criticisms and march routes in the appendix."

The United Service Gazette, April 17th.—" Mr. Marvin's workmanship

betrays the touch of a true artist. A thorough master of both languages,

his translation has all the vigour and lucidity of an original work, while

the numerous plans and sketches with which his handsome volume is

enriched, are as useful to his readers as they are creditable to himself

and his publishers."



The Madras Weekly Mail, May 13th.—" The details of this exciting

story are most effectively told by Mr. Marvin, whose mastery of the

Russian language appears in his happy rendering of the most difficult

idioms. His work is a valuable contribution to military literature."

The Newcastle Daily Chronicle, March 27th.—"The first clear and

intelligible account of the expedition that has been published in this

country. It is most interesting throughout, and abundantly illustrated

with portraits, plans, and maps."

Allen's Indian Mail, April 29th.—" The whole story is full of interest,

mostly indeed, of a melancholy sort."

The Homeward Mail, May 4th.—" In these days of public meetings

everybody knows the sensation of weariness which steals over the

mind as speaker after speaker rises and continues to repeat the ideas

of the leader of a debate ; and most people have also experienced the

grateful sense of relief which comes when, at last, some one rises who

imports into the discussion fresh ideas in fresh language. Just such a

feeling of relief will reward those interested in Central Asian matters

by a perusal of Mr. Marvin's book on the Turcoman Campaign."

Vanity Fair, May 1st.—" A very valuable compilation."

Globe, April 21st.—"The manner in which the author relates this

piece of current Asiatic history leaves nothing to be desired in point of

lucidity and graphic force."

Golos, May 28th (O.S.), 1880—"A voluminous work, containing a

circumstantial account of the campaign. Hitherto the English have

only been acquainted with the operations by means of the Daily News

correspondent. But Mr. O'Donovan wrote his letters at Tchikishlar

from hearsay, whereas Mr. Marvin bases his information on the letters

of Russians, who were actual eye-witnesses of the operations. Marvin

lived six years in Russia and has learnt the language well. His volume

consists of a complete description of the campaign. It is ' got up ' with

unusual richness, even for an English work, and contains four maps,

ten plans, and three magnificent portraits of Kaufmann, Lazareff, and

Tergoukasoff."

Messrs. W. H. ALLEN, & Co., Publishers, 13, Waterloo Place,

London, 8.W.
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Archaeological Survey of India, North-West Provinces. In

One vol. ; half-hound, Quarto. Fifty-eight plates. £3 10s.

The Illustrations in this work have been produced in Carbon trora

the original negatives, and are therefore permanent.

Pharmacopoeia of India.

Prepared under the Authority of the Secretary of State for

India. By Edward John Waring, M.D Assisted by a

Committee appointed for the Purpose. 8vo. 6s.

The Stupa of Bharhut. A Bnddhist Monument.

Ornamented with numerous Sculptures illustrative of Buddhist

Legend and History in the Third Century b.c. By Alex

ander Cunningham, C.S L, CLE., Major-General, Royal

Engineers (Bengal Retired) ; Director-General Archaeological

Survey of India. 4to. Fifty-seven Plates. Cloth gilt.

£3 8s.
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Archaelogical Survey of Western India.

Report of the First Season's Operations in the Bslgam and

Kaladgi Districts. January to May, 1874 Preps red at the

India Museum and Published under the Authoiity of the

Secretary of State for India in Council By James Burgess,

Author of the " Rock Temples of Elephanta," &c , Ac, and

Editor of " The Indian Antiquary." Half-bound Quarto.

58 Plates and Woodcuts. £3 3s.

Archaeological Survey of Western India. Vol. II.

Report on the Antiquities of Kathiawad and Kachh, being the

result of the Second Season's Operations of the Arcfcoeological

Survey of Western India. 1874-75. By James Burgess,

F.R.G.S , M.R.A.S., &c, Archaeological Surveyor and Reporter

to Government, Western India. 1876 Half-bound. Quarto.

Seventy-four Plates and Woodcuts. £3 3s.

Archaeological Survey of Western India. Vol. III.

Report on the Antiquities in the Bidar and Aurungsbad Dis

tricts in the Territory of H.H. the Nizam of Haidarabad,

being the result of the Third Season's Operations of the

Archseological Survey of Western India. 1875-1876. By

James Bui;gess, F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S., Membre de la Societe

Asiatique, &c, Archaeological Surveyor and Reporter to Go

vernment, Western India. Half-bound. Quarto. Sixty-six

Plates and Woodcuts. £2 2s.
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Adam W. (late of Calcutta) Theories of History.

An Inquiry into the Theories of History,—Chance,—Law,—

Will. With Special Reference to the Principle of Positive

Philosophy. By William Adam. 8vo. 15s.

Akbar. An Eastern Romance

By Dr. P. A. S. Van Limburg-Brouweb. Translated from

the Dutch by M. M. With Notes and Introductory Life of

the Emperor Akbar, by Clements R. Mabkham, C.B., P.R.S.

Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Allen's Series.

1.—World We Live In. 2s.

2.—Earth's History. 2s.

3.—Geography of India. (See page 9.) 2s.

4.—2000 Examination Questions in Physical Geography. 2s.

5.—Hall's Trigonometry. (See page 10.) 2s.

6.—Wollaston's Elementary Indian Reader. Is. (See page

30.)

7 —Ansted's Elements of Physiography. Is. 4d.

Anderson (P.) The English in Western India.

8vo. 14s.

Andrew (W. P.) India and Her Neighbours,

With Two Maps. 8vo. 15s.

Andrew (W. P.) Our ft ientific Frontier.

With Sketch-Map and Appendix. 8vo. 6s.

Ansted (D. T.) Physical Geography.

By Professor D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., &c. Fiftli

Edition. Post 8vo., with Illustrative Maps. 7s.

Contents:—Part I.—Introduction.—The Earth as a Planet.

—Physical Forces.—The Succession of Rocks. Part II.—

Earth —Land.—Mountains.—Hills and Valleys.—Plateaux

and Low Plains. Part III.—Water.—The Ocean.—Rivers.

—Lakes and Waterfalls.—The Phenomena of Ice.—Springs

Part IV.—Air.—The Atmosphere. Winds and Storms.—

Dew, Clouds, and Rain.—Climate and Weather. Part V —

Fire.—Volcanoes and Volcanic Phenomena.—Earthquakes.

Part VI.—Life.—The Distribution of Plants in the different

Countries of the Earth.—The Distribution of Animals on the

Earth.—The Distribution of Plants and Animals in Time.—

Effects of Human Agency on Inanimate Nature.

"The Book is both valuable and comprehensive, and deserves a wide

circulation."—Observer.
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Ansted (D. T.) Elements of Physiography.

For the use of Science Schools. Fcap. 8vo. Is. 4d.

Ansted (D. T.) The World We Live In.

Or First Lessons in Physical Geography. For the use of

Schools and Students. By D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., Ac.

Fcap. 2s. 25th Thousand, with Illustrations.

Ansted (D. T.) The Earth's History.

Or, First Lessons in Geology. For the use of Schcols and

Students. By D. T. Ansted. Third Thousand. Fcap. 2s.

Ansted (D. T.)

Two Thousand Examination. Questions in Physical Geography,

pp. 180. Price 2s.

Ansted (D. T.) and Latham (R. G.) Channel Islands.

Jersey, Gnernsey, Alderney, Sark, &c.

The Channel Islands. Containing : Part I.—Physical Geo

graphy. Part II.—Natural History. Part III.—Civil His

tory. Part IV.—Economics and Trade. By David Thomas

Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., and Robert Gordon Latham, M.A.,

M.D., F.R.S. New and Cheaper Edition in one handsome

8vo. Volume, with 72 Illustrations on Wood by Vizetelly,

Loudon, Nicholls, and Hart ; with Map. 8vo. 16s.

" This is a really valuable work. A boot which will long remain the

standard authority on the subject. No one who has been to the Channel

Islands, or who purposes going there will be insensible of its value."—

Saturday Review.

" It is the produce of many hands and every hand a good one."

Ansted (D. T.) Water, and Water Supply.

Chiefly with reference to the British Islands. Part I.—

Surface Waters. 8vo. With Maps. 18s.

Archer (Capt. J. H. Laurence) Commentaries on the

Punjaub Campaign—1848-49, including some additions to the

History of the Second Sikh War, from original sources. By

Capt. J. H. Lawrence-Archer, Bengal H. P. Crown 8vo.

8s.

Aynsley (Mrs.) Our Visit to Hindustan, Kashmir, and Ladakh.

By Mrs. J. C. Murray Aynsley. 8vo. 14s.

Bernay (Dr. A. J.) Students' Chemistry.

Being the Seventh Edition of Household Chemistry, or the

Science of Home Life. By Albert J. Bernays, Ph. Dr.

F.C.S., Prof, ofChemistry and Practical Chemistry at St. Thomas'

Hospital, Medical, and Surgical College. Crown 8vo. 5s. 6d.
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ginning (R. M.) Travels in Persia, &c.

2 vols. 8vo. 1 6s.

Blanchard (S.) Yesterday and To-day in India.

By Sidney Laman Blanchard. Post 8vo. 6s.

Contents.—Outward Bound.—The Old Times and the New.—

Domestic Life.—Houses and Bungalows.—Indian Servants.—

The Great Shoe Question.—The Garrison Hack —The Long

Bow in India.—Mrs. Dulcimer's Shipwreck.—A Traveller's

Tale, told in a Dark Bungalow.—Punch in India.—Anglo-

Indian Literature.—Christmas in India.—The Seasons in

Calcutta.—Farmers in Muslin.—Homeward Bound.—India

as it Is.

Blenkinsopp (Rev. E. L.) Doctrine of Development in the

Bible and in the Church. By Rev. E. L. Blenkinsopi-, M.A.,

Rector of Springthorp. 2nd edition. 1 2mo. 6s.

Boileau (Major-General J. T.)

A New and Complete Set of Traverse Tables, showing the

Differences of Latitude and the Departures to every Minute of

the Quadrant and to Five Places of Decimals. Together with

a Table of the lengths of each Degree of Latitude and corres

ponding Degree of Longitude from the Equator to the Poles ;

with other Tables useful to the Surveyor and Engineer.

Fourth Edition, thoroughly revised and corrected by the

Author. Royal 8vo. 12s. London, 1876.

Boulger (D. C.) Central Asian Portraits ; or the Celebrities

of the Khanates and the Neighbouring States. By Demetrius

Charles Boulger, M.R.A.S. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Boulger (D. C.) The Life of Yakooh Beg, Athalik Ghazi and

Badaulet, Ameer of Kashgar. By Demetrius Charles

Boulger, M.R.A.S. 8vo. With Map and Appendix. 16s.

Bonlger (D. C.) England and Russia in Central Asia. With

Appendices and Two Maps, one being the latest Russian

Official Map of Central Asia. 2 vols. 8vo. 36s.

Bowring (Sir J.) Flowery Scroll.

A Chinese Novel. Translated and Illustrated with Notes by

Sir J. Bowring, late H.B.M. Plenipo. China. Post 8vo.

10s. 6d.

Boyd (R. Nelson). Coal Mines Inspection; Its History and

Results. 8vo. 14s.
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Bradshaw (John) The Poetical Works of John Hilton,

with Notes, explanatory and philological. By John Bradshaw,

LL.D., Inspector of Schools, Madras. 2 vols., post 8vo 12s. 6d.

Brandis' Forest Flora of North-Western and Central India.

By Db. Brandis, Inspector General of Forests to the Govern

ment of India. Text and Plates. £2 18s.

Briggs (Gen. J.) India and Europe Compared.

Post 8vo. 7s.

Bright (W.) Red Book for Sergeants.

By W. Bright, Colour-Sergeant, 37th Middlesex R.V. Fcap.

interleaved. Is.

Browne (J. W.) Hardware; How to Bny it for Foreign

Markets. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Buckle (the late Capt. E.) Bengal Artillery.

A Memoir of the Services of the Bengal Artillery from the

formation of the Corps. By the late Capt. E. Buckle, Assist -

Adjut. Gen. Ben. Art. Edit, by Sm J. W. Kate. 8vo. Lond.

1852. 10s.

Burke (P.) Celebrated Naval and Military Trials.

By Peter Bdkke, Serjeant-at-Law. Author of " Celebrated

Trials connected with the Aristocracy." Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Challenge of Barletta (The).

By Massimo D'Azeglio. Rendered into English by Lady

Louisa Magenis. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 21s.

Chiushingnra ; or the Loyal League.

A Japanese Romance. Translated by F. V. Dickins, Sc. B.

of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law. With Notes

and Appendix. Illustrated with 29 Engravings on Wood,

drawn and executed by Japanese Artists. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Christmas (Rev. H.) Republic of Fools (The).

Being the History of the People of Abdera in Thrace, from

the German of C. M. Von Wieland. By Rev. Henry Christ- -

mas. M.A., F.R.S. 2 Vols crown 8vo. 12s.

Christmas (Rev. H.) Sin : Its Causes and Consequences.

An attempt to Investigate the Origin, Nature, Extent and

Results of Moral Evil. A Series of Lent Lectures. By the

Rev. Henry Christmas, M.A., F.R.S. Post 8vo. 5s.

Cochrane, (John) Hindu Law. 20s. (See page 12.)

CoUette (C. H.) Henry VIII.

An H istorical Sketch as affecting the Reformation in England.

By Charles Hastings Collettr. Post 8vo. 6s.
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Collette (C. H.) The Eoman Breviary.

A Critical and Historical Review, with Copious Classified

Extracts. By Charles Hastings Collette. 2nd Edition.

Revised and enlarged. 8vo. 5s.

Cooper's Hill College. Calendar of the Royal Indian En

gineering College, Cooper's Hill. Published by authority in

January each year. 6s.

Contents.—Staff of the College ; Prospectus for thesYear ;

Table of Marks ; Syllabus of Course of Study ; Leave and

Pension Rules of Indian Service ; Class and Prize Lists ; Past

Students serving in India ; Entrance Examination Papers, &c.

Corbet (M. E.) A Pleasure Trip to India, during the Visit

of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and afterwards to Ceylon.

By Mrs. Corbet. Illustrated with Photos. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Cruise of H.M.S. " Galatea,"

Captain H.R H. the Duke of Edinburgh, K.G., in 1 8G7 -1868.

By the Rev. John Milker, B.A., Chaplain ; and Oswald W.

Brierly. Illustrated by a Photograph of H.R.H. the Duke

of Edinburgh ; and by Chromo-Lithographs and G raphotypes

from Sketches taken on the spot by 0. W. Brierly. 8vo. 16s.

Danvers (Fred. Chas.) On Coal.

' With Reference to Screening, Transport, &c 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Daumas (E.) Horses of the Sahara, and the Manners of the

Desert. By E. Daumas, General of the Division Commanding

at Bordeaux, Senator, &c, &c. With Commentaries by the

Emir Abd-el-Kadir (Authorized Edition). 8vo. 6s.

" We have rarely read a work giving a more picturesque and, at the

tame time, practical account of the manners and customs of a people, than

this book on the Arabs and their horses."—Edinburgh Courant.

Destruction of Life by Snakes, Hydrophobia, &c, in Western

India. By an Ex-Commissioner. Fcap. 2s. 6d.

Doran (Dr. J.) " Their Majesties Servants" :

Annals of the English Stage. Actors, Authors, and Audiences.

From Thomas Betterton to Edmund Kean. By Dr. Doran,

F.S.A., Author of " Table Traits," " Lives of the Queens of

England of the House of Hanover." &c. Post 8vo. 6s.

" Every page of the work is barbed with wit, and will make its way

point foremost provides entertainment for the most diverse

tastes."—Daily Newt.

Drury (Col. H.) The Useful Plants of India,

With Notices of their chief value in Commerce, Medicine,

and the Arts. By Colonel Heber Drury. Second Edition,

with Additions and Corrections. Royal 8vo. 1 6s.
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Edwards (G. Sutherland) A Female Nihilist.

"By Ernest Lavigne. Translated from the French by G.

Sutherland Edwards. Crown 8vo. 9s.

Edwards' (H. S.) The Russians At Home and the Russians

Abroad. Sketches, Unpolitical and Political, of Russian Life

under Alexander II. By H. Sutherland Edwards. 2 vols.,

Crown 8vo. 21s.

Eyre, Major-General (Sir V.), K.C.S.I., C.B. The Kabul In

surrection of 1841^2. Revised and corrected from Lieut.

Eyre's Original Manuscript. Edited by Colonel G. B.

Malleson, C.S.I. Crown 8vo., with Map and Illustra

tions. 9s. '

Fearon (A.) Kenneth Trelawny.

By Alec Fearon. Author of " Touch not the Nettle."

2 vols. Crown 8vo. 21s.

Forbes (Dr. Duncan) History of Chess.

From the time of the Early Invention of the Game in India,

till the period of its establishment in Western and Central

Europe. By Duncan Forbes, LL D. 8vo. 7s. tid.

Gazetteers of India.

Thornton, 4 vols., 8vo. £2 16s.

,, 8vo. 21s.

(N.W.P., &c.) 2 vols., 8vo. 25s.

Gazetteer of Southern India.

With the Tenasserim Provinces and Singapore. Compiled

from original and authentic sources. Accompanied by an

Atlas, including plans of all the principal towns and canton

ments. Royal 8vo. with 4to. Atlas. £3 3s.

Geography of India.

Comprising an account of British India, and the various states

enclosed and adjoining. Fcap. pp. 250. 2s.

Geological Papers on Western India.

Including Cutch, Scinde, and the south-east coast of Arabia.

To which is added a Summary of the Geology of India gene

rally. Edited for the Government by Henry J. Carter,

Assistant Surgeon, Bombay Army. Royal 8vo. with folio

Atlas of maps and plates ; half-bound. £2 2s.

Glyn (A. C.) History of Civilization in the Fifth Century.

Translated by permission from the French of A. Frederic

Ozanam, late Professor of Foreign Literature to the Faculty

of Letters at Paris. By Ashby C. Glyn, B.A., of the Inner

Temple, Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols., post 8vo. £1 Is.
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Goldstucker (Prof. Theodore), The late. The Literary Re

mains of. With a Memoir. 2 vols. 8vo. 21s.

Grady (S. G.) Mohamedan Law of Inheritance & Contract.

8vo. 14s. (Seepage II.)

Grady (S.G.) Institutes of Menu.

8vo. 12s. (See page 11.)

Graham (Alex.) Genealogical and Chronological Tables,

illustrative of Indian History. 4to. 5s.

Greene (F. V.) The Russian Army and its Campaigns in

- Turkey in 1877-1878. By F V. Greene, First Lieutenant

in the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, and lately Military

Attache to the United States Legation at St. Petersburg. 8vo.

With Atlas. 32s. Second Edition.

Griffith (Ralph T. H.) Birth of the War God,

A Poem. By Kalidasa. Translated from the Sanscrit into

English Verse. By Ralph T. H. Griffith. 8vo. 5s.

Hall (E. H.) Lauds of Plenty, for Health, Sport, and Profit.

British North America. A Book for all Travellers and

Settlers. By E. HEPrr.E Haix, F.S.S. Crown 8vo., with

Maps. 6s.

Hall's Trigonometry.

The Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry. With an

Appendix, containing the solution of the Problems in Nautical

Astronomy. For the use of Schools. By the Rev. T. G.

Hall, M.A., Professor of Mathematics in King's College.

London. 12mo. 2s.

Hamilton's Hedaya.

A new edition, with the obsolete passages omitted, and a copious

Index added by S. G. Grady. 8vo. £1 15s. (See page 11.)

Handbook of Reference to the Maps of India.

Giving the Lat. aud Long' of places of note. 18mo. 3s. 6d.

*m* This will befound a valuable Companion to Messrs. Allen <$• Co.'s

Maps of India.

Harcourt (Maj. A. F. P.) Down by the Drawle.

By Major A. F. P. Harcourt, Bengal Staff Corps, author of

" Kooloo, Lahoul, and Spiti," " The Shakespeare Argosy," &c.

2 Vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

Hough (Lieut.-Col. W.) Precedents in Military Law.

8vo. cloth. 25s

Hughes (Rev. T. P.) Notes on Muhammadanism.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.
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Hutton (J.) Thugs and Dacoits of India.

A Popular Account of the Thugs and Dacoits, the Hereditary

Garotters and Gang Robbers of India. By James Hutton.

Post 8vo. 5s.

India Directory (The).

For the Guidance of Commanders of Steamers and Sailing

Vessels. Founded upon the Work of the late Captain James

Horsburgh, F.R.S.

Part I.—The East Indies, and Interjacent Ports of Africa

and South America. Revised, Extended, and Illustrated with

Charts of Winds, Currents, Passages, Variation, and Tides.

By Commander Alkred Dundas Taylor, F.R.G.S., Superin

tendent of Marine Surveys to the Governmentof India. £1 18s.

Part II.—The China Sea, with the Ports of Java, Australia

and Japan and the Indian Archipelago Harbours, as well as

those of New Zealand. Illustrated with Charts of the Winds,

Currents, Passages, &c. By the same. (In preparation.)

Indian and Military Law.

Mahommedan .Law of Inheritance, Ac. A Manual of the

Mahommedan Law of Inheritance and Contract ; comprising the

Doctrine of the Soonee and Sheca Schools, and based upon the text

of Sir H. W. Macnaghten's Principles and Precedents, together

with the Decisions of the Privy Council and High Courts of the

Presidencies in India. For the use of Schools and Students. By

Standish Gbove Grady, Barrister-at-Law, Reader of Hindoo,

Mahommedan, and Indian Law to the Inns of Court. 8vo. 14s.

Hedaya, or Guide, a Commentary on the Mussulman Laws,

translated by order of the Governor-General and Council of Bengal.

By Chables Hamilton. Second Edition, with Preface and Index

by Standish Gbove Gbady. 8vo. £1 15s.

Institutes of Menu in English. The Institutes of Hindu

Law or the Ordinances of Menu, according to Gloss of Collucca.

Comprising the Indian System of Duties, Religious and Civil,

verbally translated from the Original, with a Preface by Sib William

Jones, and collated with the Sanscrit Text by Gbaves Chamney

Haughton, M.A., E.R.S., Professor of Hindu Literature in the

East India College. New edition, with Preface and Index by

Standish G. Gbady, Barrister-at-Law, and Reader of Hindu,

Mahommedan, and Indian Law to the Inns of Court. 8vo., cloth. 12s.

Indian Code of Criminal Procedure. Being Act X. of 1872,

Passed by the Governor-General of India in Council on the 25th of

April, 1872. 8vo. 12s.

Indian Code of Civil Procedure. Being Act X. of 1817. 8vo.

10s.

Indian Code of Civil Procedure. In the form of Questions

and Answers, with Explanatory and Illustrative Notes. By

Angelo J. Lewis, Banister-at-law. 12mo. 12s. 6d.
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Indian Penal Code. In the Form of Questions and Answers.

With Explanatory and Illustrative Notes. By Angelo J. Lewis,

Barrister-at-Law. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Hindu Law. Principally with reference to such portions of it

as concern the Administration of Justice in the Courts in India.

By Sib Thomas Strange, late Chief Justice of Madras. 2 vols.

Royal 8vo., 1830. 24s.

Hindu Law. Defence of the Daya Bhaga. Notice of the

Case on Prosoono Coomar Tajore's Will. Judgment of the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council. Examination of such Judgment.

By John Cochrane, Barrister-at-Law. Roynl 8vo. 20s.

Law and Customs of Hindu Castes, within the Dekhan Pro

vinces subject to the Presidency of Bombay, chiefly affecting Civil

Suits. By Abthub Steele. Royal 8vo. £1 Is.

Moohummudan Law of Inheritance. (Sec) page 25.)

Chart of Hindu Inheritance. With an Explanatory Treatise,

By Almaric Rumsey. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Manual of Military Law. For all ranks of the Army, Militia

and Volunteer Services. By Colonel J. K. Pipon, Assist. Adjutant

General at Head Quarters, & J. P. Collieb, Esq., of the Inner

Temple, Barrister-at-Law. Third and Revised Edition. Pocket

size. 5s.

Precedents in Military Law ; including the Practice of Courts-

Martial ; the Mode of Conducting Trials ; the Duties of Officers at

Military Courts of Inquests, Courts of Inquiry, Courts of Requests,

&c., &c. The following are a portion of the Contents :—

1. Military Law. 2. Martial Law. 3. Courts-Martial. 4.

Courts of Inquiry, o. Courts of Inquest. 6. Courts of Request.

7. Forms of Courts-Martial. 8. Precedents of Military Law.

9. Trials of Arson to Rape (Alphabetically arranged.) 10. Rebellions.

11. Riots. 12. Miscellaneous. By Lieut.-Col. W. Hough, late

Deputy Judge-Advocate-General, Bengal Army, and Author of

several Works on Courts-Martial. One thick 8vo. vol. 25s.

The Practice of Courts Martial. By Hough & Long. Thick 8vo.

London, 1825. 26s.

Indian Criminal Law and Procedure,

Including the Procedure in the High Courts, as well as that in

the Courts not established by Royal Charter ; with "Forms of

Charges and Notes on Evidence, illustrated by a large number

of English Cases, and Cases decided in the High Courts of

India; and • an Appendix of selected Acts passed by the

Legislative Council relating to Criminal matters. By M. H

..Staging, Esq., LL.B. & F. B. Constable, M.A. Third

edition. 8vo. £2 2s.

Indian Infanticide.

Its Origin, Progress, and Suppression. By John Cave-Bkown,

M.A. 8vo. 5s.
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Irwin (H. C.) The Garden of India ; or Chapters on Oudh

History and Affairs. By H. C. Irwin, B.A. Oxon., Bengal

Civil Service. 8vo. 12s.

Jackson (Lt.-Col. B.) Military Surveying-, &c. 8vo. 14s.

(See page 20).

Jackson (Lowis D'A.) Hydraulic Manual and Working

Tables, Hydraulic and Indian Meteorological Statistics.

Published under the patronage of the Right Honourable the

Secretary of State for India. By Lowis D'A. Jackson. 8vo.

28s.

Jackson (Lowis D'A.) Canal and Culvert Tables.

Based on the Formula of Kutter, under a Modified Classi

fication, with Explanatory Text and Examples. By Lowis

D'A. Jackson, A.M.I.C.E., author of " Hydraulic Manual

and Statistics," &c. Roy. 8vo. 28s.

James (A. G. F. Eliot) Indian Industries.

By A. G. F. Eliot James, Author of " A Guide to Indian

Household Management," &c.

Contents :—Indian Agriculture ; Beer ; Cacao ; Carpets ; Cereals ;

Chemicals j Cinchona ; Coffee ; Cotton ; Drugs ; Dyeing and Colouring

Materials ; Fibrous Substances ; Forestry ; Hides ; Skins and Horns j

Gums and Resins ; Irrigation ; Ivory ; Mining j Oils ; Opium ; Paper ;

Pottery ; Eyots ; Seeds ; Silk ; Spices ; Sugar ; Tea ; Tobacco ; Wood j

Wool. Table of Exports. Index.

Jerrold (Blanchard) at Home in Paris.

2 Vols. Post 8vo. 16s.

Joyner (Mrs.) Cyprus : Historical and Descriptive.

Adapted from the German of Herr Franz Von Loher. With

much additional matter. By Mrs. A. Batson Joyner.

Crown 8vo. With 2 Maps. 10s. 6d.

Kaye (Sir J. W.) The Sepoy War in India.

A History of the Sepoy War in India, 1857—1858. By Sir

John William Kaye, Author of "The History of the War in

Afghanistan." Vol. I , 8vo. 18s. Vol. II. £1. Vol. III. £1.

Contexts of Vol. I. :— Book I.—Introductory.—The Con

quest of the Punjab and Pegu.—The " Bight of Lapse."—The

Annexation of Oude.—Progress of Englishism. Book II.—The

Sepoy Army : its Rise, Progress, and Decline.—Early His

tory of the Native Army.—Deteriorating Influences.—The

Sindh Mutinies.—The Punjaub Mutinies. Discipline of the

Bengal Army. Book III.—The Outbreak of the Mutiny.—

Lord Canning and his Council.—The Oude Administration and

the Persian War.—The Rising of the Storm.—The First
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Mutiny.—Progress of Mutiny.—"Excitement in' Upper India.—

Bursting of the Storm.—Appendix.

Contents of Vol II. :—Book IV.'—The Rising in the

North-west.—The Delhi History.—The Outbreak at Meefut.

—The Seizure of Delhi.—Calcutta in May.—Last Days of

General Anson.—The March upon Delhi. Book V.—Pro
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Conflicts in the Punjab.—Peshawur and Rawul Pinder.—Pro

gress of Events in the Punjab.—Delhi.—First Weeks of the
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Contents of Vol HI. :—Book VII.—Bengal. Behar,

and the North-west Provinces.—At the Seat of Govern

ment.—The Insurrection in Behar.—The Siege of Arrah.—
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a"nt> Delhi.—Rebellion in Oude.—Revolt in the Districts:—

Luckno\v in June and1 July.—The siege and Capture of Delhi.

Kaye (Sir J. W.) History of the War in Afghanistan.

k New edition. 3 Vols. Crown 8vo. £1. 6s.

Kaye (Sir J. W.) H. St. G. Tucker's Life and Correspondence.

8vo. 10s.

Kaye (Sir J. W.) Memorials of Indian Governments.

By H. St. George Tucker. 8vo. 10s.

Keatinge (Mrs.) English Homes in India.
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The Wrong Turning. Two vols., Post 8vo. 16s.

Keene (H. G.) Mogul Empire.

[ From the death of Aurungzeb to the overthrow of the Mahratta

Power, by Henry George Keene, B.C.S. Second edition.

With Map. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

This Work Jills up a blank between the ending of Elphinstone's

and the commencement of Thorntons Histories.

Keene (H. G.) Administration in India.

Post 8vo. 5s.

Keene (H. G.) Peepul leaves.

Poems written in India. Post 8vo. 5s.
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Xeene (H. G.). The Turks in India.

Historical Chapters on the Administration of Hindostan by

the Chugtai Tartar, Babar, and his Descendants. 12s. 6d.

Latham (Dr. B. G.) Russian and Turk,

From a Geographical, Ethnological, and Historical Point of

View. 8vo. ; 18s. ' . } , . ..

Laurie (Col. W. F. B.) Our Burmese Wars and Relations

with Burma. With a Summary of Events from 1820 to

1879, including a Sketch of King Theebau's Progress. With
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Colonel W. F. B. Laurie, Author of " Rangoon," " Narrative

of the Second Burmese War," &c. 8vo. With Plans and Map.
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Lee (F. G.) The Church under Queen Elizabeth.

An Histoiical Sketch. By the Rev. F. G. Lee, D.D Two
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Lee (F. G.) The Words from the Cross: Seven Sermons

for Lent, Passion-Tide, and Holy Week. By the Rev. F. G.

Lee, D.D. Third edition revised. Fcap. 3s. 6d.

Lee's (Dr. W. N.) Drain of Silver to the East.

Post 8vo. 8s. . ■ r . .1 . y ..

Lewin (T. H.) Wild Races of the South Eastern Frontier of

India. Including an Account of. the Loshai Country. By Capt

T. H. Lewin, Dep. Coram, of Hill Tracts. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Lewis (A. J.) Indian Penal Code

In the Form of Questions and Answers. With Explanatory

and Illustrative Notes. By Angelo J. Lewis. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Lewis (A. J.) Indian Code of Civil Procedure.

In the Form of Questions and Answers. With Explanatory

and Illustrative Notes. By Anuelo J.Lewis. Post8vo. 12s. fid.

Leyden and Erskine's Baber.

Memoirs of Zehir-ed-Din Muhammed Baber, Emperok of

Hindustan, written by himself in the Jaghatai Turki, and

translated partly by the late John Leydun, Esq., M.D., and

partly by William Erskike, Esq., with Notes and a .Geo

graphical and Historical Introduction, together with a Map of

the Countries between the Oxus and Jaxartes, and a Memoir

regarding its construction. By Charles iWaddingi'on, of the

JEast Iudia Company's Engineers. 4to. Lond. .1826. £1 5s.

Liancourt's and Pincott's Primitive and Universal Laws of

the Formation aud development of language ; a Rational and

Inductive System founded on the Natural Basis of Onomatops.

8vo. 12s. U.
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Lockwood (Ed.) Natural History, Sport and Travel.

By Edwakd Lockwood, Bengal Civil Service, late Magistrate

of Monghyr. Crown 8vn. With numerous Illustrations. 9s.

Lovell (Vice-Adm.) Personal Narrative of Events from

1799 to 1815. With Anecdotes. By the late Vice Adra. Wm.

Stanhope Lovell, R.N. , K H. Second edition. Crown 8vo. 4s.

McBean (S.) England, Egypt, Palestine & India by Bailway.

Popularly Explained. Crown ("<vo., with a coloured Map. 4s.

MacGregor (Col. C. M.) Narrative of a Journey through

the Province of Khorassan and on the N. W. Frontier of

Afghanistan in 1875. By Colonel C. M. MacGkegob,

C.S.I., CLE., Bengal Staff Corps. 2 vols. 8vo. With

map and numerous illustrations. 30s.

Maggs (J.) Bound Europe with the Crowd.

Crown 8vo. 5s.

Malleson (Col. 0. B.) Final French Struggles in India

and on the Indian Seas. Including an Account of the

Capture of the Isles of France and Bourbon, and Sketches

of the most eminent Foreign Adventurers in India up to

the period of that Capture. With an Appendix containing

an Account of the Expedition from India to Egypt in 1801.

By Colonel G. B. Malleson, C.S.I. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Malleson (Col. G. B.) History of the Indian Mutiny,

1857-1858, commencing from the close of the Second

Volume of Sir John Kaye's History of the Sepoy War.

Vol. I. 8vo. With Map. 20s.

Contents. Book VII.—Calcutta in May and June.—

William Tayler and Vincent Eyre.—How Bihar and Calcutta

were saved. Book VIII.—Mr. Colvin and Agra.—Jhansi

and Bandalkhand.—Colonel Durand and Holkar.—Sir George

Lawrence and Rajputana.—Brigadier Pohvhele's great battle

and its results.—Bareli, Rohilkhand, and FarakVmbnd. Book

IX.—The relation of the annexation of Oudh to the Mutiny.

—Sir Henry Lawrence and the Mutiny in Oudh.—The siege

of Lakhnao.—The first relief of Lakhnao.

Vol. II.—Including the Storming of Delhi, the Belief

of Lucknow, the Two Battles of Cawnpore, the Campaign

in Rohilkhand , and the movements of the several Columns

in the N.W. Provinces, the Azimgurh District, and on the

Eastern and South- Eastern Frontiers. 8vo. With 4 Plans.

20s.

Vol. III.—In the Press.
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Malleson (Col. G. B.) History of Afghanistan, from the

Earliest Period to the Outbreak of the War of 1878. 8vo.

2nd Edition. With Map. 18s.

Malleson (Col. G. B.) Herat: The Garden and Granary of

Central Asia. With Map and Index. 8vo. 8s.

Manning (Mrs.) Ancient and Mediaeval India.

Being the History, Religion, Laws, Caste, Manners and

Customs, Language, Literature, Poetry, Philosophy, Astronomy,

Algebra, Medicine, Architecture, Manufactures, Commerce.

&c, of the Hindus, taken from their writings. Amongst the
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Sama Veda, Yajur Veda, Sathapatha Brahraana, Bhagavat

Gita, The Puranas, Code of Manu, Code of Yajnavalkya,

Mitakshara, Daya Bhaga, Mahabharata, Atriya, Charaka,

Susruta, Ramayana, Raghu Vansa, Bhattikavya, Sakuntala,

Vikramorvasi, Malati and Madhava, Mudra Rakshasa, Ratna-

vali, Kumara Sambhava, Prabodha, Chandrodaya, Megha Duta,

Gita Govinda, Panchatantra, Hitopadesa, Katha Sarit, Sagara,

Ketala, Panchavinsati, Dasa Kumara Charita, &c By Mrs
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Mayhew (Edward) Illustrated Horse Doctor.

Being an Accurate and Detailed Account, accompanied by

more than 400 Pictorial Representations, characteristic of the

various Diseases to which the Equine Race are subjected ;

together with the latest Mode of Treatment, and all the re

quisite Prescriptions written in Plain English. By EdwXed

Mayhew, M.R.C.V.S 8vo. 18s. 6d.

Contents.—The Brain and Nervous System. —The Eyes.—

The Mouth.—The Nostrils.—The Throat.—The Chest and its

contents.—The Stomach, Liver, &c.—The Abdomen. —The
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Mayhew. A new Edition, revised and improved by J 1.

Lopton. M.R.C.V.S. 8vo. 12s.
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Mayhew (Henry) German Life and Manners.

As seen in Saxony. "With an account of Town Life—Village

Life—Fashionable Life — Married Life—School and University

Life, &c. Illustrated with Songs and Pictures of the Student

Customs at the University of Jena. By Henry Mayhew,
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A Popular Edition of the above. With illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 7s.
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McCosh (J.) Advice to Officers in India.

By John McCosh, M.D. Post 8vo. 8s.

Meadow (T.) Notes on China.

Desultory Notes on the Government and People of China and

on the Chinese Language. By T. T. Meadows. 8vo. 9s

Military Works—chiefly issued by the Government.

Field Exercises and Evolutions of Infantry. Pocket edition, Is.

Queen's Regulations and Orders for the Army. Corrected to

1874. 8vo. 3s. 6d. Interleaved, 5s. 6d. Pocket Edition, Is.
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Dress Regulations for the Army. 1875. Is. Qd.
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Elementary and Battalion Drill. Condensed and Illustrated,
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Manual of Artillery Exercises, 1873. 8vo. 5s.
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Principles and Practice of Modern Artillery. By Lt.-Col. C.
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Major F. A. Gbifpiths. 11th Edition. 6s.
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3s. 6d.

Principles of Gunnery. By John T. Hyde, M A., late Pro

fessor of Fortification and Artillery, Royal Indian Military College,
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Plates and Cuts, and Photograph of Armstrong Gun. Royal 8vo.
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Notes on Gunnery. By Captain Goodeve. Revised Edition.

Is.

Text Book of the Construction and Manufacture of Rifled

Ordnance in the British Service. Bj Stohey & Joneb. Second

Edition. Paper, 3s. 6d., Cloth, 4s. 6d."
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Steaith. Revised and re-arranged by Thomas Cook, R.N., by

John T. Hyde, M.A. 7th Edition. Royal 8vo. Illustrated and

Four Hundred Plans, Cuts, &c. £2 2s.

Military Surveying and Field Sketching. The Various

Methods of Contouring, Levelling, Sketching without Instruments,

Scale of Shade, Example 3 in Military Drawing, &c, &c., &<-. As at
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Treatise on Military Surveying ; including Sketching in the

Field, Plan-Drawing, Levelling, Military Reconnaissance, &c. By
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Elementary Principles of Fortification. A Text-Book for
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Transport ofSick and Wounded Troops. By Dr. Longmore. 5s.

Precedents in Military Law. By Lt-Col. W. Hough. 8vo. 25s.

The Practice of Courts-Martial, by Hough & Long. 8vo. 26s.

Manual of Military Law. For all ranks of the Army, Militia,

and Volunteer Services. By Colonel J. K. Pipon, and J. F. Col

lier, Esq. Third and Revised Edition. Pocket size. 5s.

Regulations applicable to the European Officer in India. Con
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Retirement Regulations, &c. By Geoboe E. Cochrane, late

Assistant Military Secretary, India Office. 1 vol., post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Reserve Force; Guide to Examinations, for the use of Captains

and Subalterns of Infantry, Militia, and RiSe Volunteers, and for Ser

jeants of Volunteers. By Capt. G. H. Gbeaves. 2nd edit. 2s.
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tives of Remarkable Battles. By J. H. Stocqueler. 8vo. 12b.

The Operations of War Explained and Illustrated. By Col.

Hamlet. New Edition Revised, with Plates. Royal 8vo. 30s.
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Fbance James Soady, Lieut.-Col., B.A. Royal 8vo. 21s.

The Soldiers' Pocket Book for Field Service. By Col. Sir
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Wounded in War. By Surgeon Major J. H. Pouter. 7s. 6d.
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Armed Strength of Denmark. 8s.

Armed Strength of Russia. Translated from the German. 7s.

Armed Strength of Sweden and Norway. 3s. 6d.

Armed Strength of Italy. 5s. 6d.
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Steppe Campaign Lectures. 2s.

Manual of Instructions for Army Surgeons. Is

Regulations for Army Hospital Corps. 9d.

Manual of Instructions for Non-Commissioned Officers, Army

Hospital Corps. 2s.

Handbook for Military Artificers. 3s.

Instructions for the use of Auxiliary Cavalry. 2s. 6d.

Equipment Regulations for the Army. 5s. 6d.

Statute Law relating to the Army. Is. 3d.

Regulations for Commissariat and Ordnance Department 2s.

Regulations for the Commissariat Department. Is. 6d.

Regulations for the Ordnance Department. Is. 6d.
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Ah Essay on the Principles and Construction of Military
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Mill's History of British India,

With Notes and Continuation. By H. H. Wilson. 9 vols.

cr. 8vo. £2 10s.

Muller's (Max) Big-Veda-Sanhita.

The Sacred Hymns of the Brahmins ; together with the

Commentary of Sayanacharya. Published under the Patron

age of the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India in

Council. 6 vols., 4to £2 10s. per volume.

Mysteries of the Vatican ;

Or Crimes of the Papacy. From the German of Dr. Theodore

Greisenger. 2 Vols, post 8vo. 21s.

Nirgis and Bismillah.

Nirgis; a Tale of the Indian Mutiny, from the Diary of a

Slave Girl : and Bismillah ; or, Happy Days in Cashmere

By Hafiz Allard. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Notes on the North Western Provinces of India.

By a District Officer. 2nd Edition. Post 8vo., cloth. 5s.

Contents.—Area and Population.—Soils. — Crops.—Irriga
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Osborne (Mrs. W.) Pilgrimage to Mecca (A).

By the Nawab Sikandar Begum of Bhopal. Translated from

the Original Urdu. By Mrs. Willoughby Osborne. Followed

by a Sketch of the History of Bhopal. By Col. Willoughby-

Osborne, C.B. With Photographs, and dedicated, by permis
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Owen (Sidney) India on the Eve of the British Conqnest.

A Historical Sketch. By Sidney Owun, M.A. Reader in

Indian Law and History in the University of Oxford.
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Bombay. Post 8vo. 8s.

Oxenham (Bev. H. N.) Catholic Eschatology and Univer-

salism. An Essay on the Doctrine of Future Retribution.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Oxenham (Bev. H. N.) Catholic Doctrine of the Atonement.

An Historical Inquiry into its Development in the Church, with

an Introduction on the Principle of Theological Development.

By H. Nutcombe Oxenham, M.A. 2nd Edit 8vo. 10s. (id.

" It is one of the ablest and probably one of the most charmingly

written treatises on the subject which exists in our language."—Times.
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Oxenham I H. N. The First Age of Christianity and the Church.

By John Ignatius Ddllinger, D.D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History in the University of Munich, &c, &c. Translated

from the Germau bv Henrv Nutcombe Oxenham, M.A., late
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Revised, with Explanatory Notes, by Abthub N. Wol-
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i-Suhaiii, <fec. 2 Vols, royal 8vo. 32s.

Fipon and Collier's Manual of Military Law.

By Colonel J. K. Pipon, and J. F. Collier, Esq., of the

Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law. 5s.

Pollock (Field Marshal Sir George) Life & Correspondence.

By C. R. Low. 8vo. With portrait. 18s.
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Fcap. 4to. 12s.

Practice of Courts Martial.

By Hough & Lono. 8vo. London. 1825. Stis.

Pilchard's Chronicles of Budgepore, &c.

Or Sketches of Life in Upper India. U Vols., Foolscap 8vo. \iis.

Prinsep (H. T.) Historical Results.

Deducible from Recent Discoveries in Affghanistan. By H.

T. Pbinskp. 8vo. Lond. 1844. 15s,
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Prinsep (H. T.) Tibet, Tartary, and Mongolia.

By Henry T. Prinsep, Esq. Second edition. Post 8vo. 6s.

Prinsep (H. T.) Political and Military Transactions in India.

•■> Vols. 8vo. London, 18-25. 18s.

Raverty (Major H. G ) The Pus'hto Mannal; comprising a

Condensed Grammar, with Idiomatic Phrases, Exercises and

Dialogues, and Vocabulary. By Major H. G. Raverty

Bombay Army, Retired List. Fcap. 5s.

Richards (Major W. H.) Military Surveying, &c.

12s. (See page 20.)

Ramsey (Alrnaric) Moohnmmudan Law of Inheritance, and

Rights and Relations affecting it. Sunni Doctrine. Com

prising, together with much collateral information, the sub

stance, greatly expanded, of the author's " Chart of Family

Inheritance." By Almaric Rumsfy, of Lincoln's Inn, Bar-

rister-at-Law, Professor of Indian Jurisprudence at King's

College, London. Author of " A Chart of Hindu Family

Inheritance." 8vo. 12s.

Rumsey (Almaric) A Chart of Hindu Family Inheritance.

Second Edition, much enlarged. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Sachau (Dr. C. Ed.) The Chronology of Ancient Nations. An

English Version of the Arabic Text of the Athar-ut Bakiya of

Albiiuni, or " Vestiges of the Past." Collected and reduced

to writing by the Author in a.h. 390-1, a.d. 1,000. Trans

lated and Edited, with Notes and Index, by Dr. C. Edward

Sachau, Professor in the Royal University of Berlin. Pub

lished for the Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and

Ireland, Royal 8vo. 42s.

Sanderson (G. P.) Thirteen Years among the Wild

Beasts of India ; their Haunts and Habits, from Personal

Observation; with an account of the Modes of Capturing and

Taming Wild Elephants. By G. P. Sandekson, Officer in

Charge of the Government Elephant Keddahs at Mysore.

With 21 full page Illustrations and three Maps. Second

Edition. Fcp. 4to. £1 5s.

Sewell (R.) Analytical History of India.

From the earliest times to the Abolition of the East India

Company in 1858. By Robert Sewell, Madras Civil Service.

Post 8vo. 8s.

*** The object of this work is to supply the want which has
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been felt by students for a condensed outline of Indian History

which would serve at once to recall the memory and guide th«

eye, while at the same time it has been attempted to render it

interesting to the general reader by preserving a medium

between a bare analysis and a complete history.

Sherer (J. W.) The Conjuror's Daughter.

A Tale. By J. W. Sheker, C.S.I. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sherer (J. W.) Who is Mary ?

A Cabinet Novel, in one volume. By J. W. Sherer, Esq.,

C.S.I. 10s. 6d.

Signor Monaldini's Niece.

A Novel of Italian Life. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Simpson (H. T.) Archaeologia Adelensis; or a History of the

Parish of Adel, in the West Biding of Yorkshire. Being

an attempt to delineate its Past and Present Associations,

Archaeological, Topographical, and Scriptural. By Henry

Traill Simpson, M.A., late Eector of Adel. With nu

merous etchings by W. Lloyd Ferguson. Boy. 8vo. 21s.

Solymos (B.) Desert Life. Recollections pf an Expedition

in the Soudan. By B. Solymos (B. E. Falkonberg), Civil

Engineer,. 8vo. ., 15s

Starling (M. H.) Indian Criminal Law and Procedure.

Third edition. 8vo. £2 2s. Seepage 12.

Steele (A.) Law and Customs of Hindu Castes.

Br Arthur Steele. .Royal 8vo." JE1. Is. (See page 12.)

Stent (G. C.) Entombed Alive,

And other Songs and Ballads. (From the Chinese.) By

George Carter Stent, M.R.A.S.," of the Chinese Imperial

Maritime Customs Service, author of " Chinese and English,

Vocabulary,," " Chinese and English Pocket Dictionary," " The

Jade Chaplet," &c. Crown 8vo. With four Illustrations. 9s.

Stothard (E. T.) The A B C of Art.

Being a system of delineating forms and objects in nature .ne

cessary for the attainments of a draughtsman. By Robert T.

Stothard, F.S.A., late H.D.S.A. Fcap. Is.

Strange's (Sir T.) Hindu Law. ,„

2 Vols. Royal 8vo. 1830. 24s. (See page 12.) ,

Swinnerton (Rev. C.) The Afghan War. Cough's Action at

Futtehabad. By the Rev. C. Swinnerton, Chaplain in the

Field with the First Division, Peshawur Valley Field Force.

With Frontispiece and Two Plans. Crown 8vo. 5s.
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Thomson's Lunar and Horary Tables.

For New and Concise Methods of Performing the Calculations

necessary for ascertaining the Longitude by Lunar Observa

tions, or Chronometers ; with directions for acquiring a know

ledge of the Principal Fixed Stars and finding the Latitude of

them. By David Thomson. Sixty-fifth edit. Royal 8vo. JOs.

Thornton's History of India.

The History of the British Empire in India, by Edward

Thornton, Esq. Containing a Copious Glossary of Indian

Terms, and a Complete Chronological Index of Events, to aid

the Aspirant for Public Examinations. Third edition. 1 vol.

8vo. With Map. 12s.

%* The Library Edition of the above in 6 volumes, 8vo., may be

had, price £2 8s.

Thornton's Gazetteer of India.

Compiled chiefly from the records at the India Office. By

Edward Thornton. 1 vol., 8vo., pp. 1015. With Map. 21s.

*** The chief objects in view in compiling this Gazetteer are:—

1st. To fix the relative position of the various cities, towns, and villages

with as much precision as possible, and to eshibit with the greatest

practicable brevity all that is known respecting them ; and

iindly. To note the various countries, provinces, or territorial divisions, and

to describe the physical characteristics of each, together with their

statistical, social, and political circumstances.

To these are added minute descriptions of the principal rivers

and chains of mountains ; thus presenting to the reader, within a brief com

pass, a mass of information which cannot otherwise be obtained, except from

a multiplicity of volumes and manuscript records.

The Library Edition.

4. vols., 8vo. Notes, Marginal References, and Map. £2 16s.

Thornton (E.) Gazetteer of the Punjaub, Afghanistan, &c.

Gazetteer of the Countries adjacent to India, on the north

west, including Scinde, Afghanistan, Beloochistun, the Punjaub,

and the neighbouring States. By ILdward Thornton, Esq.

2 vols. 8vo. £1 5s.

Thornton (T.) East India Calculator.

By T. Thornton. 8vo. London, 1823. LOs.

Thornton (T.) History of the Punjaub,

And of the Rise, Progress, and Present Condition of the

Sikhs. By T. Thornton. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 8s.

Tilley (H. A.) Japan, the Amoor and the Pacific.

With notices of other Places, comprised in a Voyage of Circum

navigation in the Imperial Russian Corvette Rynda, in 1858—

1800. By Henry A. Tilley. Eight Illustrations. 8vo. ]6s.
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Tod (Col. Jas.) Travels in Western India.

Embracing a visit to the Sacred Mounts of the Jains,

and the most Celebrated Shrines of Hindu Faith between

Rajpootana and the Indus, with an account of the Ancient

City of Nehrwalla. By the late Lieut.-Col. James Tod,

Illustrations. Royal 4to. £3 3s.

*#* This is a companion volume to Colonel Tod's Eajasthan.

Trimen (Capt. R.) Regiments of the British Army,

Chronologically arranged. Showing their History, Services,

Uniform, &c. By Captain R. Trjmem, late 35th Regiment.

8vo. 10s. 6d.

Trotter (L. J.) History of India.

The History of the British Empire in India, from the

Appointment of Lord Hardinge to the Death of Lord Canning

(1844 to 1862). By Cnptain Lionel James Trottee, late

Bengal Fusiliers. 2 vols. 8vo. 16s. each.

Trotter (L. J.) Warren Hastings, a Biography.

By Captain Lionel James Trotter, Bengar H. P., author

of a " History of India," " Studies in Biography," &c.

Crown 8vo. 9s.

Turkish Cookery Book (The).

A Collection of Receipts from the best Turkish Authorities.

Done into English by Farabi Efendi. 12mo. Cloth. 3s. 6d.

Vambery (A.) Sketches of Central Asia.

Additional Chapters on My Travels and Adventures, and of the

Ethnology of Central Asia. By Armenius Vambery. 8vo. 16s.

" A valuable guide on almost untrodden ground."- -Athenceum.

Waring (E. J.) Pharmacopoeia of India.

By Edward John Warino, M.D., &c. 8vo. 6s. (See page 2.)

Watson (M.) Money.

By Jules Tahdieu. Translated from the French by Mar

garet Watson. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Watson (Dr. J. Forbes) Textile Manufactures and Costumes

of the People of India As originally prepared under the

Authority of the Secretary of State for India in Council.

By J. Forbes Watson. M.A., M.D., F R.A.S., Reporter on

the Products of India. Folio, half-morocco. With numerous

Coloured Photographs. £3. 5s.

This u-ork—by affording a key to the Fashions of the People, and to

the Cotton, Silk, and Wool Textiles in actual use in India—is of special

interest to Manufacturers, Merchants, and Agents ; as also to the Student

and lover of ornamental art.
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Watson (Dr. J. F.) and J. W. Kaye, Races and Tribes of

Hindostan. The People of India. A series of Photographic

Illustrations of the Races and Tribes of Hindustan. Prepared

under the Authority of the Government of India, by J. Forbes

Watson, and John William Kaye. The Work contains

about 450 Photographs on mounts, in Eight Volumes, super

royal 4to. £2. 5s. per volume.

Webb (Dr. A.) Pathologia Indica.

Based upon Morbid Specimens from all parts of the Indian

Empire. By Allan Webb, B.M.S. Second Edit. 8vo. 14s.

Wellesley's Despatches.

The Despatches, Minutes, and Correspondence of the Marquis

Wellesley, K.G., during his Administration in India. 5 vols.

8vo. With Portrait, Map, &c. £6. 10s.

This work should be perused by all who proceed to India in the

Civil Services.

Wellington in India.

Military History of the Duke of Wellington in India. Is.

Wilberforce (E.) Franz Schubert.

A Musical Biography, from the German of Dr. Heinrich

Kreisle von Hellborn. By Edward Wilberforce, Esq.,

Author of "Social Life in Munich " Post 8vo. 6s.

Wilk's South of India.

8 vols. 4to. £5. 5s.

Wilkins (W.N.)VisualArt ; or Naturethroughthe HealthyEye .

With some remarks on Originality and Free Trade, Artistic

Copyright, and Durability. By Wm, Noy Wilkins, Author of

•' Art Impressions of Dresden," &c. 8vo 6s.

Williams (F.) Lives of the English Cardinals.

The Lives of the English Cardinals, from Nicholas Break-

speare (Pope Adrien IV.) to Thomas Wolsey, Cardinal Legate.

With Historical Notices of the Papal Court. By Folkestone

Williams. £ vols., 8vo. 14s.

Williams (F.) Life, &c., of Bishop Atterbury.

The Memoir and Correspondence of Francis Atterbury, Bishop

of Rochester, with his distinguished contemporaries. Compiled

chiefly from the Atterbury and Stuart Papers. By Folkestone

Williams, Author of "Lives of the English Cardinals,'' Ac,

2 vols. 8vo. 14s.

Williams (Monien Indian Wisdom.

Or Examples of the Religious, Philosophical and Ethical
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Doctrines of the Hindus. With a brief History of the Chief

Departments of Sanscrit Literature, and some account of the

Past and Present Condition of India. Moral and Intellectual.

By Monier Williams, M.A., Boden Professor of Sanscrit in

in the University of Oxford. Third Edition, 8vo. 15s.

Wilson (H. H. ) Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, and of

useful Words occurring in Official Documents relating to the

Administration of the Government of British India. From the

Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, Sanskrit, Hindi, Bengali, Uriya,

Marathi. Guzarathi, Telugu, Karnata, Tamil, Malayalara, and

other Languages Compiled and published under the autho

rity of the Hon. the Court of Directors of the E. I. Company.

4to., cloth. £1 10s.

White (S. D.) Indian Reminiscences.

By Colonel S. Dewe' White, late Bengal Staff Corps. 8vo.

With 10 Photographs. Us!

Wollaston (Arthur IT.) Anwari Snhaili, or Lights of Canopns

Commonly known as Kalilah and Damnah, being an adaptation

of the Fables of Bidpai. Translated from the Persian. Royal

8vo., 42s. ; also in royal 4to., with illuminated borders, de

signed specially for the work, cloth, extra gilt. £3 13s. 6d.

Wollaston (Arthur N.) Elementary Indian Reader.

Designed for the use of Students in the Anglo-Vernacular

Schools in India. Fcap. Is.

Woolrych (Serjeant W. H.)

Lives of Eminent Serjeants-at-Law of the English Bar. By

Humphry W. Woolbych, Serjeant-at-Law. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s.

Wraxall (Sir I., Bart.) Caroline Matilda.

Queen of Denmark, Sister of George 3rd. From Family and

State Papers. By Sir Lascelles Wraxall, Bart. 3vols.,8vo.

18s.

Young (J. R.) Course of Mathematics.

A Course of Elementary Mathematics for the use of candidates

for admission into either of the Military Colleges ; of appli-

' cants for appointments in the Home or Indian Civil Services ;

and of mathematical students generally By Professor J. R.

Young. In one closely-printed volume. 8vo., pp. 648. 12s.

" In the work before us lie has digested a complete Elementary

Course, by aid of his long experience as a teacher and writer ; and he has

produced a very useful book. Mr. Young has not allowed his own taste

to rule the distribution, but has adjusted his parts with the skill of a

veteran."—Athenaeum.
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A SELECTION PROM

MESSRS. ALLEN'S CATALOGUE

OF BOOKS IN THE EASTERN LANGUAGES, &c.

HINDUSTANI, HINDI, &c.

[ Dr. Forbes's Works are used as Class Books in the Colleges and Schools

in India.']

Forbes's Hindustani-English Dictionary in the Persian Character,

with the Hindi words in Nagari also ; and an English Hindustani

Dictionary in the English Character ; hoth in one volume. By Dun

can Forbes, LL.D. Royal 8vo. 42s.

Forbes'8 Hindustani-English and English Hindustani Dictionary,

in the English Character. Royal 8vo. 36s.

Forbes's Smaller Dictionary, Hindustani and English, in the

English Character. 12s.

Forbes's Hindustani Grammar, with Specimens of Writing in the

Persian and Nagari Characters, Reading Lessons, and Vocabulary.

8vo. 10s. 6d.

Forbes's Hindustani Manual, containing a Compendious Gram

mar, Exercises for Translation, Dialogues, and Vocabulary, in the

Roman Character. New Edition, entirely revised. By J. T. Plaits.

l8mo. 3s. 6d.

Forbes's Bagh o Bahar, in the Persian Character, with a complete

Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Forbes's Bagh o Bahar in English, with Explanatory Notes,

illustrative of Eastern Character. 8vo. 8s.

Forbes's Bagh o Bahar, with Vocaby., English Character. 5s.

Forbes's Tota Kahani ; or, " Tales of a Parrot," in the Persian

Character, with a complete Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. 8s.

Forbes's Baital Pachisi ; or, "Twenty-five Tales of a Demon,"

in the Nagari Character, with a complete Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. 9a.

Forbes's Jkhwanu s Safa; or, "Brothers of Purity," in the

Persian Character. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

[For the higher standardfor military officers' examinations.]

Forbes's Oriental Penmanship ; a Guide to Writing Hindustani

in the Persian Character. 4to. 8s.
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Platte' Grammar of the Urdu or Hindustani-Language. 8vo. 12s.

Eastwick (Edward B.) The Bagh-o-Bahar—literally translated

into English, with copious explanatory notes. 8vo. ] Os. 6d.

Small's (Rev. G.) Tota Kahani; or, "Tales of a Parrot." Trans

lated into English. 8vo. 8s.

Platts' J. T., Baital Pachisi ; translated into English. 8vo. 8s.

Platte' Ikhwanu S Safa; translated into English. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Hindustani Selections, with a Vocabulary of the Words. By

James R. Ballantyne. Second Edition. 1845. 5s. •

Singhasan Battisi. Translated into Hindi from the Sanscrit.

A New Edition. Revised, Corrected, and Accompanied with Copious

Notes. By Syed Abdoolah. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Robertson's Hindustani Vocabulary. 8s. 6d.

Akhlaki Hindi, translated into Urdu, with au Introduction and

Notes. By Syed Abdoolah. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Sakuntala. Translated into Hindi from the Bengali recension

of the Sanskrit. Critically edited, with grammatical, idiomatical, and

exegetical notes, by Fbedebio Pincott. 4to. 12s. 6d.

SANSCRIT.

Haughton's Sanscrit and Bengali Dictionary, in the Bengali

Character, with Index, serving as a reversed dictionary. 4to. 30s.

Williams's English-Sanscrit Dictionary. 4to., cloth. MS. 3s.

Williams's Sanskrit-English Dictionary. 4to. JB4 14s. 6d.

Wilkin's (Sir Charles) Sanscrit Grammar. 4to. 15s.

Williams's (Monier) Sanscrit Grammar. 8vo. 15s.

Williams's (Monier) Sanscrit Manual ; to which is added, a

Vocabulary, by A. E. Gough. 18mo. 7s. 6d.

Gough's (A. E.) Key to the Exercises in Williams's Sanscrit

Manual. 18mo. 4s.

Williams's (Monier) Sakuntala, with Literal English Translation

of all the Metrical Passages, Schemes of the Metres, and copious

Critical and Explanatory Notes. Royal 8vo. 21s.

Williams's (Monier) Sakuntala. Translated into English Prose

and Verse. Fourth Edition. 8s.

Williams's (Monier) Vikramorvasi. The Text. 8vo. 5s.

Cowell's (E B.) Translation of the Vikramorvasi. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
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Thompson's (J. C.) Bhagavat Gita. Sanscrit Text. 6s.

Haughton's Menu, with English Translation. 2 yoIs. 4to. 24s.

Johnson's Hitopadesa, with Vocabulary. 15s.

Hitopadesa, Sanscrit, with Bengali and English Trans. 10s. 6d.

Johnson's Hitopadesa, English Translation of the. 4to. 5s.

Wilson's Megha Duta, with Translation into English Verse,

Notes, Illustrations, and a Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. 6s.

PERSIAN.

Richardson's Persian, Arabic, and English Dictionary. Edition

of 1852. By E. Johnson. 4to. JB4.

Forbes's Persian Grammar, Reading Lessons, and Vocabulary.

Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Ibraheem's Persian Grammar, Dialogues, &c. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Gulistan. Carefully collated with the original MS., with a full

Vocabulary. By John Platts, late Inspector of Schools, Central

Provinces, India. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Gulistan. Translated from a revised Text, with Copious Notes.

By John Platts. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Ouseley's Anwari Soheili. 4to. 42s.

Wollaston's (Arthur N.) Translation of the Anvari Soheili.

Royal 8vo. £2 2s.

Keene's (Rev. H. G.) First Book of The Anwari Soheili. Persian

Text. 8vo. 5s.

Ouseley's (Col.) Akhlaki Mushini. Persian Text. 8vo. 5s.

Keene's (Rev. H. G.) Akhlaki Mushini. Translated into English.

8vo. 3s. 6d.

Clarke's (Captain H. Wilberforce, R.E.) The Persian Manual.

A Pocket Companion.

PART I.—A concise Gbammab of the Language, with Exer

cises on its more Prominent Peculiarities, together with a Selection of

Useful Phrases, Dialogues, and Subjects for Translation into Persian.

PART II.—A VoCABULABY OF USEFUL WORDS, ENGLISH AND

Persian, showing at the same time the difference of idiom between

the two Languages. 18mo. 7s. 6d.

The Bustan. By Shaikh Muslihu-d-Di'n Sa'di Shirazi.

Translated for the first time into Prose, with Explanatory Notes

and Index. By Captain H. Wilbebfobce Clarke, R.E. 8vo.

With Portrait. 30s.

A Translation of Robinson Crusoe into the Persian Language.

Roman Character. Edited by T. W. H. Tolbobt, Bengal Civil

Service. Cr. 8vo. 7s.
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BENGALI.

Haughton's Bengali, Sanscrit, and English Dictionary, adapted

for Students in either language ; to which is added an Index, serving

as a reversed dictionary. 4to. 80s.

Forbes's Bengali Grammar, with Phrases and dialogues. Royal

8vo. 12s. 6d.

Forbes's Bengali Reader, with a Translation and Vocabulary

Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Nabo Nari. 12mo. 7s.

ARABIC.

Richardson's Arabic, Persian and English Dictionary. Edition

of 1852. By F. Johnson. 4to., cloth. £4.

Forbes's Arabic Grammar, intended more especially for the use of

young men preparing for the East India Civil Service, and also for the

use of self instructing students in general. Boyal 8vo., cloth. 18s.

Palmer's Arabic Grammar. 8vo. 1 8s.

Forbes's Arabic Reading Lessons, consisting of Easy Extracts

from the best Authors, with Vocabulary. Royal 8vo., cloth. 15s.

An Arabic Manual. By Professor E. H. Palmer.

(In the press.)

TELOOGOO.

Brown's Dictionary, reversed ; with a Dictionary of the Mixed

Dialects used in Teloogoo. 3 vols, in 2, royal 8vo. £5.

Campbell's Dictionary. Royal 8vo. 30s.

Rrpmn's Reader. 8vo. 2 vols. 14s.

Brown's Dialogues, Teloogoo and English. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

Pancha Tantra. 83.

Percival's English-Teloogoo Dictionary. 10s. 6d.

TAMIL.

Rottler's Dictionary, Tamil and English. 4to. 42a.

Babington's Grammar (High Dialect). 4to. 12s.

Percival's Tamil Dictionary. 2 vols. 10s. 6d.
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GUZRATTEE.

Mavor's Spelling, Guzrattee and English. 7s, 6d.

Shapuaji Edalji's Dictionary, Guzrattee and English. 2ls.

MAHRATTA.

Molesworth's Dictionary, Mahratta and English. ' 4to. 42s.

Molesworth's Dictionary, English and Mahratta. 4to. 42s.

Stevenson '8 Grammar. 8vo., cloth. 17s. 6d.

Esop's Fables. l?.nio. 2s. 6d.

Fifth Reading Book. 7s.

MALAY.

Marsden's Grammar. 4to. £1 Is.

CHINESE.

Morrison's Dictionary 6 vols. 4to. £10.

Marshman's—Clavis Sinica, a Chinese Grammar. 4to. £2 2s.

Morrison's View of China, for Philological purposes; containing a

Sketch of Chinese Chronology, Geography, Government, Religion and

Customs, designed for those who study the Chinese language. 4to. 6s.

PTTS'HTO.

The PuiShto Manual. Comprising a Concise Grammar ; Exer

cises and Dialogues ; Familiar Phrases, Proverhs, and Vocabulary. By

Major H. G. Ravebty, Bombay Infantry (Retired). Author of the

Pus'hto Grammar, Dictionary, Selections Prose and Poetical, Selections

from the Poetry of the Afghans (English Translation), ^Esop's Fables,

&c. &c. Fcap. 5s.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Reeve's English-Carnatica and Carnatica-English Dictionary.

2 vols. (Very slightly damaged). £8.

Collett's Malayalam Reader. Svo. 12s. 6d.

Esop's Fables in Carnatica. 8vo. bound.' 1 2s. 6d.

A Turkish Manual, comprising a Condensed Grammar yrith

Idiomatic Phrases, Exercises and Dialogues, and Vocabulary. By

Captain C. F. Mackenzie, late of H.M.'s Consular Service. 6s.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL

CHART OF INDIA,

Price, fully tinted, mounted on roller or in case, 20s.

size, about 40 in. by 50 in.

Showing, at one view, all the principal nations, governments, and empires which

have existed In that country from the earliest times to the suppression of the Great

Mutiny, A.D. 1858, with the date of each historical event according to the various

eras used in India.

BY

ARTHUR ALLEN DURTNALL,

Of the High Court of Justice in England.

By this Chart, any person, however ignorant of the subject, may, by an hour's

attention, obtain a clear view of the broad lines of Indian History, and of the

evolutions which have resulted in the dominion of Her Majesty as EMPRESS OF

INDIA. It will be found invaluable for Educational Purposes, especially in

Colleges and Schools, where an Indian career is in contemplation. It will also be

found of permanent tjtilitt. in all Libraries and Offices as a work of ready

reference for the connection of events and dates. Besides the History of India, it

includes the contemporaneous histories of Afghanistan, Central Asia, and

Europe.

A RELIEVO MAP OF INDIA.

BY

HENRY F. BRION.

In Frame, 21s.

A map of this kind brings before us such a picture of the surface of a given

country as no ordinary map could ever do. To the mind's eye of the average

Englishman, India consists of ' the plains ' and 'the hills/ chiefly of the former,

the hills being limited to the Himalayas and the Nilgiris. The new map will at

least enable him to correct his notions of Indian geography. It combines the

usual features of a good plain map of the country on a scale of 150 miles to the

inch, with a faithful representation of all the uneven surfaces, modelled on a scale

thirty-two times the hoiizontal one; thus bringing out into clear relief the com

parative heights and outlines of all the hill-ranges, and showing broad tracts of

uneven ground, of intermingled hill and valley, which a common map of the

game size would hardly indicate, except to a very practised eye. The plains of

Upper India are reduced to their true proportions; the Central Provinces,

Malwa, and Western Bengal reveal their actual ruggedness at a glance ; and

Southern India, from the Vindhyas to Cape Comorin, proclaims its real height

above the sea-level. To the historical as well as the geographical student sucli a

map is an obvious and important aid in tracing the course of past campaigns, in

realising the conditions under which successive races oarried their arms or settle

ments through the Peninsula, and in comprehending the difference of race, climate,

and physical surroundings which make up our Indian Empire. Set in a neat

frame of maplewood, the map seems to attract the eye like a prettily-coloured

picture, and its price, a guinea, should place it within the reach of all who care to

combine the useful with the ornamental."—Home Neics.



MAPS OF INDIA, etc.

Messrs. Allen S( Co.'s Maps of India were revised and much improved

during 1876, with especial reference to the existing Administrative

Divisions, Railways, S.c.

District Map of India ; corrected to 1876;

Divided into Collectorates with the Telegraphs and Railways from Go

vernment surveys. On six sheets—size, 5ft. 6in. high; 6ft. 8in. wide,

£2; in a case, £2 12s. 6d. ; or, rollers, varn., £3 3s.

A General Map of India ; corrected to 1876 ;

Compiled chiefly from surveys executed by order of the Government

of India. On six sheetB—size, 5 ft. 3 in. wide ; 5 ft. 4 in. high, £2 ;

or, on cloth, in case, £2 12s. 6d. ; or, rollers, varn., £3 3s.

Map of India ; corrected to 1876 ;

From the most recent Authorities. On two sheets—size, 2 ft. lOin.

wide ; 3 ft. 3 in. high, 16s. ; or, on cloth, in a case, £1 Is.

Map of the Routes in India; corrected to 1874 ;

With Tables of Distances between the principal Towns and Military

Stations On one sheet—size, 2 ft. 3 in. wide ; 2 ft. 9 in. high, 9s. ;

or, on cloth, in a case, 12s.

Map of the Western Provinces of Hindoostan,

The Punjab, Cabool, Scinde, Bhawulpore, &c., including all the States

between Candahar and Allahabad. On four sheets—size, 4 ft. 4in.

wide ; 4 ft. 2 in. high, 30s. ; or, in case, £2 ; rollers, varnished, £2 10s.

Map of India and China, Burmah, Siam, the Malay Penin

sula, and the Empire of Anam. On two sheets—size, 4 ft. 3 in. wide ;

3 ft. 4 in. high, 16s. ; or, on eloth, in a case, £1 5s.

Map of the Steam Communication and Overland Routes

between England, India, China, and Australia. In a case, 14s. ; on

rollers, and varnished, 18s.

Map of China,

From the most Authentic Sources of Information. One large sheet—

size, 2 ft. 7 in. wide ; 2 ft. 2 in. high, 6s. ; or, on eloth, in case, 8s.

Map of the World ;

On Mercator's Projection, showing the Tracts of the Early Navigators,

the Currents of the Ocean, the Principal Lines of great Circle Sailing,

and the most recent discoveries. On four sheets—size, 6ft. 2 in. wide ;

i ft. 3 in. high, £2 ; on cloth, in a case, £2 10s ; or, with rollers, and

varnished, £3.

Handbook of Reference to the Maps of India.

Giving the Latitude and Longitude of places of note. 18mo. 3s. 6d.

Russian Official Map of Central Asia. Compiled in accord

ance with the Discoveries and Surveys of Russian Staff Officers up

to the close of the year 1877. In 2 Sheets. 10s. 6d., or in cloth

case, 14s.
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